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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Background

Multi-hop High Frequency (HF) (2 to 30 MHz) networks are presently being developed as a solu-
tion to the problem of communication in the Intra Battle Group (IBG) environment. In the case of net-
works such as the one proposed in [ES. I], a single frequency is shared among all the nodes in the network.
HF communications are subject to many time-varying effects such as Battle Group platform motion. day/
night channel effects, changing sea state conditions, frequency versus communication range capability,
jamming, and dynamic noise environments. These conditions all contribute to making it difficult to find a
single, "best" frequency for network operation. Standardized Automatic Link Establishment (ALE) tech-
niques[ES.21 provide good frequency selection for a single link but they are often slow and do not answer
the question of what is the optimum frequency choice for an entire network.

This report focuses on the design, development, and testing of a prototype Network Frequency
Selection Service (NFSS) that would automate the selection of a single, best frequency for operation of a
single-channel network. For the intended application, the communicating platforms are generally dis-
persed over an area less than 300 nm across. Communication in this scenario is usually achieved by HF
groundwave, although some skywave propagation is possible. Selection of an HF operating frequency for
the network could be decided prior to starting up the network and made part of the communications plan.
However, problems can arise if the pre-selected operating frequency results in poor communication perfor-
mance, unless there is some method for switching to a more suitable frequency. The NFSS provides an
automated procedure for selecting, from a given sequential collection of HF frequencies, the "best" fre-
quency for use by the network. After selecting the operating frequency, the NFSS proceeds to set the client
network's transmitter and receiver to the chosen frequency. The functions of the NFSS are implemented in
software to perform this service.

Development of a Prototype of a Network Frequency Selection Service

The NFSS is intended to be used as a scheduled service. That is, it begins and ends operation at
predetermined times. During the periods when the NFSS is active it normally tests a subset of the candi-
date frequencies along with the previously chosen best frequency, and chooses the new best frequency
from among this subset. Eventually, over several such active periods, all candidate frequencies are tested.
The client network operates in its normal manner between activations of the NFSS.

In the prototype NFSS, the "best" frequency is the one that minimizes the frequency selection met-
ric shown in figure ES- I (Metric B). The metric is shown here in the form of an integer expressed in binary
format. The most significant bit is on the left. The "best" frequency is the one that minimizes this integer.
Thus, the most important factor in this metric is the number of unconnected nodes, nunc nodes that are dis-
connected from the largest component of the network. This implementation attempts to choose the fre-
quency that leaves the fewest nodes disconnected from the largest component of the network. If several
frequencies result in the same number of unconnected nodes, the best frequency is the one that requires the
fewest number of relay nodes on the backbone network. This will maximize performance of a network that
must operate on a single frequency[ES.31. The field "Number of Unconnected Links (NUL)" is the third
most important consideration in selecting the best operating frequency. NUL is N*(N-1/2 minus the
known number of bidirectional links in the network. Thus, NUL represents the number of links that the
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given topology falls short of being a fully connected network. Finally, the least significant component in
the frequency selection metric is the index of the frequency in the sequential collection of candidate fre-
quencies F3 *

MSB LSB

I II I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I

Description of Field bits

a. nnc 5

b. Number of relay nodes on backbone network. Nbb 5

c. NUL (Number of Unconnected Links). 10

d. Index of frequency in collection Fsc 6

Figure ES-i Frequency selection Metric B.

Sample Outputs from the Network Frequency Selection Service

Figures ES-2 through ES-7 show sample outputs from the Network Frequency Selection Service
for a 7-node simulation model with one mobile node (node 7), which traversed a pre-specified, determinis-
tic path through the remaining nodes. There were a total of 12 frequencies tested; they are shown in table
ES- I. Frequencies were tested in groups (NFSS test cycles) of four frequencies. The first three frequencies
in each NFSS test cycle were taken (in round-robin fashion) from the table of candidate frequencies. The
fourth frequency was taken as the best frequency from the previous test cycle. A "frequency test cycle"
corresponds to a test of a single frequency. For the simulation tests, the NFSS test cycles were run contigu-
ously. Normally, however, the NFSS test cycles would be separated by periods when ,he client network
would be operational.

Each figure displays two NFSS test cycles, and each panel in figures ES-2 through ES-7 displays
results for one frequency test cycle. The time-ordering of results is from top to bottom of the first column
followed by the same ordering in the second column. Each panel shows the following information: an
NFSS frequency test cycle identifier, the bidirectional links for that frequency test cycle, the value of the
metric (in hexadecimal notation), the test frequency (in MHz), and the time at which the frequency test
cycle began (in simulated hrs:min:sec.ms). For this example, the NFSS test cycle is approximately 100
seconds duration.

For the simulation model, frequency 12.03 MHz has the greatest communication range (115 km).
The results show that this frequency is eventually chosen as the best frequency. The results also illustrate
how the values of the metric change as platform 7 moves. lb see what these metrics mean, we decode and
compare the metric values 0x3(282 and 07x230401, which appear in panels marked Nfss Tests 9.3 and 9.2,
respectively, of figure ES-6. We write 0x30282 (after padding on the left to extend the result to the 26 bits
required by the metric) = 00 0000 0011 0000 0010 1000 0010 (binary), which we group into the fields of
our metric as follows: n.. = 00000, Nbb = 00011, NUL = 0000001010, Fsc = 000010. In terms of deci-
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mal integers, the metric value 0x30282 represents the situation where all nodes are connected (n unc = 0).
three relay nodes (nodes 3, 5. and 6) are required (Nbb = 3). the network is 10 links shy of being fully con-
nected (NUL = 10), and the frequency index is 2 (Fsc = 2), which means that the test frequency is 12030
kHz. For the metric value 0x230401, we get 0x230401 = 00 0010 0011 0000 0100 0000 0001. This
decodes to the following: nUc = 00001, Nbb = 00011, NUL = 0000010000. Fs, = 000001. Thus. in terms
of decimal integers, the metric value 0x230401 represents the situation where one node (node 5) is discon-
nected from the main body (nunc = 1), three relay nodes (nodes 3, 5, and 6) are required (Nbb = 3), the
network is 16 links shy of being fully connected (NUL = 16), and the frequency index is 1 (Fsc = 1),
which means that the test frequency is 11062.5 kHz.

Table ES-I: Frequencies, channel noise levels, and communication ranges for test 7NFSE-
T3.

Freq. Array Freq.(Khz) Channel Rangea

Index Noise(db) (Km)

0 10680.0 -100.0 37.97

1 11062.5 -115.0 81.72

2 12030.0 -135.0 115.38

3 12673.5 -125.0 109.59

4 13238.5 -110.0 50.0

5 13980.0 -125.0 98.6

6 14695.0 -105.0 36.6

7 16923.0 -135.0 77.35

8 16954.0 -120.0 60.35

9 17514.0 -125.0 73.57

10 18556.0 -130.0 67.22

11 20025.0 -110.0 29.75

a. Range is based on the noise at the receiver, which is approx-
imated as the larger of the channel noise (see column 3) and the
receiver noise (-125 db).

Conclusions

This report describes a prototype Network Frequency Selection Service. The NFSS can be used as
a stand alone system or it can be used to find the best operating frequency for a client network. As a stand
alone system the NFSS can be used to monitor and evaluate the suitability of various HF channels for use
in intratask force communication networks. Results of these tests could be analyzed manually to select the
operational frequency for an intratask force network. Alternatively, the NFSS can be integrated with a cli-
ent network so that the NFSS periodically tests a set of frequencies and automatically sets the transmitter/
receiver to the best frequency for that network. Extensions of this work to cover the selection of multiple
frequencies in multi-channel networks, such as those described in [ES.3] to [ES.51 are suggested.
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DESIGN, DEVELOPMENT, AND TESTING OF A
NETWORK FREQUENCY SELECTION SERVICE (NFSS)

1. INTRODUCTION

The Naval Research Laboratory (NRL) has proposed the development of a Network Frequency
Selection Experiment (NFSE) as part of the Naval Command Control and Ocean Surveillance Center -
Naval Research and Development's (NCCOSC-NRaD) 6.2 Communications and Networking block. The
objective of the NFSE is to demonstrate the capability of a High Frequency (HIF) Intra Battle Group (IBG)
communication network to automatically adapt its operating frequency to the best choice from a pool of
candidate operating frequencies. HF (2 to 30 MHz) communications are subject to many time-varying
effects such as Battle Group platform motion, day/night channel effects, changing sea state conditions, fre-
quency versuscommunication range capability, jamming, and dynamic noise environments. These condi-
tions all contribute to making it difficult to find a single, "best"' frequency for network operation.
Standardized Automatic Link Establishment (ALE) techniques (2] provide good frequency selection for a
single link but do not answer the question of what is the optimum frequency choice for an entire network.

NRL has proposed to implement an automated Network Frequency Selection Service (NFSS) by
enhancing the network control algorithms developed and successfully tested in the Unified Networking
Technology (UNT) project [3][4]. This technology shall be demonstrated using the various nodes at the
NCCOSC-NRaD UNT testbed. Since NRL's networking algorithms were successfully demonstrated dur-
ing the September 1990 UNT tests, our modifications of that design to implement a frequency selection
service should not be a major risk item. Once the techniques for automated selection of a netwide operat-
ing frequency have been successfully demonstrated, the algorithms can be incorporated into other systems,
such as NCCOSC-NRaD's own MINCAP system.

2. ORGANIZATION OF REPORT

This report contains the documentation needed to guide the development of all software for the
Network Frequency Selection Experiment, which, hereafter, is called the "NFSE System". This documen-
tation loosely follows the software documentation requirements mandated by DOD-STD-2167A for soft-
ware development[6]. Section 3 lists applicable documents. Section 4 defines acronyms, symbols, special
terms, and software constants used in this report. Sections 5 through 11 are organized so that each major
section covers a key Data Item Description (DID) of the 2167A standard. Thus, section 5 corresponds to
the System Specification for the NFSE system. Section 6 corresponds to the System Design Document.
Section 7 contains the Software Development Plan. Section 8 corresponds to a Software Requirements
Document for each Computer Software Configuration Item (CSCI). Section 9 corresponds to an Interface
Requirements Specification for interconnecting CSCIs. Section 10 provides the equivalent of a Software
Design Document for each CSCI; and section 11 corresponds to an Interface Design Document for each
CSCI. Sections 12, 13, and 14 cover the in-lab test plans, descriptions, and results, respectively.

The information in this report is subject to change. To allow for these changes, Sections 4 through
11 each end in a subsection that is intended to contain the revision history for that section. The initial ver-
sion of this report is Version 1.0. The current version number shall always appear under the title on the
report's title page.

Mmucript approd Dember 10, 1993.
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3. APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS

3.1 Government Documents
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Radio Equipment," MIL-STD-188-141A, 15 September 1988.
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[151Ascii Remote Control Option for RF-590A and R-2368/URR Receivers, Harris Corp.. RF Communi-
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[ 16Jnternet Protocol, in DDN PROTOCOL HANDBOOK Vol. Two, Defense Communications Agency,
Dec. 1985.

4. DEFINITIONS

4.1 Acronyms and Abbreviations

Table 1: Meanings of acronyms and abbreviations
Acronyn/ Meaning

Abbreviation

ALE Automatic Unk Establishment

ASAP As Soon As Possible

BLC Black Unk Controll-r

COTS Commercial, off-the-shelf

CSC Computer Software Component

CSCI Computer Software Configuration Item

CSS Communications Support System

CSU Computer Software Unit

DID Data Item Description

DOD-STD Department of Defense Standard

DRAM Dynamic Random Access Memory

DSPT Distributoi Snimulation and Prototyping Testbed

EBB Enhanced lca.kbone Network

GMT Greenwich Mean Time

GPS Global Positioning System

GUI Graphical User Interface

HAMA Handoff Assigned Multiple Access

HF High Frequency

HW Hardware

IBG Intrabattle Group
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Table 1: Meanings of acronyms and abbreviations

Acronym/ Meaning
Abbreviation

IP Internetwork Protocol

IRS Interface Requirements Specification

ISO International Organization for Standardization

KG Key Generator

LCA Linked Cluster Architecture or Linked Cluster Algorithm

LSB Least Significant Bit

MHz Megahertz

MIL-STD Military Standard

MINCAP Minimum Coverage Approximation

MSB Most Significant Bit

mo month

ms milliseconds

NCCOSC- Naval Command Control and Ocean Surveillance Center - Naval Research and
NRaD Development (formerly NOSC)

NFSE Network Frequency Selection Experiment

NOSC Naval Ocean Systems Center (now NCCOSC-NRaD)

NRL Naval Research Laboratory

n.a. not applicable

rn nautical miles

ONT Office of Naval Technology

OOD Object oriented design

OOP Object oriented programming

PDM Project Design Manual

PLM Project Listings Manual

ppm Pulse per millisecond

Qty. Quantity

RB Reliable Bidirectional

RCS Revision Control System
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Table 1: Meanings of acronyms and abbreviations

Acronym/ Meaning
Abbreviation

RCVR Receiver

RF Radio Frequency

RLC Red Link Controller

SAINT Shared Adaptive Internetworking Technology

SDD Software Design Document

SDF Software Development Files

SDL Software Development Library

SDP Software Development Plan

SRS Software Requirements Specification

SSDD System/Segment Design Document

SSS System/Segment Specification

STD Software Test Descriptions

SW Software

s seconds

T/R TransmitlReceive

TBD To Be Determined

UNT Unified Networking Technology

XMTR Transmitter

yr year

4.2 Identifiers Used to Describe System

Table 2: CSCI Identifiers

Identifier Long Name

NC Network Controller

LC Link Controller

SC System Controller



Table 3: CSC Identifiers

Identifiers Long Name Parent
CSCI

LCQBIOS Basic Input Output System LC

LCOS LC Operating System LC

LC_TC LC Timing Control LC

NCCC Congestion Control NC

NCPCONN Internet Protocol Connection NC

NCLCCONN Link Controller Connection NC

NCMR Message Router NC

NCNCL Network Connectivity Learning NC

NCNFSS Network Frequency Selection Service NC

NCNM Network Manager NC

NCNRTSU Startup for NC_NRT Processor NC

NC_NS Network Structuring NC

NCRBM Receive-Buffers Management NC

NC_RC Receiver Control, NC

NCRTOCL Real-time Output Client NC

NC_RTO_SV Real-time Output Server NC

NC..SRCSNK Traffic Source/Sink (for simulated user-traffic) NC

NCTBM Transmit-Buffers Management NC

NCTC NC Timing Control NC

NCXC Transmitter Control NC

Table 4: CSU Identifiers

Identifier Long Name Parent CSC

BTRA Broadcast Traffic Routing Algorithm NC_MR

CCA Congestion Control Algorithm NCCC

LCA Linked Cluster Algorithm NCNS
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Table 4: CSU Identifiers

Identifier Long Name Parent CSC

NCLA Network Connectivity Learning Algorithm NCNCL

NFSA Network Frequency Selection Algorithm NC_NFSS

NSMA Network Status Monitoring Algorithm NCNM

P2PRA Point-to-Point Routing Algorithm NCMR

PPA Periodic Probing Algorithm NCNCL

RBMA Receive-Buffers Management Algorithm NC_RBM

RSA Receiver Scheduling Algorithm NC_RC

TBMA Transmit Buffers Management Algorithm NCTBM

TSA Transmission Scheduling Algorithm NC_XC

Table 5: Interface Identifiers

Identifier Long Name Components Linked

IF_LC_GPS LC/GPS Interface LC GPS

IF_LCLC LC Peer-Level Interface LC LC

IF_LC_NOSC LC/NOSC BLC Interface LC NOSC BLC

IF_LC_RCTL LC/Receiver Control Interface LC Receiver

IF_LC_XCTL LC/rransmitter Control Interface LC Transmitter

IF_NCLC NC/LC Interface NC LC

IF.NCNC NC Peer-Level Interface NC NC

IF_OP_SC Operator/SC Interface Operator SC

IF_SC_LC SC/LC Interface SC LC

IFSCNC SC/NC Interface SC NC

Table 6: VME-Board Identifiers

Identifier Long Name

LANCNTR Etheret Controller Board (ENP- IOL)

M224NRL NRL's MVME224A-I Memory Board
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Table 6: VME-Board Identifiers

Identifier Long Name

M333NRL NRL's MVME333-2 Processor Board

M333NRaD NRaD's MVME333-2 Processor Board

NCNRT NC Non-Real-time Processor Board (MVME135A)

NCRT NC Real-time Processor Board (MVMEI35A)

Proc #n Processor #n (n is the vxWorks-assigned #)

Table 7: Names of System Capabilities

Identifier Long Name

INCAP Internal Network Capability

MCA_CAP System Monitor, Controller, and Archiver

NCCOM

NDTIME Node timing

NFSS Network Frequency Selection Service

SC_ARCHIVE System Archiver

SCMONITOR System Monitor

TPD_CAP Test-Plan Description Service

4.3 Symbols

Table 8: Symbols used in this document (except for time-of-occurrence symbols).

Notation Page Meaning Min. Max. Units

% 87 An operator such that i%j returns the n.a. n.a. none
remainder of the division of i by j.

A 26 ith scheduled active cycle of NFSS n.a. na. na.

at (j) 87 Function that returns pointer to the jth n.a. n.a. n.a.
element of a sequential collection.

Fsc 18 Sequential collection of candidate fre- fmiJ fmax MHz
quencies given as input to NFSS.
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Table 8: Symbols used in this document (except for time-of-occurrence symbols).

Notation Page Meaning Min. Max. Units

fa[] 25 Array of test-frequencies to be used by 4,i, fmax MHz
NFSS during current activation.

fb 18 Frequency chosen by the NFSS as the fmni fmaz MHz
"best" frequency.

fb, i 87 Frequency chosen as the "best" fre- fmin fmax MHz
quency during the ith active cycle of
the NFSS.

fmax 19 Maximum value for frequencies in the unspec unspecified MHz
collection Fsc

fmin 19 Minimum value for frequencies in the unspec unspecified MHz
collection FSc

Uf) Sc 18 Sequential collection of candidate fre- fmi fma MHz
quencies given as input to NFSS.

LQIj 65 (Link Quality Index) - measure of the 0 2N•-SINAE-I _ none
quality of link from nodej to node i

LQIr 66 Threshold value for classifying a link 0 2"-su°LE-L - i none
as unreliable or reliable

M 25 Number of elements in array fan 1 FAMAX none

N 18 Number of nodes in client network 2 Nmax none

NF Number of frames in all but the last 4 unspecified none
NFSS frequency test cycle Pj

Nmax 19 Maximum value of N 7 31 none

P. 19 NFSS frequency test cyclej (using fre- n.a. n.a. n.a.
quency stored infaU']

sizeof(F5 c) 87 Number of elements in the collection 2 unspecified none

T Denotes a duration 0 unspecified ms

TA The duration over which the NFSS is TBD TBD ms
active.

TA 18 Period between start of successive, TBD TBD ms
scheduled active cycles of the NESS

TP 26 Duration over which the NFSS is test- TBD TBD ms
ing with the frequency in fa [j]

TRp 59 Reorganization period for internal net- TBD unspecified mS
work
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Table 8: Symbols used in this document (except for time-of-occurrence symbols).

Notation Page Meaning Min. Max. Units

Trill See figure 19. 0 TBD ms

TsUd 16 Minimum delay from NFSE System 0 TBD ms
startup until t.,5

t 15 Denotes a time-of-occurrence, refer- 0 TBD Ins
enced to some point in time.

i 15 Denotes a time-of-occurrence, refer- unspec unspecified day:m
enced to calendar time. o:yr:m

s

Table 9: Time-of-occurrence symbols used in this document.

Notation Page Meaning Ref. to Units

to 15 Calendar-time reference for the system calendar day:mo:yr

t 26 Start of frequency test cycle Pi tm,1  ms

ta, i 17 ith scheduled active cycle for the NFSS. to  ms

ta, I Start of last (most recent) active cycle of NFSS to ms

ta, s 16 Start of first active cycle of NFSS to Us

tfm 26 Time of computation of frequency selection tp Ins
metric

tsu 16 System-referenced-time that system startup t0  Ins
occurs

tsu 15 Calendar-time that system startup occurs calendar day:mo:yr:
[ms

Table 10: Software constants.

Name of Constant Value

CCAEPOCHS_.BETWEEN_INITS 2

CCAMAX_NUMCLSCHEDSREPORTED 5

CCA_INiTGLOBALFACTOR 1.0

F-MAX 30.0 MHz
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Table 10: Software constants.

Name of Constant Value

F..MIN 2.0 MHz

LQIRELIABLE 3

MAXNET.SIZE 31 nodes

MAX_NUM_RCVRS 5 per node

MAX_NUM_SCHEDSREPORTED 3

MAXSEQ 511

MAXUSER_ DATA 792 bits

MSGSTORE_SZ 64 msgs

MBLKSIZE 22 bytes

NBGLBCONGESTIONFACTOR 8 bits

NB_NCLAEPOCH 4 bits

NBNODE_ID 5 bits

NBNUM..SCHEDS_REPORTED 2 bits

NBSINGLELQI 2 bits

NBSEQ 9 bits

NBSLOTSREQUESTED 8 bits

NBSTATUS 2 bits

NB_TRAFFICLIMIT_REQUESTED 5 bits

NCLAMAXEPOCH 4

NCLAMAXEPOCHSBETWEEN_RETRANSMISSIONS 20

NUMFRAMES_PER_EPOCH 4

RAMP 0.1

SWITCH 1.04

4.4 Terns

Table 11: Terms defined in this document.

Term Meaning

Calendar time GMT. as might be obtained with a GPS receiver

Client network Network that uses the Network Frequency Selection Service

11



Table 11: Terms defined in this document.

Term Meaning

Host node The node at which software is executing.

Mode A System mode characterized by interleaved operation of
NFSS and external client network.

Mode B System mode characterized by interleaved operation of
NFSS and internal client network.

Mode C System mode characterized by concurrent operation of
NFSS and internal client network.

System reference time NFSE System reference time (0 hrs: 0 min: 0 secs Jan. 1,
1970 GMT in our implementation)

4.5 Revisions to Section 4

None.
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5. SYSTEM SPECIFICATION

This section serves as the System/Segment Specification (SSS) for the Network Frequency Selec-
tion Experiment (NFSE) System.

5.1 Scope

5.1.1 Identification

This system shall be referred to as the Network Frequency Selection Experiment System or as the
NFSE System.

5.1.2 System. Overview

This system shall implement a field-demonstration of a Network Frequency Selection Service
NFSS). This service shall periodically test network connectivities and set the client network's transmitter
and receiver to the "best" frequency for network operation. The latter shall be chosen from among a collec-
tion of allowed frequencies. which is provided as input to the NFSS.

5.1.3 Section Overview

Section 5 specifies the requirements for the NFSE System and forms the Functional Baselioe for
that system.

5.2 Applicable Documents

See Section 3.

5.3 System Requirements

5.3.1 Definitions

5.3.1.1 General Description

To understand the NFSE System requirements and constraints, it is first necessary to provide some
background into how the UNT tests were performed.

TWo HF network communication architectures were field-tested during the UNT tests. NRL tested
a multi-frequency network architecture called the Linked ClusterArchitecture (LCA)[3] and [41 and
NOSC tested a single-frequency network architecture based on the HAMA/MINCAP protocols [5]. Both
the NRL and NOSC HF networks used the same set of modems, transmitters, receivers, power amplifiers,
and antennas. In addition, both network controllers were co-resident in the same VIME-chassis, although
they ran on separate VME boards within that chassis. One major difference in the hardware configurations
for the two networks is that the NOSC HF network also incorporated a link encryption device. Hence the
NOSC hardware architecture also included a KG84 crypto, which was followed by another VME chassis
in which they implemented their "Black Unk Controller" (BLC). In order for both NRL and NOSC to per-
form their respective tests, it was necessary to alternate the days that each organization could use the UNT
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equipment suite. In addition, a small amount of cabling changes had to be made each time a different group
needed to use the UNT equipment. What is important. from the standpoint of developing a network fre-
quency selection experiment, is that in the UNT project. NOSC implemented a single-channel network.
which could have benefitted from the availability of a network frequency selection service. On the other
hand. NRL implemented a network that included many of the components needed to construct and test
such a service.

5.3.1.2 Missions

The purpose of the NFSE System is to demonstrate a technique for selecting a single, "best" oper-
ating frequency for an HF radio network.

5.3.1.3 Operational Concepts

The NFSE System shall time-share the RF transmission assets with a client network for which it is
providing the Network Frequency Selection Service. At predetermined time intervals the NFSE System
will control the RF assets of the client network. During these periods, the NFSE System shall select the
"best" operating frequency for the client network. Before returning control of the RF assets back to the cli-
ent network, the NFSE System shall set the transmitter and receiver to operate at the selected frequency.

5.3.1.4 System Design Constraints/Considerations

The NFE System shall build on the hardware and software resources and testing experience
obtained during the UNT tests. The advantages of this approach are the following: 1) NRL's UNT network
already implements most of the components needed to support a Network Frequency Selection Service, 2)
this approach re-uses large amounts of UNT hardware and software that has been field-tested. 3) it mini-
mizes system integration costs, and 4) it takes advantage of software developed for archiving test results,
duplicating test results in the laboratory, and performing additional (post-field-test) testing in the labora-
tory.

5.3.1.5 System Diagrams

Figure I shows the planned node hardware architecture in which the NFSE System is to be embed-
ded. The major change from the UNT node architecture is to move the NRL Network Controller (NC) and
Link Controller (LC) hardware and software from the RLC chassis to the BLC chassis and to connect the
LC to the RF strings via the NOSC UNT hardware/software interfaces. It is also necessary to supplement
the UNT design with an additional port for controlling the radio frequency of the transmitter. Also, an eth-
ernet controller board must be added to the BLC so that a Sun workstation can be attached to the BLC.
This workstation provides a storage medium for test results and also serves as a monitor and controller for
the system.

Figure 4 is a context diagram for the NFSE System.

5.3.1.6 Some Notational Conventions
Here and throughout the remainder of this document, we frequently need to talk about the time-of-occur-
rence of various events. 7b facilitate these discussions we define what we mean by calendar-time and sys-
tem-reference-time. Calendar-time, for the purposes of this paper, is Greenwich Mean Time (GMT) such
as might be obtained from a GPS receiver. System-reference-time is a value of calendar-time that serves as
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Figure I Node hardware architecture in which the NFSE System is to be embedded

a basic time reference for the NFSE System; it is denoted by to.

We use the convention of reserving lower case t to refer to the time-of-occurrence measured with
respect to some reference time, which is either expressly stated or should be obvious from the context.
When we wish to talk about time-of-occurrence in calendar-time, we shall use a "bar" over the t as in t.
Finally, when we are interested only in expressing a duration of time, we shall use an upper case T.

Tie system requires that the system startup time t,- must occur after the system reference time to.
Thus, the following must hold.
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to < ts(EQ 6)

We also define N as the number of nodes in the client network.

5.3.2 Characterisdcs

When the NFSE System software is started at time tsm, it should compute the next available time
ta. s for which the NFSS shall be active. ta, s shall fall on time boundaries as specified in Section
5.3.2.1.1.1.2. In addition, the implementation shall specify the time Tsud, which is the minimum allowed
delay from system starmp until ta, 5. Thus, the system imposes the following constraint.

t,. < a•, s- Tud (EQ 7)

The system shall have three operating modes, which define different ways in which the Network
Frequency Selection Service can be exercised.These options are shown in figure 3. The mode of operation
shall be determined at system initialization by reading a startup file. The mode of operation shall be
changeable only by restarting the system with a different mode selected. These modes are defined as fol-
lows.

Mode A - In this mode of operation the NFSS and HAMA/MINCAP network time-share the RF
communication assets. When the NFSS has control of the RF assets it performs those tasks needed to select
the "best" operating frequency. At the end of its duration of control, the NFSS sets the transmitter to the
new operating frequency. Then the HAMA/MINCAP network operates in its normal fashion using this
operating frequency until it is time to repeat the cycle.

Mode B - This is identical to Mode A with the exception that the NFSE uses (optional) its own,
internal network communication protocols instead of the HAMA/MINCAP protocols.This mode, without
the optional activation of the internal network is used if one is solely interested in exercising the NFSS.
The use or non-use of the internal network in this mode of operation shall be determined at system initial-
ization by reading a startup file.

Mode C - This is identical to Mode B with the exception that, if the internal network is activated,
network communication does not cease operation while the NFSS is operating.
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5.3.2.1.1.1 Network Frequency Selection Service (NFSS)

5.3.2.1.1.1.1 Informal Description

The intended application of the NFSS capability is a single-frequency, HF radio network for an
intratask force. An example of such a network is the HAMA/MINCAP network, which was demonstrated
in the UNT tests. 151 For the intended application the communicating platforms are generally dispersed
over an area less than 300 nm across. Communication in this scenario is usually achieved by HF ground-
waves, although some skywave propagation is possible. Selection of an HF operating frequency for the
network could be decided prior to starting up the network and made part of the communications plan.
However, problems can arise if the pre-selected operating frequency results in poor communication perfor-
mance, unless there is some method for switching to a more suitable frequency. The NFSS provides an
automated procedure for selecting, from a given sequential collectiont of HF frequencies, the "'best" fre-
quency for use-by the network. After selecting the operating frequency, the NFSS proceeds to set the client
network node's transmitter and receiver to the chosen frequency. The functions of the NFSS are imple-
mented in software to perform this service. The NFSS is intended to be used as a scheduled service. That
is, it begins and ends opration at predetermined times. (See note 1 in Section 5.6).

5.3.2.1.1.1.2 Formal Description

1. The NFSS can only control the client network's transmitter and receiver at specific times (ref-
erenced to to) that satisfy

ta, i ` iTAP (EQ 8)

where i = 0,1,2,... and TAP isgiven.

2. When activated at time t. i, the NFSS shall attempt to select a common, "best" frequency fb
from a given, non-empty sequential collection Fsc a {fjl sc.

3. At the time (t. i + TA) the NFSS shall cease operation, leaving the client's transmitter and
receiver set to operate on fb.

4. The minimum period between the start of successive activations of the NFSS. TAP. must sat-
isfy

TAP - TA. (EQ 9)

5.3.2.1.1.1.3 Assumptions

1. An implementation shall specify the minimum allowed value for TA

2. An implementation shall specify the maximum number of elements in the sequential collection
Up; SC*

3. An implementation may provide additional means for notifying a client of the "best' frequency
fb. For example, fb may be loaded into a memory location that the client can read.

1. A sequemial collection is defined as a collection whose members can be accessed via an index.
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4. An implementation shall specify the minimum, f,.,., and maximum. fm,, values for frequen-
cies in the collection {fj}),c

5.3.2.1.1.2 Monitor, Controller, and Archiver Capability (MCACAP)

The Monitor. Controller, and Archiver capability is a composite of several capabilities. The NFSE
System Archiver capability provides a log of the operation of the NFSE System. This log consists of sev-
eral files that first are written to the console's disk and subsequently are ta-nsferred to a permanent storage
medium, such as magnetic tape. The intent is that this log should be of sufficient detail to permit duplica-
tion of field-test results in the laboratory, as was done for the NRL UNT tests. [41 The NFSE System also
provides a system monitoring and control capability, which is accessible to the system operator. The inter-
face to this service shall provide the operator with a means of ascertaining the status of the NFSE System
and for starting and stopping the system.

5.3.2.1.1.3 Test-Plan Description Capability (TPD._CAP)

This capability :-hall provide the means to specify the tests to be performed with the NFSE System.

5.3.2.1.2 Mode B

Mode B is like Mode A with the exception that the NFSE uses (optionally) its own, internal net-
work to pass user traffic. It is intended that Mode B be used for initial tests of the NFSE System prior to
final tests using Mode A. This mode can be used without the optional internal network, if one is interested
solely in exercising the Network Frequency Selection Service.

5.3.2.1.2.1 Network Frequency Selection Service (NFSS)

See Section 5.3.2.1.1.1.

5.3.2.1.2.2 Monitor, Controller, and Archiver Capability (MCA_CAP)

See Section 5.3.2.1.1.2

5.3.2.1.2.3 Internal Network Capability (INCAP)

The internal network shall be capable of simulating user traffic or passing real traffic that it
receives from other networks via the Internet Protocol (IP).

5.3.1±4 Test-Plan Description Capability (TPD._CAP)

See Section 5.3.2.1.1.3.

5.3.2.1.3 Mode C

5.3.L1.3.1 Network Frequency Selection Service (NFSS)

See Section 5.3.2.1.1.1.
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5.3.21.3.2 Monitor, Controller, and Archiver Capability (MCA-CAP)

See Section 5.3.2.1.1.2

5.3.2.1.3.3 Internal Network Capability (INCAP)

See Section 5.3.2.1.2.3.

5.3..1-3.4 Test-Plan Description Capability (TPDCAP)

See Section 5.3.2.1.1.3.

5.3..2 System Capability Relationships

Table 12 summarizes the relationships between the NFSE System capabilities and the modes of
the system. An X indicates that a capability exists. In Modes B and C the system can operate with or with-
out the Internal Network.

Table 12: NFSE System capabilities associated with various system modes.

Mode

Name of Capability A B B C C

NFSS X X X X X

MCA-CAP X X X X X

TPDCAP X X X X X

INCAP X X

5.3.2.3 External Interface Requirement

Figure 4 identifies and names the external interfaces for the NFSE System. There is also an opera-
tor interface for monitoring and controlling the NFSE System; however, we treat that as an internal inter-
face. which is described in a later section.

5.3.2.3.1 GPS Interface

The GPS interface shall consist of an RS232 serial port through which the external system shall
provide precise Greenwich Mean Time (GMT) and I ppm (pulse per millisecond) time intervals for use by
the NFSE System.

5.3.13.2 Modem Control Interface via NOSC BLC

TBD
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Figur 4 NFSE Systm extenmal interface.

5.32.33 Modem Data Interface via NOSC BLC

TBD

53L.3.4 Transmitter Control Interface

The transmitter control interface shall allow remote control of all transmitter functions controllable
from the front panel, including frequency selection.

5.3.2.3.5 Receiver Control Interface

The receiver control interface shall allow remote control of all receiver functions controllable from
the front panel, including frequency selection.

5.4 Quality Assurance Provisions

TBD

5.5 Preparation for Delivery

TBD

5.6 Notes

1. An asynchronous mode of operation for the NFSS was considered but rejected for the follow-
ing reason. Owing to the unreliability of HF communication links in a threat environment,
there is no way to guarantee that, in a timely manner, all nodes in the network could be made
aware of an asynchronous request to perform the Network Frequency Selection Service.

5.7 Revisions to Section 5

None.
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6. SYSTEM DESIGN

6.1 Scope

6.1.1 Identification

Section 6 provides the equivalent of the System/Segment Design Document (SSDD) for the Net-
work Frequency Selection Experiment (NFSE) System. This design derives from the system requirements,
which are given in Section 5.

6.1.2 System Overview

See Section 5.1.2.

6.1.3 Section Overview

This section describes the NFSE system design and its operational and support environments. It
describes the organization of the NFSE system as composed of Computer Software Configuration Items
(CSCIs) and manual operations. There are no Hardware Configuration Items (HWCIs) included in this sys-
tem.

6.2 Referenced Documents

See Section 3.

6.3 Operational Concepts

6.3.1 Mission

6.3.1.1 User Needs

The need for a network frequency selection service is documented in [1], which contains the fol-
lowing:

"The present BF communication systems on most Navy platforms are manually operated.
They require retuning of receivers, transmitters, filters and multicouplers every time the
frequency is changed, thus requiring a significant amount of labor to operate the system.
These changes are required by changes in operating locations/scenarios and changes in
sky-wave HF propagation at different times of day. This manual operation takes many
minutes to hours, requires a relatively high operator skill level, and is a source of errors
causing low system availability."

Subsequently, reference [1] goes on to describe the following effort to address these needs:

"This effort will Incorporate HF networking techniques, and demonstrate auto-
matic frequency selection, network establishmnt, and connectivity maintenance. This
task will examine the dynamics of frequency selection, including: acquiring and distribut-
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ing link performance data for all links and frequencies: identifying a "best" frequency or
frequencies; distributing that information among all nodes; initiating operation on the
selected frequency; and, updating the entire process to maintain good network operation."

6.3.1.2 Primary Mission

The primary mission of the system is to demonstrate a technique for selecting an operating fre-
quency for a single-channel BF network.

6.3.2 Operational Environment

The intended operational environment for the NFSE system is the CSS Testbed, which is described
in Section 6.3.3.2.1.

6.3.3 Support Environment

6.3.3.1 Support Concept

This subsection describes the support environment for the operational system during the Produc-
tion and Deployment phase of the system life cycle.

NRL shall be responsible for hardware and software support for two NFSE System nodes while
these nodes are in the development phase. After the NFSE System nodes have been tested in-lab at NRL
and have operated properly, the NFSE System software shall be ported to NRaD hardware in preparation
for field tests. NRL shall continue to supply maintenance support for the NFSE System software through-
out the field test phase. NCCOSC-NRaD shall supply hardware support for the field-test version of the
NFSE System.

NRL shall purchase two VME-based multi-processor systems to be used for NFSE System nodes.
This hardware shall be similar to that used for the UNT demonstrations. In addition, NRL shall suppiy one
Sun 3 workstation for use in developing the NFSE System software. The latter shall be upgraded to a Sun
Sparcstation in 1993.

Software support for the operational system shall consist of the items shown in Table 13. The sys-
tem console shall run the Unix operating system. The vxWorks software has two components. One of these
runs on the console (vxWorks host) and the other runs on the target MVME135 card. The latter includes
the vxWorks real-time operating system. The MVME333 boards are supplied with a monitor program,
which supports the use of that board.

Table 13: Support software for the operational system

Name Description

vxWorks Real-time software environment

Unix Operating system for the system console

MVME333Bug Monitor program for MVME333 board
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6.3.3.1.1 Government and Contractor Support

NRaD shall be responsible for providing support for the use of the CSS testbed. (See Section
6.3.3.2.1).

NRL may use contractors, as needed, to help prepare for and carry out the field tests.

6.3.3.2 Support Facilities

6.3.3.2.1 CSS Testbed at NCCOSC-NRaD

The Communication Support System (CSS) Testbed at NCCOSC-NRaD shall be the principal site
for the NFSE field demonstrations and tests. This testbed consists of five permanent sites, which are shown
in Figure 5. NCCOSC-NRaD shall supply the hardware required to conduct the field tests.

San Nicolas Q S B

Island

San Clemente '
Island '>Islad • NCCOSC-NRaD O\

Figure 5 NCCOSC.NRaD CSS Testbed - fixed sites.

6.3.3.3 Supply System

Responsibility for supplying hardware for the NFSE system rests with NCCOSC-NRaD or the
organization that they delegate.

6.3.3.4 Government Agencies

NRL shall be responsible for developing and testing the NFSE System. NCCOSC-NRad shall be
responsible for the external environment of the NFSE System, as shown in Figure 1.
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6.3.4 System Architecture

The top-level components of the NFSE system design and its environment are shown in Figure 6.
The NFSE system consists of the following CSCIs: Network Controller (NC), Link Controller (LC). and
System Controller (SC). The operator interacts directly with the System Controller (SC) and indirectly.
through the SC, with the Network Controller (NC) and Link Controller (LC). The Network Controller and
Link Controller also interface to each other.

Network Controller (NC)

SSystem
I [ ,Controller

(SC)

Link Controller (LC)

NOSC BLC VME Cards

String - Data
Xmit Control
String

Figure 6 System architecture showing CSCI's and external interfaces.

6.4 System Design

Figure 3 shows an example top-level timing diagram for the NFSE System. Figure 7 provides the
next level of detail for the system timing structure.

Time is divided into periods in which the NFSS is active and periods when the NFSS is inactive.
During an active cycle, time is divided into M periods of operation at different test frequencies. These fre-
quencies are selected from the sequential collection {f} - and stored in the array fa(]. Details of this
selection process are given in Section 10.1.4.10.1.2.1.

For operation at each frequency test cycle, except the last one, time is divided into NF frames. The
last frequency test cycle is twice as long and contains 2 NF frames, Each frame is further divided into N
time slots. During the period of operation at a given test frequency, the network goes through the following
phases: 1) probing to determine connectivities, 2) network structuring to support the routing of traffic, 3)
dissemination of connectivity information by relaying, and finally, 4) evaluation of the suitability of the
test frequency.
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frame NF, each node evaluates the test frequency based on a metric that is described in Section
10.1.4.10.1.2.4.

At the end of the testing period for the first frequency, the network begins the process of -flooding"
to all nodes information about the "best" frequency and the value of the metric for that frequency The
value of the flooded metric can be thought of as a measure of the strength of the "wave" for that particular
flood of messages. As better frequencies are found, a new, stronger wave of "flooding" occurs which extin-
guishes any previous waves that it encounters. In order that there is sufficient time to complete the flooding
process for the case where the best frequency is also the last one tested, the design allows for twice the
number of transmission frames for the last test frequency.

6.4.1 HWCI Identification

No HWCIs are included in this system.

6.4.2 CSCI Identification

The NFSE Sy, tem is composed of three CSCIs, which are called the Network Controller, the Link
Controller. and the System Controller.

6.4.2.1 Network Controller (NCO CSCI

6.4.2.1.1 Purpose

The NC implements those functions of the NFSE System that would normally be allocated to the
Network Layer in an ISO system architecture. It implements the network frequency selection service and
the network communication service requirements given in Section 5.3.2.1. The NC design should place
emphasis on the reuse of hardware and software from NRL's UNT project.

6.4.2.1.2 System Capabilities Addressed by the Network Controller

The Network Controller implements the Network Frequency Selection Service (NFSS) and Inter-
nal Network Capability (IN_CAP) requirements of the NFSE System. The Network Controller also sup-
ports the monitoring capability included in the Monitor, Controller, and Archiver Capability (MCA-CAP)
of the NFSE System by providing network status information to the System Controller.

6.4.2.1.3 External System Interfaces Implemented by the NC

The NC does not have any external NFSE System interfaces.

6.4.2.2 Link Controller (LC) CSCI

6.4.2.2.1 Purpose

The LC implements those functions of the NFSE System that would normally be allocated to the
Link Layer in an ISO system architecture.
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6.4.2.2.2 System Capabilities Addressed by the Link Controller

The LC implements the link level services required by the Network Controller in order for the lai-
ter to do its job.

6.4.2.2.3 External System Interfaces Implemented by the LC

6.4.2.2.3.1 GPS Interface (IF LCGPS)

The GPS physical interface is an RS232 port, which is configured as shown in Figure 8.

DB25 Male

38 -4 data from GPS receiver
7 signal ground

1 ppms

Notes:
1. The GPS port shall be configured as a DTE.
2. Port parameters: 9600 bps, 8 data bits, I stop bit, no parity, asynchronous.
3. RS232 voltage levels on pin 3.
4. 0 to 10 volts on pin 8 (into 50 ohm load).
5. Time output on pin 3 to begin within 0.1 millisecond of the UTC 1 sec rollover.

Figure 8 GPS interface.

The serial format for inputting timing information is shown in Table 14. This format corresponds

to that of the GPS receiver used in the UNT tests.[14] Bit O of byte 1 is the first to be transmitted.

Table 14: GPS serial time-of-day input format.

Byte # Bit 0 Bit I Bit 2 Bit 3 Bit 4 Bit 5 Bit 6 Bit 7

1 sl s2 s4 s8 slO s20 s40 0

2 ml m2 m4 m8 miO m20 m4O

3 hl h2 h4 h8 hlO h20 0 0

4 dl d2 d4 d8 dIO d20 d40 d80

5 dIOO d200 0 0 0 0 0 0

6.4.2.2.3.2 Modem Interface via NOSC BLC (IF.LCNOSC)

TBD

6.4.2.23.3 Transmitter Control Interface (IFLCXCTL)

Initial plans are based on the use of the Harris RT-1446 transceivers, which were used in the UNT
demonstrations. The UNT version of this transceiver does not have remote control capability. However, a
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remote control interface board (Harris RF-362) can be purchased for the UNT transceivers for $295 each.
If this transmitter configuration is used. Harris will supply the specifications for the transmitter control
interface.

6.4.2.2.3.4 Receiver Control Interface (IFLCRCTL)

The receiver remote control interface is described in [15).

6.4.2.2.4 Design Constraints

The LC design should place emphasis on the reuse of hardware and software from NRL's UNT
project.

6.4.2.3 System Controller (SC) CSCI

6.4.2.3.1 Purpose

The primary purpose of the SC is to provide a user interface into the NFSE system. The SC imple-
ments the requirements for monitoring, controlling, and data archiving for the NFSE system as specified in
Section 5.3.2.1. The SC design should place emphasis on the reuse of hardware and software from NRL's
UNT project.

6.4.2.3.2 System Capabilities Addressed by the System Controller

The System Controller implements the Monitor, Controller, and Archiver Capability (MCACAP)
and the Test-Plan Description Capability (TPDCAP) of the NFSE System.

6.4.2-3.3 External Interfaces

Although the SC does have an operator interface, we treat this as an internal interface, which is
described in Section 11.3.7.

6.4.3 Manual Operations Identification

The Manual Operations for the NFSE System are grouped into the following four categories: test
description, system startup, system monitoring and maintenance, and system shutdown. These operations
are described below.

6.4.3.1 Describe Test (SET-TEST)

TBD

6.4.3.2 Start System (SYS-START)

TBD
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6.4.3.3 Monitor and Maintain System (SYSRUN)

TBD

6.4.3.4 Shutdown System (SYSSTOP)

TBD

6.4.4 Internal Interfaces

The top-level, internal interfaces of the NFSE system are shown in Figure 9. In addition to the real
interfaces, we also show the virtual (peer-to-peer) interfaces. The latter interfaces connect peer layers on
separate nodes.

Node i Node j

NC IFNCN • N

NC IFL-CL I .N

...... ... . . ...

Figure 9 NFSE system internal interfaces.

6.4.4.1 HWCI-to HWCl Interfaces

None.

6.44.2 HWCI-to-CSCI Interfaces

None.

6.443 CSCI-to-CSCI Interfaces

All of the internal interfaces shown in Figure 9 represent CSCI-to-CSCI interfaces. A brief
description of each of these interfaces follows.
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6.4.4.3.1 IF_OP._SC

IFOP_SC is the interface between the NFSE System Operator and the System Controller CSCI.
Physically, this interface is the keyboard, screen, and mouse that belong to the System console. The soft-
ware interface is accessed through the Unix operating system of the System console. The requirements for
this interface are given in section 9.3.3.

6.4.4.3.2 IFWSCNC

The workstation, which serves as the System console, interfaces to the Network Controller through
the interface IF_SC_NC. Physically, this interface is an ethernet connection. The requirements for this
interface are given in section 9.3.5.

6.4.4.3.3 IF_SCLC

The System console also provides an interface for direct connection to the Link Controller through
the IFSCLC. Physically, this interface is an RS232 connection. The requirements for this interface are
given in section 9.3.4.

6.4.4.3.4 IF_NCLC

The interface between the Network Controller and the Link Controller at a node is called the IF_N-
C_.LC interface. Physically, this interface is made up of the VME backplane and the MVME224-1 shared
memory board within the BLC chassis (see figure 1). The requirements for this interface are given in sec-
tion 9.3.2.

6.4.4.3.5 IF_NC NC

There are two peer level interfaces in the NFSE System. These interfaces deal with communica-
tion between CSCIs on different nodes. The peer level interface between network controllers on different
nodes is called the IF_NC_NC interface. The requirements for this interface are given in section 9.3.6.

6.4.4.3.6 IFLC LC

The other peer level interface in the NFSE System is between link controllers on different nodes.
This is called the IF_LC_LC interface. Its requirements are given in section 9.3.7

6.5 Processing Resources

The processing resources for the NFSE System are those shown in figure 1. These resources are
described below.

6.5.1 System Console (CONSOLE)

The console is a Sun Sparcstation with associated hard disk and tape drive. At least 50 megabytes
of storage must be available for use by the NFSE System. The tape drive is needed to archive the test
results.
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6.5.2 Non-Real-time Network Controller Processor (NCNRT)

The Non-Real-time NC Processor (Proc #0) must be an MVMEI35. MVMEI35A. or suitable sub-
stitute.

6.5.3 Real-time Network Controller Processor (NCRT)

The Real-time NC Processor (Proc #1) must be an MVMEI35, MVMEI35A, or suitable substi-
tute.

6.5.4 Shared Memory (M224NRL)

At least 4 megabytes of shared memory must be available to the NFSE System's VME-based hard-
ware. A Motorbla MVME224-1 or suitable substitute is required.

6.5.5 Ethernet Controller (LANCNTR)

A VxWorks-compatible ethernet controller is needed to connect the NFSE System's VME chassis
to the System's console.

6.5.6 Link Controller Processor (M333NRL)

A Motorola MVME333 or suitable substitute is required by the NFSE System's Link Controller
software.

6.6 Quality Factor Compliance

TBD

6.7 Requirements Traceability

Table 15 summarizes the system capabilities addressed by each of the HWCIs, CSCIs, and Manual
Operations of the NFSE System.

Table 15: Requirements Traceability Matrix

NFSS MCA&CAP IN_CAP TPDLCAP

SC X X

NC X X X

LC X X X

SETTEST X

SYS..START X X X

SYS-STOP X X X
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Table 15: Requirements Traceability Matrix

NFSS MCACAP INCAP TPDCAP

SYS-RUN X X X

6.8 Notes

None.

6.9 Revisions to Section 6

None.
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7. SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT PLAN

Section 7 provides the equivalent of a 2167A Software Development Plan (SDP) for the NFSE
System.

7.1 Scope

7.1.1 Identification

This SDP is for the NFSE System and is applicable to all CSCIs identified in Section 6.4.2.

7.1.2 System Overview

See section 5.1.2 on page 13.

7.1.3 Section Overview

This section describes NRL's plans for conducting software development for the NFSE System.

7.2 Referenced Documents

See Section 3.

7.3 Software Development Management

7.3.1 Project Organization and Resources

7.3.1.1 NRL Facilities to be used

NRL facilities to be used include office spaces, computer resources, and the Distributed Simula-
tion and Prototyping Testbed (DSPT). These facilities are presently located at NRL in Building 26.

7.3.1.2 Government Furnished Equipment, Software, and Services

The hardware, shown in Table 16, and the software, shown in Table 17, shall be obtained with
project funds.

Table 16: Hardware Items to be Obtained

Item Description Qty. Ordered Received

MVME945B-l VME Benchtop Enclosures 2 Yes Yes

MVMEI35A CPU (4 Mbyte DRAM) 5 Yes Yes

MVME224A-1 Memory (4 Mbyte DRAM) 2 Yes Yes

MVME333-2 Serial 1/0 Module 2 Yes Yes
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Table 16: Hardware Items to be Obtained

Item Description Qty. Ordered Received

MVME705A Transition Board for 333 2 Yes Yes

ENP-10L Ethernet Controllers 2 Yes Yes

Harris RF-362 Remote Controller board 7 No No

Table 17: Software Items to be Obtained

Item Description Qty. Ordered Received

vxWorks Real-time software environ- I Yes Yes
_ _ _ ment

7.3.1.3 Organization Structure

Code 5521 personnel at NRL shall be responsible for the development of the NFSE System. This
code's position in the NRL organizational structure appears in Figure 10.

Code IUUl
Director of Research

Dr. T. Coffey

Code MUD
Warfare Systems and Sen-
sors Research Directorate

Mr. R. RojasI
L.oe. .3uu

Information Technology
Division

Dr. R. P. ShumakerI
•o•e 352U

Communication Systems
Branch

Mr. E. L. AlthouseI
L;ode 3U I

Network Research and
Simulation Section

Mr. D. N. McGregor

Figure 10 Code 5521's poiiei in NRL atgamiaonul sUucmre.
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7.3.1.4 Personnel

The manager for the NFSE System Development Project. hereafter to be referred to as the Project.
is Mr. Dennis N. McGregor, Section Head for NRL Code 5521. The Technical Leader for the Project is Dr.
Dennis J. Baker, a member of this Section.

7.3.2 Schedule and Milestones
Table 18 shows the schedule for performing the tasks associated with NFSE project. Also dis-

played are the milestones, which specify when the deliverables shown in table 19 are due.

Table 18: Schedules and milestones

1992 1993 1994
T ask s- - - -Tss4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 31

1. Design of Network Frequency Selection Service

(NESS)

2. Identify new hardware/software needed

3. Design field test driver and archiver

4. Write software requirements document

5. Write software design guide a

6. Code NFSS and support software 4>

7. Simulation testing of NFSSm

8. Develop plans for field tests

9. Integrate NFSS & test-support software into target HW/
SW environment

10. Perform in-lab tests of field-test system c

11. Perform field tests

12. Analyze field test results d

13. Project management

Table 19: Deliverables

Milestone Deliverable

a Software development documentation

b C++/C code for NFSS

c Operational node

d Final report
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7.3.2.1 Activities

The set of tasks necessary to complete the NFSE project are fisted below.

Task 1 - Design of Frequency Selection Service (NFSS) - This task is to develop an implementable
algorithm by which N nodes can select the best operating frequency from a given set of allocated
HF frequencies. The algorithm must be robust with respect to communication connectivity
changes, irrespective of the causes of these changes. The task must address the following: (1) the
measurements that must be made to evaluate link qualities at a given frequency, (2) the protocol
for disseminating this link quality information throughout the network. (3) the development of a
metric for selecting the best frequency on a network-wide basis, and (4) and a protocol for install-
ing the chosen frequency throughout the network. Both centralized and distributed techniques for
implementing the NFSS shall be considered. The output of this task shall be a software specifica-
tion of the NFSS.

Task 2 - Identify new hardware/software needed - The objective of this task is to identify any spe-
cial hardware and software needed to implement the NFSS. For example, it is almost certain that
the NFSS will require "omputer control of both the transmitter and receiver. The resource require-
ments specification will also give estimates of the cpu and memory requirements of the NFSS. as
well as specifying any timing constraints that must be met. This task will also identify any special
hardware/software development tools that are needed to fully implement the NFSE System.

Task 3 - Design Field Test Driver and Archiver - Additional software is needed for the following:
1) to provide traffic loads on the network during the field demonstrations, 2) to monitor the opera-
tion of the NFSS during the field tests, and 3) to archive the results of its operation for more
detailed post-analysis of its performance. The basic design for accomplishing these functions
shall be the focus of this task.

Task 4- Write Software Requirements Document - The purpose of this task is to generate specifi-
cations for the NFSS software and any supporting software. The latter may include test drivers,
data archiver. and test monitor display software.

Task 5 - Write software design guide - The purpose of this task is to provide a software design doc-
ument, which will serve as the basis for software coding.

Task 6 - Code the NFSS and test-support software - The purpose of this task is to use the docu-
mentation and specifications of Tasks 4 and 5 as the guide for developing the requisite NFSE Sys-
tem software for the target hardware. The initial effort on this task shall focus on construction of
the software development environment that shall be used during the subsequent code develop-
ment.

Task 7 - Simulation Testing of the NFSS - This task is to perform a simulation of the NFSS design
and run appropriate tests so as to verify that the design is not flawed.

Task 8 - Develop Plans for Field Tests - The purpose of this task is to generate a document
describing the NFSE System as it will be performed in the field. This document will describe the
test objectives, test procedures, data collection requirements, and data analysis procedures. If any
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special monitoring tools are needed to show the operation of the NFSS during the actual field
demonstrations, these tools shall also be described in the test plans.

Task 9- Integrate NFSS & Test-Support Software into Target Hardware/Software Environment -
This task provides for the integration of the NFSS and support software into the field testbed hard-
ware/software environment. The task is broken into three phases. as indicated in the schedule of
Table 18. During the first phase, the goal is to reconstruct an HF network node as it existed in
NRL's UNT demonstration. The NFSE System node shall be obtained by enhancing the capabili-
ties of the UNT node. During the second phase of this task, the software for the new Network Fre-
quency Selection Service and related services shall be integrated into the target hardware. During
the third phase of this task, the NFSE System node shall be integrated with the NOSC BLC.

Task 10 - Perform in-lab Tests of Field-Test System - The objective of this task is to perform back-
to-back testink in the laboratory of at least two, fully configured nodes.

Task 11 - Perform Field Tests - The actual demonstration or field tests would be accomplished
over a period of about one month, starting with only two or three nodes and culminating with tests
using five or more nodes.

Task 12 - Analyze Field-Test Results - The purpose of this task is to analyze the data from the field
tests and describe the results in a final report.

Task 13 - Project Management - This task covers manpower resource scheduling, coordination
with sponsor, managing project finances, providing briefings, obtaining contractual support as
required, and other necessary project management functions.

7.3.2.2 Activity Network

Not available.

7.3.2.3 Source Identification

This subsection identifies and describes the sources of the required resources (software, firmware,
and hardware) for the software development effort for the NFSE System. We outline a plan for obtaining
the required resources and indicate the need date. If the availability of a particular item is known, we also
give that information.

The resources that are needed can be grouped into those needed for each of the following three
phases: 1) NFSS development, 2) hardware/software integration performed at NRL, and 3) final hardware/
software integration for field-test system. The resources needed for Phase I are listed in tables 20 and 21.
Those required in Phase 2 are given in tables 22 and 23. And those that are needed in Phase 3 are given in
tables 24 and 25.
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Table 20: Hardware Resources needed for NFSS Development

Item Description Source Qty. Date Needed Availability

MVME945B-1 Chassis Motorola 2 Start of Task 9 Received

MVMEI35A CPU Motorola 5 Start of Task 9 Received

MVME224A- 1 Memory Motorola 2 Start of Task 9 Received

MVME333-2 Serial 1/0 Motorola 2 Start of Task 9 Received

MVME705A Transition Board Motorola 2 Start of Task 9 Received

ENP-10L Ethernet Board Rockwell 2 Start of Task 9 Received

Sun 3 Workstation NRL 1 Start of Project Available

Sun Sparcstation Workstation NRL I T1BDa Ordered

a. The Sun Sparcstation will be needed when we receive the version of vxWorks that supports C++. This is
expected to occur around April of 1993.

Table 21: Software Resources needed for NFSS Development

Item Description Source Qty. Date Needed Availability

vxWorks Real-time soft- Wind River 1 Start of Task 9 Received
ware

vxWorks (for C++) Real-time soft- Wind River 1 ASAP March 1993
ware

Table 22: Hardware Resources needed for Field-Test Node Development at NRL

Item Description Source Qty. Date Needed Availability

TBD TBD TBD TBD I year prior to TBD
start of field tests

Table 23: Software Resources needed for Field-Test Node Development at NRL

Item Description Source Qty. Date Needed Availability

TBD TBD TBD TBD 1 year prior to TED
start of field tests
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Table 24: Hardware Resources needed for final integration with Field-Test System

Item Description Source Qty. Date Needed Availability

TBD TBD TBD TBD I year prior to TBD
start of field tests

Table 25: Software Resources needed for final integration with Field-Test System

Item Description Source Qty. Date Needed Availability

TBD TBD TBD TBD Need access to TBD (need
HW/SW 6 mo. access to
prior to start of HW/SW)
field tests

7.3.3 Risk Management

For the most part, there is very low risk during the first two years of the project to develop and test
the Network Frequency Selection Service. Most of the high risk areas occur in the third year. Table 26 lists
the major risk areas. Each risk area is ranked as low, medium, or high risk with regards to technical. cost
schedule, and network (risk caused when problems with one task have an adverse impact on a large num-
ber of other tasks) factors. The following paragraphs elaborate on these risk areas.

Table 26: Assessment of Risk Areas
Tehnca . Schedule Network

Risk Area Technical Cost Risk Sk Newok Overall RiskRikAraRisk Risk Risk

Software Development Medium Low Low Medium Medium
Language I

Multi-Contractor, High High High High High
Multi-Site

Field-Test Resources n.a. High High High High
Availability

7.3.3.1 Software Language Development

The high-level language C++ has been selected for most of the software for the NFSE System.
This was the language used to implement the Network Controller for the UNT/NRL tests. It is a risk area
because C++ is not directly supported by the vxWorks real-time software. Nevertheless, it is felt that this is
not a high risk area because, if needs be, C code can be obtained from the C++ code, and vxWorks does
support C. wo additional steps taken to reduce the risks associated with using C++ were the following: 1)
enlist the services of a contractor (Jade Simulations International) that is familiar with porting C++ to
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VME systems, and 2) obtain C++ support from vxWorks as soon as it becomes available. In regards the
latter, we are seeking to have NRL serve as a beta test site for the soon-to-be-tested C++ support for
vxWorks.

7.3.3.2 Multi-Contractor and Multi-Site

During the third year of this project, there is a large amount of closely coordinated work that must
be done by NRL and NCCOSC-NRaD workers. This arises because of the need to integrate the NFSE Sys-
tem hardware and software into a single VME chassis that is shared with NCCOSC-NRaD hardware and
software. There are many potential problems that can arise as a result of such an integration. Some of these
problems could be quite difficult to diagnose and correct unless extremely close cooperation is achieved
between the two groups of workers. Adding to the difficulty of achieving the required level of coordination
between the two groups is the large geographical separation of the two laboratories. Costs are another con-
sideration in bringing the two groups together for the required length of time. An alternative to transport-
ing one of the groups to the others facility for an extended length of time is to make available to both
groups a fully-configured and operating node, which contains both the NRL and NRaD hardware and soft-
ware. Then both groups could perform tests with a fully integrated system, and integration bugs could be
worked out with phone calls among the NRL and NRaD researchers.

7.3.3.3 Field-Test Resources Availability

A critical item for the successful execution of the third year field-test of the NFSS, is the availabil-
ity of the hardware needed by NRL researchers to construct a complete and functioning node. This
includes all of the hardware and software that would exist at a node in the field test. Such hardware
includes: transmitters, receivers, modems, GPS receivers, mullicouplers, antennas, etc. The second critical
need is for NRL researchers to have adequate access to all field test facilities for preliminary testing and
debugging.

7.3.3.4 Minimizing the Risks Associated with Field Tests

As noted, all of the high risk areas are associated with field-tests that require the integration of
NRaD and NRL hardware and software into a single system. Such an integration effort is not necessary to
prove the concepts of a Network Frequency Selection Service. In an effort to avoid these integration costs,
the NFSE System is being designed to work with or without a co-resident HAMA network.

7.3.4 Security

No security features shall be included in this initial demonstration of a Network Frequency Selec-
tion Service.

7.3.5 Interface with Associated Contractors

Jade Simulations International (JSI) shall provide assistance with code development and simula-
tion of the NFSE System. The point of contact for JSI is Dr. Greg Lomow. Dr. Dennis Baker of NRL shall
provide technical direction for the JSI effort. Mr. Dennis McGregor of NRL Code 5521 shall serve as the
Contracting Officer's Technical Representative (COTR) on the JSI contract.
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7.3.6 Interface with Software IV&V Agents

Not applicable.

7.3.7 Subcontractor Management

Dr. Dennis Baker of NRL Code 5521 shall work directly with JSI contracting personnel on a day
to day basis and provide the necessary technical guidance to the subcontractor.

7.3.8 Formal Reviews

NRL shall present progress on the development and testing of the Network Frequency Selection
Service at the annual Office of Naval Technology's (ONT) 6.2 Block Reviews.

7.3.9 Software Development Library

The software de ielopment library (SDL) consists of all documents, source code. compiled code.
change requests. etc. associated with the system. It also consists of all commercial off-the-shelf (COTS)
and non-developmental software used for conducting and supporting the project.

Formal tracking and change cor.trol shall be imposed on this document and on all source code that
makes up the NFSE System. The Unix-based Revision Control System (RCS) shall be used to implement
version control for all source code.

7.3.10 Corrective Actions Process

Corrective actions shall be reported to Dr. Dennis Baker of NRL Code 5521 for authorization to
make changes.

7.3.11 Problem/Change Report

No special format is required to report problem. However, a request for change should include the
following: a description of the proposed change, justification for the proposed change, identification of the
person suggesting the change, and date the change request was prepared.

7.4 Software Engineering

7.4.1 Organization and Resources - Software Engineering

7.4.1.1 Organizational Structure - Software Engineering

NRL Code 5521 is responsible for performing all software engineering for the NFSE System. JSI
shall provide subcontractor support for this effort as needed.
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7.4.1.2 Personnel. Software Engineering

Dr. Dennis Baker shall be in charge of software engineering for the NFSE System development.
He shall be assisted in this task. as needed, by JSI perscnnel.

7.4.1.3 Software Engineering Environment

This subparagraph identifies and describes the plans for establishing and maintaining the resources
(software, firmware, and hardware) necessary to performing the software engineering activities.

7.4.1.3.1 Software Items

The following software shall be available for supporting the NFSE System during development.
NRL shall procure vxWorks real-time software support for this projecL In addition, NRL shall make the
following, in-house software, available for support of the NFSE System: C++ compiler/translator (Gnu
C++ compiler and/or C-front translator), C++ software development environment fbject Center), com-
mercial simulation software (Sim++), word processor (FrameMaker), editor (Gnu Emacs), software ver-
sion control (Revision Control System (RCS)), system design support (Turbo-Case).

NRL shall also make available for this project the Distributed Simulation and Prototyping Testbed
(DSPT). The DSPT provides an environment for conducting both real-time and non-real-time tests of com-
munication systems software. It does this by emulating the software environment in which the communica-
tion software is to be immersed. The DSPT provides software interfaces to RF transmission hardware,
which emulate the target system interfaces and which interact via simulated communication channels. It
includes models for both HF groundwave and LOS communication channels. The DSPT provides a limited
operating system interface. (In the NRLIUNT tests, this limited operating system interface was sufficient to
meet all of the operating system demands of the target communication software.) During the development
of the NFSE System software, the DSPT shall be the primary tool for conducting in-lab tests of this sys-
tem. The DSPT software shall be maintained under the RCS system.

7.4.1.3.2 Hardware and Firmware Items

Hardware items needed in support of the software engineering effort are listed in section 7.3.2.3.

7.4.1.3.3 Proprietary Nature and Government Rights

All software developed for the NFSS is the property of the government and shall be delivered
without any restrictions on its use.

7.4.1.3.4 Installation, Control, and Maintenance

NRL Code 5521 is responsible for installing, controlling, and maintaining the NFSE System soft-
ware.
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7.4.2 Software Standards and Procedures

7.4.2.1 Software Development Techniques and Methodologies

MIL-STD-2167A is being used as a guide in preparing the documentation for the NFSE System.
Object-oriented programming (OOP) is the methodology being used for code development. In addition, an
effort is being made to include some of the techniques of formal methods in the software specification
phase of the NFSE System development.

7.4.2.2 Software Development Files

Prior to the field tests, NRL shall perform in-lab tests of each CSCI. The results of this activity
shall be placed in the Software Development Files (SDF) for that CSCI. Plans for the creation and mainte-
nance of SDFs their formats and contents, and the procedures for maintaining them. is yet to be deter-
mined.

7.4.2.3 Design Standards

Object-oriented design (OOD) is the primary design standard for the NFSE System software.

7.4.2.4 Coding Standards

TBD

7.4.3 Non-developmental Software

See section 7.4.1.3.1.

7.5 Formal Qualification Testing

7.5.1 Organization and Resources - Formal Qualification Testing

TBD

7.5.2 Test Approach/Philosophy

The Network Controller CSCI will be tested separately. The Link Controller CSCI will be tested
together with the Network Controller, and finally, the System Controller, Network Controller, and Link
Controller will be tested together.

7.5.3 Test Planning Assumptions and Constraints

In-lab testing is being planned under the assumption that no modems, RF equipment, or NRaD
BLC hardware or software will be available.
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7.6 Software Product Evaluations

7.6.1 Organizational Structure - Software Product Evaluations

See section 7.3.1.3.

7.6.2 Software Product Evaluations Procedures and Tools

TBD

7.7 Software Configuration Management

See section 7.3.9.

7.8 Other Software Development Functions

Not applicable.

7.9 Notes

None.

7.10 Revisions to Section 7

None.
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8. SOFTWARE REQUIREMENTS

This section serves as a Software Requirements Specification (SRS) for each CSCI of the NFSE
System.

8.1 Network Controller (NC) CSCI

8.1.1 Scope

&.1.11 Identification

This section describes the software requirements for the Network Controller (NC), which is a
CSCI of the NFSE System.

8.1.1.2 NC Overview

See Section 6.4.2.1.1.

8.1.1.3 Subsection Overview

Section 8.2 specifies the engineering and qualification requirements for the Network Controller
CSCI.

8.1.2 Applicable Documents

See Section 3.

8.1.3 Engineering Requirements

8.1.3.1 NC External Interface Requirements

Figure 11 shows the modules with which the NC interacts and identifies the interfaces through
which these interactions take place. The specifications of these interfaces are given in section 9.3.

8.1.3.2 NC Capability Requirements

The Network Controller shall implement the following specified capabilities.

&1.3.2.1 NC-to-NC Communication (NCCOM) Requirement

The NCCOM capability of the NC CSCI shall provide the following communication and commu-
nication-related services.
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Node i Node j

NC lF_NC_NC NC

If SC NC

SIFNC LC:

Figure 1I NC external interface requirements.

" Point-to-point message service - This service shall provide a means of sending messages from an NC
port at one node to the designated destination node and NC port. Once the NCCOM function accepts a
message for delivery, it shall deliver the message to the destination node with an average delay that
shall not exceed the hop count times the frame duration, where the hop count is the number of relay
transmissions needed to reach the destination. Duplicate messages shall be detected and discarded.

" Broadcast message service -This service shall provide a means of sending messages from an NC port at
one node to a designated port at every other node. Once the NCCOM function accepts a message for
delivery, it shall deliver the message to the destination nodes with an average delay that shall not exceed
the hop count times the frame duration, where the hop count is the number of relay transmissions
needed to reach a destination. Duplicate messages shall be detected and discarded.

" Local message service - This service shall provide a means of sending messages from an NC port at one

node to the designated port at any node that is directly connected to the source node.

" Network connectivity learning service - This service shall provide a measure of both short-term and
long-term link qualities for all possible links in the network.

" Performance monitoring service - This service shall provide a means for gathering and reporting NC
performance data.

A message should not be greater than MAXJUSER_DATA. User traffic that exceeds MAX_.-
USERDATA should be segmented and reassembled by higher-level protocols.

The NCCOM capability will be obtained by modifying the NC used by NRL in the UNT project

8.1.M.2.2 Network Frequency Selection Service (NFSS) Requirement

See section 5.3.2.1.1.1.
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8.1.3.3 NC Internal Interfaces

Figure 12 shows the interfaces internal to the NC. These interfaces are described in the following
subsections.

NC

VXWORKS OS NS

! ji _NC.COM_NFSS I2!!

NC..,COM

FiSure 12 NC internal interfaces

8.1.3.3.1 Internet Protocol (IP) Interface (IF.IP)

The IFJP interface is the vxWorks network interface driver for the NFSE System's internal net-
work. The requirements for this driver are given in [12].

8.1.3.3.2 NFSS to NCCOM Interface (IFNCCOM NFSS)

The IFNC_COM_NFSS interface connects the Network Frequency Selection Service to the com-
munication services (NCCOM) that it needs to perform its task.

8.1.4 Qualification Requirements

In-lab demonstrations shall be used to verify that the Network Controller CSCI implements the
capabilities described in section 8.1.3.2.

8.1.5 Preparation for Delivery

The NFSS source code shall be delivered in hard copy form.

8.1.6 Notes

None.
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8.2 Link Controller (LC) CSCI

8.2.1 Scope

8.2.1.1 Identification

This section describes the software requirements for the Link Controller (LC), which is a CSCI of
the NFSE System.

8.2.1.2 LC Overview

See Section 6.4.2.2.1.

&2.1.3 Subsection Overview

Section 8.2 specifies the engineering and qualification requirements for the Link Controller CSCI.

&2.2 Applicable Documents

See Section 3.

&2.3 Engineering Requirements

&2.3.1 LC External Interface Requirements

Figure 13 shows the external modules with which the LC interacts and identifies the interfaces
through which these interactions take place. These interfaces are specified in section 9.

8.2.3.2 LC Capability Requirements

8.2.3.2.1 LC.to-LC Communication (LCCOM) Requirement

The LC shall provide communication with other LCs that are within direct communication range
and provide the lower level communication services required by the NC. Specific capabilities provided by
the LC_COM function are as follows.

• Provide time-synchronous, block-oriented communication service to the NC that allows communica-
tion between nodes that are directly connected. (The smallest unit of data exchange between the LC and
NC shall be a block.)

* Provide flag indicating to the NC whether a block was received, and if it was received, indicate whether
it was received without errors.

* Each block shall be capable of holding MBLOCKSIZE bytes of data from the NC (not including
checksumn bytes added by the LC).

• When the NC delivers a block of data to the LC It shall indicate the time at which the block transmis-
sion is to occur.
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Figure 13 L.C external interface reureet.

•An LC shall transmit a block of data within 10 milliseconds of its scheduled transmaission time.

•A block received from the modem by the LC shall be delivered to the NC within 270 milliseconds of
the reception of the entire block by the LC.

* Blocks shall be delivered to the LC from the NC in time-of-transmission order.

The LCCOM module shall also provide the NC with the capability to exercise the following con-

trol over the attached transmitter and receiver.

"* Set transmit frequency at given time.

"• Set receive frequency at given time.

8.2.3.2.2 Node Timing (NDTIME) Requirement

The LC shall provide precise time of day and 1 pulse-per-millisecond signals to the NC.

The LC shall schedule the sequencing of events and provide the required data manipulation to
drive the RF hardware.

&82.33 LC Internal Interfaces

The internal interfaces between the LC functional capabilities are identified in figure 14.
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8.2.4 Qualification Requirements

In-lab demonstrations shall be used to verify that the Link Controller CSCI implements the capa-
bilities described in section 8.2.3.2.

8.2.5 Preparation for Delivery

Not applicable.

8.2.6 Notes

None.

8.3 System Controller (SC) CSCI

83.1 Scope

8.3.1.1 Identification

This section describes the software requirements for the System Controller, which is a CSCI of the
NFSE System.

8.3.1.2 CSCI Overview

See Section 6.4.2.3.1.

8.3.1.3 Subsection Overview

Section 8.2 specifies the engineering and qualification requirements for the System Controller
CSCI.

8.3.2 Applicable Documents

See Section 3.
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8.3.3 Engineering Requirements

8.3.3.1 SC External Interface Requirements

Figure 15 shows the external modules with which the System Controller interacts and identifies
the interfaces through which these interactions take place. These interfaces are specified in section 9.

LC

E •_SCNC

.~~ ........

8.3.3.2 SC Capability Requirements

8.3.3.2.1 System Performance Archiving (SC_.,ARCHIVE) Requirement

The System Controller shall provide for the logging of NFSE System performance data to disk
file.

8.3.3.2.2 System Monitor and Control (SCMON) Requirement

The System Controller shall provide a system monitoring and control capability that is accessible
by the System Operator. The interface to this service shall provide the operator with a means of ascertain-
ing the status of the NFSE System and starting and stopping the system.

8.3.3.3 SC Internal Interfaces

There are no internal interfaces between the System Controller functional capabilities.

8.3.4 Qualification Requirements

In-lab demonstrations shall be used to verify that the System Controller CSCI implements the
capabilities described in section 8.3.3.2.
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&3.5 Preparation for Delivery

Not applicable.

&3.6 Notes

None.

84 Revisions to section 8

None.
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9. INTERFACE REQUIREMENTS SPECIFICATION

9.1 Scope

9.1.1 Identification

This section serves as the Interface Requirements Specification (IRS) for the NFSE System.

9.1.2 System Overview

See section 5.1.2 on page 13.

9.1.3 Section Overview

This section specifies the requirements for the interfaces between the CSCIs that make up the
NFSE System.

9.2 Applicable Documents

See Section 3

9.3 Interface Specification

9.3.1 Interface Diagrams

Figure 16 shows the interface diagram for the NFSE System. The interfaces IFLC.GPS,
IF_LC_.RCTL, IF_LC_XCTL, and IFLCNOSC connect the NFSE System to its external environment.
Those interfaces are specified in section 6.4.2.2.3. This IRS covers the other interfaces shown in figure 16.
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Table 27 gives a listing of the NFSE System interfaces tha are specified in this IRS.

Table 27: Listing of NFSE System interfaces specified in *he ERS.

Interface Descriptor Interface Identifier

LC-to-LC Peer Interface IFLC-LC

Network Controller/Lin Controller Interface WF.NC..LC

NC-to-NC Peer Interface IF_NCNC

Operator/System Controller Interface IF_OPSC

System Controller/Link Controller Interface IFSCLC

System Controller/Network Controller Interface IF..CJ4C
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9.3.2 Network Controller/Link Controller Interface (IFNCLC)

9.3.2.1 Interface Requirements

The NC and LC CSCIs execute concurrently. The LC executes on the M333NRL board and inter-
faces via shared memory board M224NRL to the NC Real-Time processor board NCRT (Proc #1). The
interface requirements for IFNCLC are similar to the NC/LC interface described in [10].

All communications between the NC and LC take place via queues and data buffers located on the
M224NRL shared memory board. The NC and LC are each responsible for maintaining its own queues
and buffers and for the movement of data between its own local memory and shared memory when
required. Commands are passed between the NC and LC via command queues which are constantly moni-
tored. When a command from the NC has been detected, the LC immediately (within 1 ms) copies the
command parameters to it local memory. The LC performs a validity test on the command to ensure it is
valid and will reject it if it is not. Rejected commands are immediately returned to the NC with a suitable
error code. The command queue is then reset to "idle" signaling the NC that the command has been pro-
cessed and the queue slot is again available for use. Commands from the LC to the NC are processed in the
same manner by the NC.

9.3.2.2 Data Requirements

The data requirements for the IF_NC_LC interface are described in file common.h, which appears
in (9].

9.3.3 Operator/System Controller Interface (IFOPSC)

This provides the man-machine interface for the system operator.

9.3.3.1 Interface Requirements

The console screen shall provide the windows shown in figure 17. The windows labeled "NC_RT'
and "NCNRT" connect to the MVME 135 NC_.RT and NC_NRT boards, respectively, of the BLC chas-
sis. These two windows allow the operator to interact with these two boards via the VxWorks shell. The
window labeled "M333NRL" is a Unix "tip" window that connects to the M333NRL board on the BLC
chassis. This window allows the operator to interact with the monitor program stored on the M333NRL
board. The window labeled "SC" is for interacting with the operating system of the NFSE System console.

9.33.2 Interface Commands

The operator can issue VxWorks shell commands in the windows labeled "NCRT" and
"NCNRr", Unix shell commands in the window labeled "SC", and MVME333Bug commands in the
window labeled "M333NRL".

9.3.3.2.1 VzWorks Shell Commands

The VxWorks shell commands are described in the Wind River Systems documentation that
desaibes the VxWorks system. The operator can obtain on-line help for a specific command by typing
"vwman <command>".
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9.3.3.2.2 Unix Commands

The Unix commands are described in the numerous books on this operating system. The operator
can obtain on-line help for a specific command by typing "man <command>".

9.3.3.2.3 MVME333Bug Commands

The MVME333Bug commands are described in the manual that accompanies the MVME333Bug
proms. The operator can obtain on-line help by typing "HE". The HE (help) command displays all com-
mands available in MVME333Bug.

MVIIE333Lbug ..1>

~NCJT NC_.RT E

Figure 17 Startup display on System Controler scree.

9.3.4 System Controller/Link Controller Interface (IFSC.LC)

The IF_SC_LC interface is an RS232 connection between Port A on the Sun console and Port I on
the MVME705, which serves as a transition board for the M333NRL board.
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9.3.5 System Controller/Network Controller Interface (IFSCNC)

The IF_SCNC interface is an ethernet to which both the SC and NC are attached. The SC is con-
nected directly to the ethernet, while the NC is connected to the ethernet via the LANCNTR board.

9.3.6 NC-to-NC Peer Interface (IFNCNC)

9.3.6.1 Interface Requirements

Network Controllers on different nodes communicate with each other via synchronous and asyn-
chronous messages. Synchronous messages are sent at precisely known times. Asynchronous messages are
subject to queuing delays, and therefore, the precise time that they will be transmitted is not predeter-
mined.

9.3.6.2 Data Requirements

The formats of synchronous and asynchronous messages are given in section 11.3.4.

9.3.7 LC-to-LC Peer Interface (IF._LCLC)

Link Controllers on different nodes communicate with each other via bursts of 6 blocks that con-
tain MBLKSIZE bytes of upper-layer data plus a 2-byte (first five blocks) or 1 -byte (sixth block) block
checksum. See references [91 and [101 for a discussion of the checksum procedure.

9.4 Quality Assurance

TBD

9.5 Preparation for Delivery

None.

9.6 Notes

None.

9.7 Revisions to Section 9

None.
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10. SOFTWARE DESIGN

This section serves as the Software Design Document (SDD) for all of the CSCIs that make up the
NFSE System.

10.1 Software Design for the Network Controller (NC) CSCI

10.1.1 Scope

10.1.1.1 Identification

Section 10.1 covers the software design for the Network Controller (NC) CSCI, which is a compo-
nent of the Network Frequency Selection Experiment System.

10.1.1.2 System Overview

See section 5.1.2 on page 13.

10.1.1.3 Subsection Overview

Section 10.1 describes the design of the NC CSCI.

10.1.2 Referenced Documents

See Section 3.

10.1.3 Preliminary Design

10.1.3.1 NC Overview

10.1.3.1.1 NC Architecture

Figure 18 shows the NC architecture. The NC is organized as two components -- a non-real-time
component NC.NRT and a real-time component NCRT. Each of these components operates on a separate
processor board. The NC_RT handles those tasks that are time critical. The remaining tasks are executed
out of the NC_NRT processor. Within the NC are two major components - the NFSS module and the
NCCOM module. The NFSS implements the Network Frequency Selection Service, while the NCCOM
module implements the communication, monitoring, and other services required of the NC. For the most
part, the NCCOM design is identical to the NC design that was used by NRL in the UNT project. The
major addition to the present NC design is the Network Frequency Selection Service (NFSS) functionality.
A minor addition is the inclusion of the IP Connection function, which enables internetting between the
NFSE's internal network and other networks. Figure 55 also shows the key interfaces internal to the NC.

Additional timing for the NC for operation with the NFSE System's internal network is given in
figure 19. During the period between activations of the NFSS, time is divided into Reorganization Periods
of duration T These are further divided into frames Fj, which in turn are subdivided into transmission
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slots S' j. In the event that a whole number of reorganization periods does not fit exactly into the interval
between activations of the NFSS, a time-fill period Tfiu has been added The number of frames per reorga-
nization period is given by NF..

V=7-
F' F' P3 ,

S. , S_ 2  S° S',,

time

Figure 19 Additional system timing for operation with NFSE System's internal network.

10.1.3.2 NC Design Description

The NC CSCI is further decomposed into computer software components (CSC), which are
described in this subsection. The computer software components of the NC are also shown figure 55.

10.1.3.2.1 Network Connectivity Learning (NCNCL) CSC

The NCNCL is used to determine the status of local connectivities, to identify "reliable" bidirec-
tional links between the host node and its neighbors, and to disseminate link quality information to all
nodes in the network.

The NCNCL supports the network frequency selection service and the network communication
service requirements given in Section 5.3.2.1.

10.1.3.2.2 Network Structuring(NCNS) CSC

The NC_NS is used to organize the nodes into a Linked Cluster Architecture, as described in [3).

The NCNS supports the network frequency selection service and the network communication
service requirements given in Section 5.3.2.1.

10.1.3.2.3 Transmitter Control (NCXC) CSC

This CSCI determines when a transmitter is allowed to transmit, and it provides an interface to the
remote control functions of the transmitter.
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The NC_XC supports the network frequency selection service and the network communication
service requirements given in Section 5.3.2. 1.

10.1.3.2.4 Receiver Control (NCRC) CSC

This CSCI provides an interface to the remote control functions of the receiver.

The NCRC supports the network frequency selection service and the network communication
service requirements given in Section 5.3.2.1.

10.1.3.2.5 Transmit Buffers Management (NCJTBM) CSC

The NCTBM has several functions - it manages the storage of messages awaiting transmission, it
packs messages into transmit buffers, and it generates and inserts sequence numbers in relay message
headers. The messages stored by the NC.TBM may originate in higher layers or they may originate locally
in other NC CSCs. Also, it manages the storage of pointers to messages that are being relayed. Relay mes-
sages have their own message store facility based in the NC.RBM (Receive Buffers Management) CSC.
however, the TBM acce:ses relay messages via queues of pointers that it maintains.

The NCTBM supports the network frequency selection service and the network communication
service requirements given in Section 5.3.2.1.

10.1.3.2.6 Receive Buffers Management (NCRBM) CSC

The Receive Buffers Manager checks each block of an incoming packet for block errors1, com-
putes a link quality index (LQI) value for each link, unpacks messages from each receiver's Receive Buffer
and forwards each message to the appropriate destination within the NC. The NC RBM, also, prevents
duplicate messages from being delivered to the upper layer and removes relay messages from relay queues
(i.e., from the NCRBM message store) that have exceeded their time-to-live.

The NC.RBM supports the network frequency selection service and the network communication
service requirements given in Section 5.3.2.1.

10.1.3.2.7 Congestion Control (NCCC) CSC

The function of Congestion Control is to prevent the degradation of network performance that can
occur when traffic levels exceed that which the internal network can effectively handle.

The NCCC CSC supports the network communication service requirements given in Section
5.3.2.1.

1. Checksms are counputed by the Link Controller and the results sent to the Network Controller for ue in der-

mining message evrs mad link quality.
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10.1.3.2.8 Message Router (NCMR) CSC

The function of the Message Router (NCMR) is to determine whether the host node should relay
an asynchronous message and to forward asy-nchronous messages destined for the host node to the appro-
priate destination port.

The NCMR supports the network communication service requirements given in Section 5.3.2.1.

10.1.3.2.9 Network Manager (NCNM) CSC

The Network Manager maintains the local performance database. NC.NM is responsible for mon-
itoring system performance, and it is intended to serve as an interface for purposes of monitoring and con-
trolling the operation of the internal network and other components of the NFSE System.

The NCNM supports the network frequency selection service and the network communication
service requirements given in Section 5.3.2.1.

10.1.3.2.10 Network Frequency Selection Service (NCNFSS) CSC

This CSC implements the network frequency selection service specified in section 5.3.2.1.1.1.

10.1.3.2.11 NC Timing Control (NCJTC) CSC

This CSC implements the timing structure shown in Figure 7. It also provides a facility for sched-
uling procedure calls and subsequently calling those procedures at the appropriate times.

The NCTC supports the network frequency selection service and the network communication
service requirements given in Section 5.3.2.1.

10.1.3.2.12 NCRT System Startup (NCRT..SU) CSC

This CSC is the first NC software that is executed on the NCRT processor board at system star-
tup, and it is responsible for starting the rest of the NCRT software.

The NC_RT_SU supports the network frequency selection service and the network communica-
tion service requirements given in Section 5.3.2.1.

10.1.3.2.13 NCNRT System Startup (NC_NRT_SU) CSC

This CSC is the first NC software that is executed on the NCNRT processor board at system star-
tup, and it is responsible for starting the rest of the NC_NRT software.

The NCRTSU supports the network frequency selection service and the network communica-
tion service requirements given in Section 5.3.2.1.
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10.1.3.2.14 EP Connection (NC_IPCONN) CSC

This CSC implements the connection to the Internet Protocol (IP) via the Operating System inter-
face.

The NCHPCONN supports the network communication service requirements given in Section
5.3.2.1.

10.1.3.2.15 LC Connection (NCLCCONN) CSC

This CSC implements the NC's part of the IF_NC_LC interface.

The NC_LC_CONN supports the network frequency selection service and the network communi-
cation service requirements given in Section 5.3.2.1.

10.1.3.2.16 Real-time Output Server (NCRTO_SV) CSC

This CSC allows concurrent file output capability in a multiprocessor, real-time system.

The NCRTO_SV supports the network frequency selection service and the network communica-
tion service requirements given in Section 5.3.2.1.

10.1.3.2.17 NC Sim++ Interface (_FSIM) CSC

The IFf_SIM CSC emulates a subset of the Sim++ software from Jade Simulations International
(JSI) on a vxWorks target MVME135A CPU.

The IF._SIM CSC supports the network frequency selection service and the network communica-
tion service requirements given in Section 5.3.2.1.

10.1.3.2.18 NC DSPT Interface (IF_DSPT) CSC

The IFf.DSPT CSC emulates a subset of the DSPT software from NRL on a vxWorks target
MVMEI35A CPU.

The IFDSPT CSC supports the network frequency selection service and the network communica-
tion service requirements given in Section 5.3.2.1.

10.1.3.2.19 Traffic Source/Sink (NCSRCSNK) CSC

This CSC provides a source and sink of traffic in order to perform built-in tests of the NFSE Sys-
tem's internal network.

The NCSRC_SNK supports the network communication service requirements given in Section
5.3.2.1.
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10.1.4 Detailed Design

10.1.4.1 Network Connectivity Learning (NCNCL) CSC

The NC_NCL CSC is structured as two component CSUs -- the Periodic Probing Algorithm (PPA)
and the Network Connectivity Learning Algorithm (NCLA).

10.1.4.1.1 Periodic Probing Algorithm (PPA) CSU

10.1.4.1.1.1 Periodic Probing Algorithm Design Specification/Constraints

The purpose of the PPA is to provide a periodic check of a node's direct connectivities with other
nodes in the network and to identify and report reliable bidirectional links to its neighbors.

10.1.4.1.1.2 Periodic Probing Algorithm Design

Each node can discover who its neighbors are by the process of probing. When a probe message is
broadcast, every other node replies with either an acknowledgment (ACK) or a negative acknowledgment
(NAK) depending on whether or not it received the probe message. A simple strategy for effecting such a
probing by every node is to set up two TDMA frames for controlling the transmission of probe and
acknowledgment messages. In this approach, nodes are numbered from I to N and each node is assigned
its correspondingly numbered transmission slot, once in each frame. The slot assignments are included in
the Communication Plan (COMPLAN), which is available to every node.

During frame I each node broadcasts its probe message, which includes the ACKs and NAKs of
previously transmitted probe messages. During frame 2 each node ACKs or NAKs frame 1 probe mes-
sages sent since its own frame I transmission. The formats of these "synchronous" messages are shown in
figures 59 and 60.

Each node maintains information about the status of all of its incoming links. This information
relates to both the results of the periodic probing and to the number of 192-bit blocks (see section 11.3.3.1
for a discussion of blocks) received correctly over the link since the last probe. In subsequent sections we
provide details of how this status is measured. Here it is only necessary to point out that link quality is
specified in terms of a Link Quality Index (LQI), which can take on the values 0 (lowest quality) to 3
(highest quality). LQIi.J, gives the quality of the link from node j to node i. A node announces the LQI val-
ues of its own incoming links as part of the Periodic Probing Algorithm.

The PPA also identifies reliable, bidirectional links at a node and broadcasts this information to
neighboring nodes. The test that is applied at node i to ascertain whether it is bidirectionally connected to
node j is slightly different depending on whether j is greater than or less than i.

If i<j, node i considers a link to nodej to be a reliable, bidirectional (RB) link and considers node
j to be a RB-neighbor (RBN) if:

LQii,j 2: LQ~r (EQ 10)

and

.Qlj, i LOE6 11)
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and node i and nodej received each other's probes.2

If j<i. node i considers a link to nodej to be a reliable, bidirectional (RB) link and considers node
j to be a RB-neighbor if:

LQIij > LQI, (EQ 12)

and

LQj, iZ LQI (EQ 13)

and node i received node j's frame 2 transmission, which indicated that node j was RB-linked to node
i.•,e reason for using a slightly different criterion in this last step whenj<i is so that both i andj agree on
whether the link between them is an RB-link. Above, LQ4r is that value of LQI that defines a reliable, uni-
directional link. As part of its frame 2 transmission, each node utrnsmits a vector identifying tlise nodes to
which it has RB-links.

Pseudocode for the PPA is shown in Figure 20.

Use own link.quality.yector (from RBMA measurements)
Wait for one of the following events and process as indicated:

Case startof_reorganization-epoch:
probesheard=(O,.... 0);
link qualitymatrix=null matrix+own linkquality vector;
reliable_2way.connectivity matrix=null matrix;

Case transmitin_framel:
Send probes_heard vector and own linkquality vector;

Case receivedframeltransmission_from-node.j:
probes-heard[j]=l
Store received link quality vector into row j of link quality matrix;
if (i<j and link i~j is reliable and bidirectional)

reliable_2wayconnectivity( i, j ] =1;
Case transmit_in_frame2:

Send probes_heard and own reliable_2wayconnectivity vectors;
Case received_frame2_transmissionfrom-node-j:
Store received reliable_2wayconnectivity vector row j of matrix;
if (j<i and link i,j is reliable and bidirectional)

reliable_2way connectivityf i, j ] =1;

Figume 20 Pseudocode for the Perioe;&. Probing Algorithm at node i.

2. When the network first starts up, only this last condition is tested.

3. Wben the network first starts up, only this last condition is tested.
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10.1.4.1.2 Network Connectivity Learning Algorithm (NCLA) CSU

10.1.4.1.2.1 Network Connectivity Learning Algorithm Design Specification/Constraints

During frame I of the reorganization epoch, nodes report on the quality of rf-, eption over all
incoming links since the last reorganization. The purpose of the NCLA is to relay thus information to all
nodes in the network.

10.1.4.1.2.2 Network Connectivity Learning Algorithm Design

The Periodic Probing Algorithm (PPA) is responsible for the first transmission of every link qual-
ity report. Both the NCLA and PPA read the link quality information sent in frame I by the PPA. thereafter,
the NCLA handles subsequent retransnissions.

The link quality vectors could be sent as separate, broadcast messages, which the network delivers
to all nodes. Such an approach would work, but it is inefficient to send lots of small. broadcast messages.
Moreover, some of this information may be unchanged from epoch to epoch, and therefore it need not be
retransmitted. The NCLA avoids these inefficiencies.

The format of the data portion of an asynchronous local message that contains link quality reports
is shown in Figure 21. Several reports can be packed into one message. Each report is tagged by the most
recent epoch number (modulo (2NB-NCLA-E H) ) for which the data applies. When a link quality
report is received, the NCLA checks to see if it represents newer and different information than is currently
in the node's database. Old or unchanged data is not retransmitted - with one exception, which we describe
shortly. The NCLA also decides whether to retransmit data received over the air. The NCLA performs this
determination in a way similar to that used by the Broadcast Traffic Routing Algorithm (BTRA) (see sec-
tion 10.1.4.8.1.2) to decide whether to retransmit a regular broadcast traffic message.

:a: c d

Description of Field bits

a. Num. connectivity reports (NCR) NBNODEID

b. ID of orig. reporting node NBNODEJD

c. Epoch ID NBNCLAEPOCH NCR

d. LQI vector NB SINGLE.LQION

Additional connectivity reports

Data packet size (bits): NBNODEID+NCR*(NBNODEjID+NBNCLAEPOCH+NB_SINGLELQI*N)

Figure 21 Format of NCLA data packet for a seven node (N=7) network.

An additional service performed by the NCLA is to retransmit link quality information, received in
PPA transmissions from its immediate neighbors, which has not changed over long periods of time. The
reason for doing this is to prevent the case of some nodes never learning full connectivity information
owing to missing one of the NCLA transmissions of its neighbor. The period of time that must pass before
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a report is retransmitted is determined by the maximum epoch number that can appear in a link quality

report. When a node transmits a link quality vector, it saves a copy of the epoch number that accompanied

this report. As newer. but otherwise identical reports are received as part of the PPA transmissions, poten-
tial relay nodes simply update the epoch number for which these link qualities apply. If the link quality
vector remains unchanged while the epoch number goes full circle to the value it had when that report was
last transmitted, the report will be marked as "not transmitted" and may be retransmitted. If the epoch num-
ber corresponding to a link quality vector in a node's NCLA database remains unchanged while the epoch
number goes through a complete cycle, that link quality vector is archived, which means that it will never
be retansmitted. Pseudocode for the NCLA is given in Figure 22 and Figure 23.

if report has been superseded then
Ignore the one just received;

else if report is a duplicate Then
if state != sent then

Update nodes_thatheard&report;
Update nodes_thatmust_be_sentto;
If nodesthatmust_besentto is empty AND state == RELAY Then

state = SAVE;
else if report contains same connectivities but more recent epoch then

if t is in probes-heard list
Increment numn_epochsunchanged by 1;
if num_epochs-unchanged==NCLAMAXEPOCHSBETWEENRETRANSMISSIONS

Clear nodes-that_heard-report;
Set nodes_that_must_be_sent_to = EBB;
State = RELAY;

Update nodes_thatheardreport;
Update nodes-that-reportmust_besent-to;
Update last-epoch for_whichreport_was_valid from report received;
If nodesthat_mustbesent_to is empty AND state == RELAY Then

state = SAVE
else

num epochs-unchanged=O;
Update link-qualities for reporting node;
nodesthatheard_report= RBneighbors of transmitting node;
nodes_that-report_must_be_sentto =

(EBB neighbors-RBneighbors of reporting node);
Update last-epoch-forwhichWreportwas_valid from report received;

If nodesthat_mustbesent_to is empty Then
state = SAVE

else
state = RELAY;

Figure 23 Pseudocode for Procedure handleconnectivityjeport from node L
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//NCLA uses the following data structures:
Use RB_neighbors lists from PPA;
Use probesheard list from PPA
Use LQI vectors from PPA
Use EBB_neighbors list from LCA;
Integer current-epoch, range (0 to NCLA_MAX_EPOCH);
Array (1:NUMNODES) of connectivity.controlblocks,
each block contains the following:

State is one of (UNINITIALIZED,INITIALIZED,SAVE,RELAY,SENT,STALE);
List of nodes-that_heardreport;
List of nodesthat_report_mustbesent-to;
Integer epoch-inwhichreportwasrelayedbby-thisnode;
Integer last_epoch_forwhich_report-was-valid;
Link qualities at reporting node;

Await occurrence of one of the following events and then process it:
CASE event is start of epoch:

Update currentepoch;
FOR every report DO
if state == SAVE OR state == RELAY OR state == SENT then

if currentepoch == lastepochforwhichreportwasvalid
then state= STALE

CASE event is transmission opportunity:
Pack as many reports as possible into the NCLA message,
that satisfy state == RELAY;
For each report that is packed DO

epoch-in-which-report_wasrelayed-by-this-node=current-epoch;
state= SENT;

CASE event is NCLA message received from node t:
Unpack connectivity reports and send them to handler;

Case event is network reorganized:
Get RB-neighbors and probes_heard lists from PPA;
Get EBB_neighbors list from LCA;
FOR all nodes in probesheard list

Create connectivity report from PPA database
Call handleconnectivity-report;

FOR every report DO
if state == SAVE OR state == RELAY then

Recompute nodes-that_report_must_be_sentto;
if nodes_that_reportmustbesentto list is empty then

state= SAVE;
else

state= RELAY;
Case event is connectivity report received:

Call procedure handle_connectivity.report;

Figua 22 Peudocode for the NCLA.
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10.1.4.2 Network Structuring (NCNS) CSC

This CSC is responsible for developing a network control structure.

10.1.4.2.1 Linked Cluster Algorithm (LCA) CSU

10.1.4.2.1.1 Linked Cluster Algorithm Design Specification/Constraints

The purpose of this algorithm is to organize the network into a Linked Cluster structure 13].

10.1.4.2.1.2 Linked Cluster Algorithm Design

The LCA allows each node to determine the role it should assume in the cluster structure and to
learn who its "own" clusterhead is. In the version to be used in the NFSE System. gateway nodes are not
selected. Instead, all nodes that are candidates to become gateway nodes become boundary nodes. Nodes
that are neither clusterheads nor boundary nodes become terminator nodes. The LCA also provides each
node with a list of RB-nt ighbors that are also members of the enhanced backbone (EBB) network - these
are called EBB-neighbors. (3]

The LCA is piggybacked onto the Periodic Probing Algorithm in that it uses the same set of
TDMA frames for communication and ih relies on the bidirectional connectivity information gathered by
the PPA.

Just before its frame 2 transmission, each node has obtained all the information it needs to imple-
ment the first step of the Linked Cluster Algorithm (that is, cluster formation). It is necessary, however, to
include in its frame 2 transmission an announcement of the decision to become a clusterhead, if in fact the
node has so decided. A node reveals this decision by including the ID of its ,wn clusterhead in its frame 2

transmission. Each node selects as its own clusterhead the lowest numbered4 clusterhead to which it is RB-
connected. A node decides to become a clusterhead if it has not already heard from a clusterhead node to
which it is RB-connected.

At the end of frame 2. nodes determine if they should assume the role of boundary nodes, and the
EBB-neighbors list is derived. Pseudocode for the LCA is shown in figures 24, 25, and 26.

4. See the section on the PPA for a discussion of node numbering.
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Use reliable-2way -connectivity matrix (see PPA);
Wait for one of the following events and process as indicated:
Case start-of-reorganization-epoch:
ownhead vector=(O,.....O);
nodestatus=UNDEFINED:
EBB_neighbors list=enipty;
heads_one~hop...away list=ernpty;
heads~twojiopsaw.aay 1 ist=empty

Case transmit-in-frame2:
determine ownhead and store in ownheadtiJ;
announce ownhead [L

Case received..frarte2-transmission_from-node...j:
ownhead(j]=ownhead reported by node j
if (reljable...2way...connectivity~i, j J l)

if (ownhead~jJ==i)
do nothing;

else if (reliable_2way-.connectivityfi,ownhead(j] J==l)
put ownhead[j] into heads_one...hop~away;

else
put ownheadlj] into heads_two~hops~away;

Case end_of_frame2:
if (node i is a CLUSTERHEAD)
put any RB-neighbors of self into EBB-neighbors;

linkupl();
linkup2();
if (nodestatus is not CLUSTERHEAD or BOUNDARY_NODE)
(nodestatus=TERMINATORNODE;
put ownhead~i] into EBB...neighbors;

Figure 24 Pseudocode for the Linked Cluster Algorithm at Node i.

if (node i is not a CLUSTERHEAD)
/ /it is a candidate to be a boundary node
if (there is at least one pair of nodes in heads_one_hopa4way)
{nodestatus=BOUNDARYNODE:
put nodes in heads_onejiop...away into EBB...neighbors;

Figum 25 Pseudocode for procedure linkupl at Node L
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if (node i is not a CLUSTERHEAD)
{ //node i is a candidate to become a boundary node;

for all pairs of clusterheads (hl=ownhead(i],h2)
where h2 is two hops from node i do

{ I/check for prior linkage of hl and h2;
if (no RB_neighbor of node i is connected to both h2 and

one of i's onehop-away clusterheads)
nodestatus=BOUNDARY_NODE;
put hl into EBBneighbors;
copy all RB-neighbors whose ownhead is h2 into EBBneighbors;

1
}

Figure 26 Pseudocode for procedure linkup2 at Node i.

10.1.4.3 Transmitter Control (XC) CSC

The Transmitter Control CSC is divided into two component CSUs - a Transmitter Control Driver
and the Transmission Scheduling Algorithm.

10.1.4.3.1 Transmitter Control Driver (TCD) CSU

10.1.4.3.1.1 Transmitter Control Driver Design Specificadion/Constraints

The Transmitter Control Driver shall provide an interface for remotely setting the transmitter fre-
quency.

10.1.4.3.1.2 Transmitter Control Driver Design

TBD

10.1.4.3.2 Transmission Scheduling Algorithm (TSA) CSU

10.1.4.3.1 Transmission Scheduling Algorithm Design Specification/Constraints

The Transmission Scheduling Algorithm shall cue the Transmit Buffer Management CSC when it
is time to schedule transmissions by the Link Controller.

10.1.4.3.22 Transmission Scheduling Algorithm Design

A simple Fixed TDMA protocol is used to control transmissions in the NFSE System. The timing
for this protocol is shown in figures 7 and 19. Each node is assigned a single slot during each transmission
frame. Node i is always assigned Slot i.
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10.1.4.4 Receiver Control (RC) CSC

The Receiver Control CSC contains one CSU - a Receiver Control Driver.

10.1.4.4.1 Receiver Control Driver (RCD) CSU

10.1.4.4.1.1 Receiver Control Driver Design Specification/Constraints

The Receiver Control Driver shall provide an interface for remotely setting the receiver frequency.

10.1.4.4.1.2 Receiver Control Driver Design

TBD

10.1.4.5 Transmit Buffers Management (TBM) CSC

The Transmit Buffers Management CSC contains one CSU - the Transmit Buffers Management
Algorithm (TBMA) CSU.

10.1A.5.1 Transmit Buffers Management Algorithm (TBMA) CSU

10.1.4.5.1.1 Transmit Buffers Management Algorithm Design Specification/Constraints

The TBMA has several functions - it manages the storage of messages awaiting transmission, it
packs messages into transmit buffers, and it generates and inserts sequence numbers in relay message
headers. The messages stored by the TBMA may originate in higher layers or they may originate locally in
other NC algorithms. For example, the Network Connectivity Learning Algorithm generates messages that
must be transmitted to other NCs. Also, it manages the storage of pointers to messages that are being
relayed. Relay messages have their own message store facility based in the RBMA (Receive Buffers Man-
agement Algorithm), however, the TBMA accesses relay messages via queues of pointers that it maintains.
The TBMA also handles the packing of messages into the transmit buffers for transmission during the next
available transmission slot. The TBMA packs the buffers based on message lengths, types, and priorities.
Finally, the TBMA generates and inserts message sequence numbers into the headers of all relay-type mes-
sages originating at the local NC. The reason to delay message sequencing to this point is because the
TBMA determines the order in which messages are transmitted.

10.1.4.5.1.2 Transmit Buffers Management Algorithm Design

Each node has four transmit queues, the Sendlocal Queue, the Send-global Queue, the Broadcas-
Lrelay Queue, and the Pointto..point_relay Queue. The Sendlocal Queue contains messages originating
at this node and being sent to nodes no farther than one hop away, i.e., no relaying required, and the Send-
global Queue contains messages originating at this node and being sent to nodes that may be farther than
one hop away, i.e., relaying may be required. The two remaining queues - Broadcast-relay and Point--
to-point-relay - do not contain the actual relay messages. Rather, they contain messagejtags that have the
following attributes: 1) message_index (an index that locates the relay message in the RBMAXs Message
Store), 2) message.type, 3) priority, 4) length, and 5) time in (the time the message was received by this
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NC). In each queue, messages (or message-tags) are ordered by priority with the highest priority message
at the head of the queue.

When a transmission slot opportunity arises, the Transmission Buffer Management Algorithm tries
to fill the transmit packet buffer. The sequence of events that follows is described in the TBMA pseudo
code (Figure 27). The fixed TDMA slots of Frames 1.2. and 3 begin with synchronous data derived by NC
algorithms (PPA, LCA, TSA, and CCA) with their remainders packed with asynchronous messages from
the four transmit queues. All other slots contain only asynchronous messages. The first asynchronous mes-
sage put into the packet is the highest priority message. If there is room for additional messages, the
TBMA looks for the next highest priority message that will fit into the remainder of the packet and puts it
into the slot. The process repeats until there are no more messages that can fit into the packet buffer. It is
possible that, at times, the TBMA will not be allowed to accept traffic from the Send.global queue. The
Congestion Control Algorithm may effect this blockage to prevent traffic congestion in the network or
RBMA's limit on the number of messages that can be injected to prevent duplication of message sequence
numbers may iffect the blockage.

10.1.4.6 Receive Buffers Management (RBM) CSC

The Receive Buffers Management CSC contains one CSU - the Receive Buffers Management
Algorithm (RBMA) CSU.

10.1.4.6.1 Receive Buffers Management Algorithm (RBMA) CSU

10.1.4.6.1.1 Receive Buffers Management Algorithm Design Specification/Constraints

The Receive Buffers Management Algorithm checks each block of an incoming packet for block
errors 5, unpacks messages from each receiver's Receive Buffer, and forwards each message to the appro-
priate destination within the NC. The RBMA, also, prevents duplicate messages from being delivered to
the upper layer and removes relay messages from relay queues (i.e., from the RBMA message store) that
have exceeded their time-to-live.

10.1.4.6.1.2 Receive Buffers Management Algorithm Design

When a packet is received at the receive buffer, it has the same block format shown in figure 58-
minus the checksum bytes. It is unpacked block by block message by message, and it is checked for errors.
Starting at the front of the receive buffer, the RBMA parses the receive buffer searching for messages. Any
synchronous, control messages are located at the start of a buffer, and their lengths are known. The header
of the first asynchronous message comes immediately after any synchronous messages, and therefore the
location of this header is also known. The header contains information on the length of the message. Thus,
the header of the first asynchronous message must be received correctly in order to determine where the
next message header occurs. Thus, if the RBMA discovers an error in a block that contains a message
header, all the remaining blocks in the packet must also be discarded. This is because each message header
contains a message length indicator. Without the message length indicator it is impossible to tell where the
current message ends and the following message in the packet begins. In fact, none of the remaining mes-

5. Enror syndromes are computed by the Link Controiler and sent to the Network Controller for use in detemining

message erows and link quality.
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Compute pkt-pos // the position of the first available bit in the packet
// where packing of asynchronous messages may begin

//Fill the remainder of the buffer with asynchronous messages
if cluster schedules are installed then

while room for more messages do
find the highest priority level maxpri of messages in the send_local,

send-global, broadcastrelay, and point.topoint-relay queues;
find the maximum length max_len of new traffic permitted;
if RBMA limit on number of new messages is exceeded then

maxlen = 0;
Request data from NTDS Port with priority > maxpri

and length < maxlen;
Pack the NTDS message, if there is one;
insirt source-id and sequencenumber into ntds-pkt header;
compute pkt-pos, pktremainder, and traffic_limit;

case send-global.q has msg and traffic-limit>=msg.length
and pkt-remainder>=msg.length and msg.priority=--max-pri:
//Send a global msg (broadcast or pt2pt) sourced at this node
insert sourceid and sequencenumber into msg header;
remove msg from send-globalq;
write msg into transmit buffer;
compute pktpos, pktremainder and traffic_limit;

case broadcast-relay.q has msg and
broadcastrelay_q.priority >= pt2pt-relay.q.priority
and broadcast-relay-q.priority >= sendlocal-q.priority
and pktremainder >= msg.length:
//Send a broadcast message relayed by this node
remove msg from broadcastrelay.q;
write msg into transmit buffer;
call BTRA.msgsent;
compute pktpos, and pkt.remainder;

case pt2pt-relayq has msg and
pt2pt-relay_q.priority >= send_local1q.priority
and pktremainder >= msg.length:
//Send a pt2pt message relayed by this node
remove msg from pt2pt-relayq;
write msg into transmit buffer;
compute pktpos, and pktremainder;

case sendlocal.q has msg and pkt.remainder >= msg.length:
//Send a local meg
remove msg from send_local_q;
write msg into transmit buffer;
compute pkt_.pos, and pktremainder;

case all other cases:
//Send a null message
write null msg into transmit buffer;
pktremainder = 0;

Fgm 27 Psmdocde forthe TBMA.
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sages in the packet may be unpacked even if the remaining blocks are correct once synchronization with
the message headers is lost.

When a packet's constituent messages are unpacked. they are routed internally to processes and
queues within the NC based on the address given by the nc.port field in the message header. The pseudo
code shown in Figure 28 and Figure 29 give the details of RBMA operation.

The synchronous data in the fixed-TDMA slots of frames 1, 2, and 3 are handled first, then the
asynchronous messages are unpacked. End-of-data (i.e., Null) and Local messages cannot be relayed nor
do they possess a Message Identifier (MID). Each point-to-point and broadcast message has a MID that is
used for duplicate message detection and removal. The Message Identifier consists of the Source Address
(address of the node that originated the message - NBNODEJD bits) and a Sequence Number - NBSEQ
bits.

The fifst step (see Figure 29) in processing the incoming stream of asynchronous message bits is to
determine if more asynchronous messages can be unpacked. If fewer than two bits remain to be processed
or if the next message is a Null message, then processing is finished because all messages have been pro-
cessed. If messages remain to be processed, the length field of the next message is checked for errors. If it
is error free, processing may continue; otherwise, processing must be terminated. If processing continues.
the remainder of the message header and the message data field are checked for errors and, if all is well, the
message is processed.

Local messages are merely routed to the internal NC process designated by the nc._port field of the
message. However, if the message is a point-to-point or a broadcast message, RBMA must determine if the
message is new or old. The algorithm makes this determination by using a MAXNET_SIZE * MAX_-
SEQ * I bit matrix and a queue that holds MSG_STORE._SZ MIDs. The bit matrix is initialized to zeros.
When a message is received, its Source Address and Sequence Number are used as matrix indices to inter-
rogate a single bit. If the bit is set to 0, the message is declared to be a new message, the bit is set to 1, and
the message's MID is put into the queue. On the other hand, if the interrogated bit is set to a 1, the message
is declared to be old. When an old MID pops out of the queue -which is a result of putting a new MID into
a full queue - the MID is again used to select a bit in the matrix, only this time the bit is reset to 0.

New broadcast and point-to-point messages are put into the RBMA message store facility using a
message store index computed by incrementing an index counter. Also, a message tag is created for each
new message, which contains the index, the message type, message priority, message length, and a time
stamp indicating when the message was received by the RBMA. The BTRA or P2PRA, depending on the
message type, is then notified that the message has arrived. At the destination of a message, a copy of the
message is delivered to the NC process designated by the NC port field.

The RBMA also implements a procedure to purge old messages in order to insure that a node
never sees two different messages with the same MID at the same time. Our solution to this problem is to
give each message a predetermined time-to-live at a relay node; call it ti. Since the message tag, created
when a message is unpacked from the receive buffer, contains the time that a message was received by
RBMA, a background process running in RBMA can periodically cull the message store for messages
exceeding their time-to-live at this node. If tm is the time it takes to cycle through all of the sequence num-
bers at a node, then to prevent an old message from ever having the same sequence number as a new one,
it is necessary that tm 2 tt (N- 1), where Nis the number of nodes in the network. Itis a function of the
traffic throttling procedure of RBMA to insure that this condition is always satisfied, given N and t1. Thus,
the maximum average rate at which new messages can be generated is n5/ (t, (N - 1) ) where n. is the
maximum sequence number.
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case timing event for reading data from ftdma receive buffer:
//RBMA pseudo code for unpacking the ftdma buffer
update link quality information;
if the ftdma receive buffer holds a packet then

determine frame-num from CAA;
determine sender from RSA;
//unpack frames 1, 2, & 3 synchronous messages
case framenum = 1:

unpack frame 1;
call PPA, CAA, & CCA with sender & syncmsg;

case frame_num = 2:
unpack frame 2;
call PPA, LCA, & CAA with sender & sync.msg;

case frame_num = 3:
unpack frame 3;
call CAA with sender & sync.msg;

unpack asynchronous messages;
case received packet from receiver:

set holdspkt to true;

Figure 28 Outer block pseudocode for RBMA

10.1.4.7 Congestion Control (CC) CSC

The Congestion Control CSC contains one CSU - the Congestion Control Algorithm (CCA) CSU.

10.1.4.7.1 Congestion Control Algorithm (CCA) CSU

10.1.4.7.1.1 Congestion Control Algorithm Design Specification/Constraints

The function of the Congestion Control Algorithm is to prevent the degradation of network perfor-
mance that can occur when traffic levels exceed that which the network can effectively handle.

10.1.4.7.1.2 Congestion Control Algorithm Design

The Congestion Control Algorithm tries to maintain, globally, a maximum rate, g, at which new,
network traffic can be transmitted by a node. New, network traffic is defined here to mean traffic that has
not been previously transmitted and which the network is expected to route to its destination. Network traf-
fic is distinguished from local traffic, which the network does not have to relay. This net-wide limitation on
new, network traffic is shared by all nodes. That is, the limitation is based on a fictitious uniform loading of
the network. From the computed rate g and the traffic loading at node i, node i is able to determine the
maximum rate gi at which it can transmit new network traffic. The rates g and gi are measured in units of
MAXUSER.DATA bits of information per FTDMA frame.

The interpretation of the traffic limit is as follows. Suppose the traffic limit gi is 0.3. This means
that every FTDMA schedule period node i can transmit, with probability 0.3, MAXUSERDATA bits of
new network traffic. Whether node i is allowed to transmit this additional new, network data, is determined
by making a random draw from a uniform distribution over the range 0 to 1.0 at the beginning of every
FTDMA frame. If the result of this draw is a number that is less than the fractional slot traffic limit (0.3 in
this example), then the node is allowed to transmit MAXUSERDATA bits of information during that
frame.
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//unpack asynchronous messages

while more messages in buffer do
if less than 2 bits remain in buffer then

more_messages is false
else

if message type field ok then
get messaoe type;
if message type is NULL then

more_messages is false
else
if message length field not ok then

more_messages is false
else

get message length;
if message header field ok then

get nc port;
if message data field ok then

msg-ok is true;
get reliability;
if msg.ok or reliability is false then

case message type is LOCAL:
send message to nc port;

case message type is BROADCAST:
get message priority;
get message source;
get message sequence number;
if message source <> this node then

if message is not old then
put message into message store;
call BTRA.received-message;
send message to nc port;

else
send call BTRA.receivedmessage;

case message type is PT2PT:
get message priority;
get message source;
get message sequence number;
get message destination;
if message source <> this node then

if message is not old then
put message into message store;
call P2PRA.received_message;
if message destination == this node then

send message to nc port;

Figu 29 Pseudo code for RBMA asynhouous message handlig
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The value of g is computed as follows. To allow varying the rate g. the Congestion Control Algo-
rithm maintains two values for g, namely, a new value gn and an old value g,. At network startup g, is ini-
tialized to CCAINITGLOBALFACTOR. Thereafter, at the start of every
CCAEPOCHSBETWEENINITS epochs, the Congestion Control Algorithm first sets go = gn and then
resets gn to CCA_MAXGLOBAL_FACTOR. The CCA uses the following method to update gn between
these initializations. During frame 1 of each reorganization epoch each node i announces a measure, Bi, of
the network traffic backlog at that node. Let the corresponding traffic load (in bits) be given by L. An esti-
mate of the current value of L at a node is obtained from

L-= q1-q,+T. if(q-q,+T>O) (EQ 14)
MAX-USERDATA, if (q!- qj + T!5 0)

where q is the size of the network traffic backlog at the node, and the subscripts f and i refer to the
final and initial values of q during the previous measurement epoch. T is the number of bits transmitted as
network traffic during that same measurement period.

Let C stand for the available transmission capacity per epoch at the node, where each slot is pre-
sumed to represent MAXUSERDATA bits of transmission capacity.6 Thus, in the case of FTDMA, the
available transmission capacity at each node is fixed at

C = MAXUSERDATA * NUM FRAMESJPEREPOCH (EQ 15)

If L < C, that is, if there is excess capacity, there is the possibility that transmission queues at the
node can be reduced and, under certain conditions, the net-wide, maximum allowed traffic loading on the
network may be increased.The expected reduction in transmission queue size for the upcoming transmis-
sion epoch, qc, is computed using (EQ 16).

0, if (C-L<O)

q " =C-L, if(0:5C-L5 q) (EQ 16)
Sqf if (q1< C- L)

Each node can compute a scale S, which is defined as follows.

S = (C - qc)/L. (EQ 17)

We define excess capacity xc as follows.

(C-L-qc). if(C-L-q,>O) (EQ 18)
Xc = 0, if(C- L - qc! 0o)

Likewise, we define an excess scale S. as

Sx = Xc/L (EQ 19)

From the scales S and S. each node computes, at the end of frame 1, a local value I for the maxi-
mum allowed traffic rate. At the outset of this computation I is set equal to go. One of three formulas is
used depending on the values of S and Sx. If S is less than SWITCH, we use

6. Actually, each slot can bold slightly more than MAXUSERDATA bits of information. A more accurate estimate

of C would take into account the amount of synchronous message traffic sent in each slot.
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1 = go (S/SWITCH) 2, if S < SWITCH (EQ 20)

otherwise

l= g,+ RAMP (Sx - RAMP), if RAMP < Sx < RAMP + I (EQ 21)

or

I = go + RAMP, if Sx > RAMP + 1 (EQ 22)

If I < ge, the node sets the new global rate gn to 1.

Just prior to its own frame 2 transmission, each clusterhead does similar computations of I for
itself and each of its RB-neighbors. It then sets lmin = minimum I for all of these nodes. If lin < g. then the
clusterhead sets gn = lmin. Between initializations every CCA_EPOCHS_BETWEENINITS epochs the
new value of g. is sent to all nodes by the CCA using asynchronous, local messages. The format of these
messages is shown in Figure 30. The method used to send these messages to all nodes is similar to that
used to send broadcast messages using the Broadcast Traffic Routing Algorithm. When such a message is
received by a node, the local gn is u-'Jated to the value in the message - provided that value is less than the
local value of gn. Details of the protocol for processing incoming Congestion Control Messages are given
in Figure 32.

aIIi]

Description of Field bits

a. Global Congestion Factor NBGLBCONGESTION.FACTOR

Data packet size (bits) NB GLBCONGESTION_FACTOR

Figure 30 Format of a Congestion Control data packet containing an updated value for the global congestion control factor.

Non-uniform, new traffic loading is handled as follows. During frame 1 of each reorganization
epoch, each node i announces an integer Ri, which is the amount of new, global traffic awaiting transmis-
sion. At the end of frame 2 each node computes a new maximum rate gi for entering new traffic into the
network.

8 i = (A Rg.) / (1Rj) (EQ 23)

where A' is I plus the number of reliable bidirectional neighbors of node i, and the summation
extends over node i and all of its bidirectional neighbors.

Pseudocode for the Congestion Control Algorithm is given in Figure 31 and Figure 32.
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//Data Structures used by CCA
Use RB...neighbors lists from PPA;
Use EBB~neighbors list from LCA;
float global-factor~step~size;

* float go;
enumt local-bc-msg...cntrl-ýblk~state

(UNINITIALIZED, INITIALIZED. SAVE, RELAY, SENT, STALE);
struct cca_msg...control_block(

int gn;
List nodes_that_heard..report;
List nodes-that_report__.must_be_sent-to;
local_ýbc_msg...cntrl._blký_state state;) cblk;

Await occurrence of one of the following events,
then process as indicated below:
case startup:
cblk gnzCAA&INIT_jGLOBALFACTOR;
cblk.nodes-that~report~jnust be_sent_to=EM4PTY;
cblk. state= INITIALIZED;
global...factor step~size=
CCAMAXGLOBAL_ýFACTOR/ (2 -OLBONGU1ON-YACM

case start_.of_an_initialization-epoch:
go=cblk.gn*global-factor-step...size;
cblk.gn=CAAINITGLOBALkFACTOR;
cblk. state=INITIALIZED;
tbma->set-traffic~limit(go);

Case start-of-own-frame2_slot:
if (s is a CLUSTERHEAD) (

compute I for self and all RB neighbors;
lmin=min of this set of 1;)

else {
compute 1 for self;
lmin=l;)

if (lmin<cblk.gn)
cblk.gn=lmin;
cblk.nodes-that-heard~msg=EHPTY;
cblk nodes-that...report~juust-beý_sent...to=EBB~neighbors;
cblk. state=RELAY;

case received~cca_msg from node t
handle_cca~jnsg(t,rcvd~gn);

case network reorganized:
Get RE~neigbbors of neighbor nodes from PPA;
Get EDBB..neighbors list fr 'om LCA;
if (cblk.state == SAVE OR cblk.state == RELAY){

Recompute olbkc.nodes-that-reportjnust-be-sent...to;
if (cblk.nodes that_report~jmzst_be_sent-to list is empty)
cblk.state = SAVE;

else
cblk.state = RELAY;)

case transmission-..opportunity:
if (cblk.stat.==RELAY) (
send cblk.gn in a local message;
cblk.state = SENT;)

Figme 31 Puoudocode for the CCA at nodes..
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procedure handle_cca-msg(int t, int rcvdgn)
// t is the id of transmitting node
{

if (rcvdgngn > cblk.gn)
; //Ignore the cca message just received;

else if rcvd.gngn == cblk.gn) (
if (cblk.state!=sentL) (

Update cblk.nodes that_heard msg;
Update cblk.nodes that_must_be_sentto;
if (cblk.nodesthatmust_be_sent_to is empty AND

(cblk.state == RELAY OR cblk.state ==INITIALIZED))
cblk.state= SAVE;}

else {//gn < cblk.gn
Clear cblk.nodesthatheard_msg;

cblk.nodes_that_must_besent_to = EBB ntighbors;
cblk.state = RELAY;
Update cblk.nodes_that_heard_msg;
Update cblk.nodes_thatreportmust_be_sentto;
If (cblk.nodes_that_must_be_sent_to is empty)

cblk. state=SAVE}
I

Fi6b-c 32 Pseudocode for Procedure handl.-ccarepor.

10.1.4.8 Message Router (MR) CSC

10.1.4.8.1 Broadcast Traffic Routing Algorithm (BTRA) CSU

10.1.4.8.1.1 Broadcast Traffic Routing Algorithm Design Specification/Constraints

The function of the Broadcast Traffic Routing Algorithm is to send a broadcast message to all
nodes in a network that is organized into Linked Clusters.

10.1.4.8.1.2 Broadcast Traffic Routing Algorithm Design

Each node follows the same rule to determine whether it should relay a broadcast message. The
rule is to transmit the message if any EBB neighbors have not received the message already. But how do
we determine when a neighbor has received a message? The HF Controller assumes that the RB neighbors
of a transmitting node all receive that transmission. Consequently, for each broadcast message, a node
maintains two lists. One list identifies to which nodes a message still needs to be sent - this list is initialized
to a node's current EBB neighbors when the message is first received, and reinitialized after every reorga-
nization. The second list identifies the nodes that are assumed to have already received the message - this
list is updated every time the message is received. If there are any nodes on the first list when a transmis-
sion opportunity arises, then that message will be transmitted. Figure 33 contains pseudocode that
describes the operation of the BTRA in more detail.
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//BTRA uses the following data structures:
Use RB_neighbors list from PPA - add self to this list;
Use EBBneighbors list from LCA;
Array (O:MAXSEQ) of Structure message-controlblock

List of nodes_that_heard_message;
List of nodes-thatmessage.must_be_sent_to;
Flag indicating whether message istobetransmitted;

Await occurrence of one of the following events and then process it:
Case event is network-reorganized:

Get RB_neighbors list from PPA and add self to this list;
Get EBBneighbors list from LCA;
For all none-empty messagecontrol_blocks do

Recompute nodesthat_messagemust-be_sent-to;
Update is-to_betransmitted flag based on results of previous

line;
If istobetransmitted flag changes then

notify TBMA;
Case event is broadcastmessagesent:

Release message_control_block;
Case event is messagedeletedfromIlocal_archive:

Release messagecontrolblock;
Case event is broadcastmessage-receivedoverthe_air:

If message is a duplicate Then
If message-controlblock is empty Then

done processing event;
Else when messagecontrol-.block is not empty Do

Update nodes_thatheard.message;
Update nodesthat_mustbesentto;
If nodes_that_must_besentto is empty Then

If message is flagged to be sent Then
Flag it not to be sent;
Notify TBMA that message is not to be sent;

Else when still need to send message to some nodes do
If message is not flagged to be sent Then

Flag it to be sent:
Notify TBMA that message is to be sent;

Else when message is not a duplicate do
Create and initialize a new messagecontrol_block;
If nodes__.that_must_besent_to is empty Then

Flag message as not to be sent;
Else when still need to send message to some nodes Do

Flag message as to be sent;
Notify TBMA to send message;

Figure 33 Pseudocode for the Bmadcast Traffic Routing Algorithm.
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10.1.4.8.2 Point-to-Point Routing Algorithm (P2PRA) CSU

10.1.4.8.2.1 Point-to-Point Routing Algorithm Design Specification/Constraints

The purpose of this algorithm is to compute the next relay node for point-to-point messages.

10.1.4.8.2.2 Point-to-Point Routing Algorithm Design

The point-to-point routing function is comprised of four important components. The first is the
metric, which specifies the criterion for choosing a path. Next is the measurement process, which enables
continuous monitoring of the network parameters needed for optimizing routes. The third is the updating
protocol, which governs the dissemination of the measurements through the network. Last is the routing
algorithm, which calculates the "best" route on the basis of the metric and the parameter measurements.-n
the sections covering the Transmit Buffer Management and Receive Buffer Management Algorithms we
describe the measurement process used to determine the Link Quality Indexes, which are the measure-
ments on which the P2PRA depends. In the sections covering the Periodic Probing and Network Connec-
tivity Learning Algorithms we describe the protocols for disseminating these measurements to all nodes in
the network. In this section we describe the routing metric and the routing algorithm.

It is typical for routing metrics to be based on throughput and delay. Minimum-hops routing is
generally used in place of maximum throughput routing because it is much simpler to implement and
approximates maximum throughput. However, minimum-hop routing treats links as either present or
absent, when, in fact, link quality may vary over a wide range. Thus, for example, it may be preferable to
route traffic over a highly reliable two-hop path instead of over an unreliable one-hop path. The Point-to-
Point Routing Algorithm routes traffic based both on the number of hops required and path reliability. The
P2PRA seeks paths that minimize the following metric.

1/(nlh(LQI i,/LQI.)) (EQ 24)

The product is over all links along the path, and the hop factor h is a number less than I. The hop
factor is included to bias the metric in favor of paths with fewer hops. The Link Quality Indexes, provided
by the PPA and NCLA, are used to determine path reliability.

The routing algorithm that is used is Dijkstra's shortest path algorithm.[10).

10.1.4.9 Network Manager (NM) CSC

10.1.4.9.1 Network Status Monitoring Algorithm (NSMA) CSU

The Network Status Monitoring Algorithm manages the local performance database. NSMA is
responsible for archiving performance, and it is intended to serve as an external interface for purposes of
monitoring and controlling the operation of the network.
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10.1.4.9.1.1 Network Status Monitoring Algorithm Design Spedfication/Constraints

10.1.4.9.1.2 Network Status Monitoring Algorithm Design

Several CSUs of the Network Controller periodically send to the NSMA a status report Each
report contains data that characterizes the performance of that CSU. Some of this data may be archived for
post analysis of network operation and some may be displayed at the System Operator's console. The fol-
lowing paragraphs summarize the contents of each of these reports. The paragraph header contains the
name of the report and, in parentheses, when the report is sent to the NSMA.

" PPA Report (Sent in slot I of frame 3 of each epoch)
RB-neighbors of this node;
LQIs for all incoming links at this node;
Frame I probes heard by this node;

" LCA Report (Sent in slot I of frame 3 of each epoch)
Clusterheads one hop away;
Clusterheads two hops away;
EBB neighbors of this node;
Node status (i.e., clusterhead, boundary, or terminator node);
Own clusterhead's ID;

" CAA Report (Sent in slot I of frame 3 of each epoch) (UNT only)
# number of cluster schedules in report;
# cluster schedules in effect at this node;
The following arrays range from I to CAA_MAXNUM_CL_SCHEDS_REPORTED:

array of schedule creator IDs;
array of schedule sizes;
array of transmission schedules;
array of slot allocations;

" RSA Report (Sent in slot I of frame I of each epoch) (UNT only)
Receiver utilization statistics
# slots with insufficient number of receivers

" CCA Report (Sent in slot I of frame 3 of each epoch)
Array of traffic limits requested;
# bits of new-traffic sent;
# bits new-traffic allowed;

" NCLA Report (Sent in slot I of frame 3 of each epoch)
Link qualities vectors; (other nodes only)
Vector of most recent update times for LQIs

" TBMA Report (Sent in slot I of frame I of each epoch)
Statistics on messages sent;
Statistics on message buffer utilization;
Statistics on slot utilization;

" RBMA Report (Sent in slot I of frame 1 of each epoch)
Statistics on messages received;
Statistics on receive buffer utilization;
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Statistics on block errors;
Log of block errors;
Log of g-ioied messages;

" BTRA Report (Sent in slot I of frame I of each epoch)
Log of messages sent;
Log of messages received

" P2PRA Report (Sent in slot I of frame I of each epoch)
Log of messages sent;
Log of messages received;
Log of messages with no known path to destination;
Routing metrics matrix;
Array of next-hop relay nodes;
Array of # hops on shortest paths;

" NDDS Report (Sent in slot I of frame I of each epoch)
Log of Link-level performance;

" NFSS Report (Sent at end of each test cycle)
Test Cycle Index Number
For each frequency test cycle report the following:
I
Frequency Test Cycle Index Number
Network's bidirectional connectivities
Own Metric
Test Frequency
I
Best Metric
Best Frequency

10.1.4.10 Network Frequency Selection Service (NC NFSS) CSC

The NC_NFSS CSC implements the Network Frequency Selection Service specified in section
5.3.2.1.1.1.

10.1.4.10.1 Network Frequency Selection Algorithm (NFSA) CSU

10.1.4.10.1.1 Network Frequency Selection Algorithm Design Specification/Comtraints

The NFSA performs the following functions:

1. Selects frequencies to be tested during each test cycle of the NCNFSS.

2. Sets transmitter and receiver to selected frequency at start of test of that frequency.

3. Disseminates connectivity information throughout the network.

4. Evaluates the frequency selection metric for each frequency tested.

5. Disseminates "best" frequency to other nodes in the network.

6. Sets transmitter and receiver to "best" frequency at end of test cycle.
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10.1.4.10.1.2 Network Frequency Selection Algorithm Design

This subsection describes the design for implementing these functions.

10.1.4.10.1.2.1 Test Frequency Selection

The following relations are used to select the set of test frequencies for the ith activate cycle of the
NFSS.

Fs= sequential collection of candidate frequencies (EQ 25)

where the jth element fj can be accessed by the operator at U) That is,

fj = F,.at (U) (EQ 26)

Let M be the number of frequencies to be tested each cycle, and let FAJi] be an array of size M
that holds the frequencies to be tested during the ith active cycle of the NFSS. We shall assume that the
array bounds run from 0 to M - 1. The last element of FA, shall be filled as follows:

FA f 0 , i = S (EQ 27)F~i = fb, i-1 ,i>S

where s corresponds o the index of the first active cycle of the NFSS at that node (see figure 3), and fb, i- I

is the frequency selected a the "best" frequency during the previous active cycle of the NFSS. The first
M - I elements of FAi shall be filled from Fsc as follows.

FAi[k] = Fsc.at( (i(M-1) +k)%sizeof(Fsc)), 05m:M-2 (EQ28)

where% is the modulo operator and sizeof (Fsc) is the function that returns the number of elements in the
collection F s.

10.1.4.10.1.2.2 Set Transmit and Receive Test Frequencies

The NFSS calls routines in NC_COM to set the transmitter and receiver frequencies. Prior to test-
ing with each frequency, there is a period of time reserved for switching transmitter and receiver frequen-
cies. (See figure 7).

10.1.4.10.1.2.3 Disseminate Connectivity Information

The NFSA includes a variant of the protocol used by NCLA to disseminate connectivity informa-
tion to all nodes in the network. One difference between the NFSA and NCLA protocols for disseminating
connectivity information is the data that is passed. The NCLA passes 2-bit Link Quality Indexes among
the nodes, while the NFSA passes bidirectional connectivity information. The latter is encoded as 1-bit per
link. The NFSA obtains bidirectional connectivity information about itself and adjacent nodes from the
Periodic Probing Algorithm (PPA); thereafter, the NFSA propagates this information to other nodes in the
network
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Another, difference between the NFSA and NCLA protocols for disseminating connectivity infor-
mation has to do with the way the connectivity database is initialized and the length of time that connectiv-
ity information, corresponding to a given frequency, is allowed to propagate throughout the network. In the
NFSA, connectivity information corresponding to a given test frequency may only by disseminated while
that frequency is being used. At the end of the period for testing a given frequency, the metric correspond-
ing to that frequency is computed and the connectivity database is reinitialized.

The format of the data portion of an asynchronous local message that contains connectivity reports
for the NFSA is similar to that used by the NCLA, which is shown in figure 21. One change is that the
Epoch ID shown in the NCLA data packet is replaced by a Frequency Index field, as shown in figure 21.
Another difference is that the NFSA uses only one bit per node to report connectivity information. Several
reports can be packed into one message. Each report is tagged by a frequency index that identifies the fre-
quency for which this report corresponds. When a connectivity report is received from the PPA, the NFSA
checks to see if it represents different information than is currently in the node's database. Unchanged data
is not retransmitted. The NFSA also decides whether to retransmit data received over the air in the form of
NFSA messages. The NFSA performs this determination in a way identical to that used by the NCLA.
Pseudocode for the NFSA protocol for disseminating connectivity information is given in figures 35 and
23.

a ,b: cI |d:

Description of Field bits

a. Num. connectivity reports (NCR) NB NODEJD

b. ID of orig. reporting node NBNODEID

c. Frequency Index NBFREQ_.NDEX NCR

d. Bidirectional Connectivities Vector N

.. Additional connectivity reports

Data packet size (bits) NBNODE ID+NCR*(NBNODEID+NBJREQINDEX+N)

Figure 34 Format of NFSA data paclcet for a seven node (N=7) network.
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I/NFSA uses the following data structures:
Use RB_neighbors lists from PPA;
Use EBBneighbors list from LCA;
Integer current-freqindex;
Array (l:NUM_NODES) of connectivity-control_blocks,
each block contains the following:

State is one of (UNINITIALIZED,SAVE,RELAY,SENT,STALE);
List of nodesthat_heardreport;
List of nodesthatreportmust_besent_to;
Integer freq_index;
RBneighbors of reporting node;

Await occurrence of one of the following events and then process it:
CASE event is startof_frequency-testcycle:

Update current_freqcindex;
Initialize connectivity_control_blocks;

CASE event is transmission-opportunity:
Pack as many reports as possible into the NFSA message,
that satisfy state == RELAY;
For each report that is packed DO

state= SENT;
CASE event is NFSAconnectivity.message.received.fromnodet:

Unpack connectivity reports for each
Call handleconnectivity-report;

Case event is network_reorganized:
Get own RBneighbors from PPA;
Get EBB-neighbors list from LCA;
FOR all RB-neighbor reports received from PPA database

Call handle-connectivity-report;

Figme 35 Pseudocode for the NFSA potocol for connectivity dissetination.
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if report.frecLqindex != currentfreq_index then
Ignore the report just received; // this is just a safety check

else if report is a duplicate of info in database Then
if state != sent then

Update nodesthat_heard_report;
Update nodes_that_mustbesent_to;
If nodesthat_must_besentto is empty AND state == RELAY Then

state = SAVE;
else

Update RB neighbors for reporting node;
nodesthat_heardreport= RB-neighbors of transmitting node;
nodes_that.report_must_be_sent_to =

(EBB_neighbors-RBneighbors of reporting node);
If nodes_that_mustbe_sentto is empty Then

state = SAVE
else

state = RELAY;

Figure 36 Pseudocode for NFSA lrocedure handleoconnectivity-report from node t.

10.1.4.10.1.2.4 Frequency Selection Metric

There are several considerations that go into the selection of the "best" frequency. For example, is
the network fully connected, that is, are there communication paths between all nodes? Are connectivities
among certain nodes more important than connectivities among other nodes? How many relays are
needed? Which frequency results in the highest throughput or the smallest message delays?

In this implementation of the NFSS we define the "best" frequency as the one that minimizes the
frequency selection metric. Figure 37 defines frequency selection Metric A, which was the one initially
formulated and tested (see section 14.4.1.1). Metric A is given in the form of an integer expressed in binary
format. The most significant bit is on the left. The "best" frequency is the one that minimizes this metric.
Thus, the most important factor in this metric is the number of unconnected nodes, nfc, i.e., nodes that
are disconnected from the largest component of the network. This implementation attempts to choose the
frequency that leaves the fewest nodes disconnected from the largest component of the network. If several
frequencies result in the same number of unconnected nodes, the best frequency is the one that requires the
fewest number of relay nodes on the backbone network. This will maximize performance of a HAMA net-
work. The least significant component in the frequency selection metric is the index of the frequency in the
sequential collection of candidate frequencies Fsc.

After simulation tests, it became obvious that Metric A did not satisfactorily distinguish among
network topologies that resulted in similar backbone networks. As a consequence Metric B was defined to
correct this deficiency. Metric B is defined in the notes found in section 10.3.8.1.
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MSB LSB

Description of Field bits

a. unc NBNFSSUNCONN

b. Number of relay nodes on backbone network, Nbb NBNFSS_BB

c. Index of frequency in collection FSc NBFREQINDEX

Figure 37 Format of frequency section Metric A.

The pseudocode given in figure 38 can be used to find the connected components of the network. Typi-
cally, we would expect that the network would have only one component at the "best" frequency In the
pseudocode of figure 38 we introduce two sets to hold intermediate results. I TN) is the set of nodes of the
component being built, and { TA I is the set of nodes whose adjacencies have been considered by the algo-
rithm. The components of the network are put into (C). We define the function sizeofMaxComp as the
function that returns the number of elements in the largest component of ( C}.Thus, the equation

nunc = N - sizeofMaxComp ( { C} ) (EQ 29)

provides the most significant field in the frequency selection metric.

Given: the undirected graph <V,E>
Find: the components, {C), of <V,E>

{C) = empty set;

{W) =(1,2,...,N;

while ((W} is not empty)

{ (TN) = {TA) = empty set;
transfer element el from {W) to {TN);

while ((TN) != (TA)

{ select an element e12 from {TN) - {TA);

transfer all neighbors of e12 from {W) to {TN);

insert e12 in (TA);

insert copy of (TN) into (C);
I

Figue 38 Pseudoolde to find &e componmnta of an undbecd sphb.
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To find the next most significant field in the frequency selection metric, the algorithm given in fig-
ure 39 is used. This algorithm approximates the minimum backbone network (MBN) of the largest compo-
nent of the network. The term Nbb, which appears in the frequency selection metric, is the number of
nodes in this approximation of the minimum backbone network for the largest connected component.

find clusterheads, boundary nodes, and terminator nodes using the LCA

initialize MBN to empty set
while MBN is not connected to all nodes

find non-terminator node that adds maximal neighbors to MBN
add this node to MBN

weight each link (i,j) as follows:
case (i,j) unconnected: weight INFINITY
case i or j is TERMINATOR node: weight INFINITY
case i and j on MBN weight 1
case i on MBN or j on MBN weight 10
otherwise weight 100

find shortest paths across network
use paths generated to connect MBN
add nodes used to connect to MBN

Figure 39 Pseudocode for finding the backbone network.

Finally, as a "tie-breaker", the least significant field in the selection metric is filled with the index
of the frequency in the sequential collection Fsc.

10.1.4.10.1.2.5 Protocol for Disseminating "Best" Frequency Metric

The protocol for disseminating the metric for the "best" frequency is similar to that use by the
Congestion Control Algorithm to disseminate the network traffic limit, g (see section 10.1.4.7.1.2). The
pseudocode for this protocol is shown in figures 31 and 32. The messages containing the "best" frequency
metric shall have precedence over the connectivity messages sent by the NFSA.
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//Data Structures Used
Use RB...neighbors lists from PPA;
Use EBB_neighbors list from LCA;
unsigned mnt own_metric;
enum local-bc~msg...cntrl.~blk_state

{UNINITIALIZED, INITIALIZED, SAVE, RELAY, SENT, STALE);
struct nfss_metric-msg~control~block{

unsigned mnt metric;
List nodes-that_heard~metric;
List nodes_that-metric_must_be_sent_to;
local-bc_msg~cntrl-ýblk-state state;) cblk;

Await occurrence of one of the following events,
then process as indicated below:
case startup:

cblk.metric = SHRT...MAX; //SHRT_MAX = 32767 = Ox7FFF
cblk.nodes-that-heard_metric = EMPTY;
cblk.nodes_that-metric_must_beý_sent-to =EMPTY;
cblk. state=INITIALIZED;

case compute-metric:
compute own_metric;

case begin_flood_of_best__metric:
cblk .metric=ownjnetric;
cblk. state=RELAY;

case rgceived_Metric...msg from node t
handle...metric...msg(t, rcvd...metric);

case network_reorganized:
Get RB-neighbors of all nodes from PPA;
Get EBB~jieighbors list from LCA;
cblk.nodes_thatjnetric-must-be-sent-to =EBB-neighbors;
cblk.state = RELAY;

case transmission...opportunit9":
if (cblk.state == RELAY) {

Send cblk.metric in a local message;
cblk.state = SENT;)

Figure 40 Pseudocode for the disseminating the -best" metric.

1. ibTis correponDs to any trnmissio Slot for the host node after fie JIrs frequency test cycle and exclusive of

slots in frames, Iand 2.

10.1.410.1.2.6 Installation of Selected Frequency

The NFSS calls routines; in NCCOM to set the transmitter and receiver to the firquency selected

as the "best" frequency. Tuming for this is shown in figure 7.



procedure handle_metric msg(int t, unsigned short int rcvdmetric)
// t is the id of transmitting node
{

if (rcvd metric > cblk.metric)
; //Ignore the message just received;

else if rcvd_metric == cblk.metric) {
if (cblk.state!=sent) (

Update cblk.nodes_that_heardmsg;
Update cblk.nodesthatmus-_be_sent_to;
if (cblk.nodesthatmust_besent_to is empty AND

(cblk.state == RELAY OR cblk.state ==INITIALIZED))
cblk.state= SAVE;)

else {//rcvd_metric < cblk.gn
Clear cblk.nodesthat_heardmsg;

cblk.nodes-that_must_be_sent_to = EBB neighbors;
cblk.state = RELAY;
Update cblk.nodes_that_heard_msg;
Update cblk.nodesthat_report_must_be_sentto;
If (cblk.nodesthat_must_be_sentto is empty)

cblk. state=SAVE}
II

Figure 41 Pseudocode for Procedure handle._meblcj.sg.

10.1.4.11 NC.RT Trming Control (NC_TC) CSC

The NCTC CSC implements timing control for the real-time component (NC_RT) of the Net-
work Controller.

10.1.4.11.1 Timing Controller (TC) CSU

10.1.4.11.1.1 Timing Controller Design Specification/Constraints

The Timing Controller performs the following functions:

1. Provides for the scheduling and calling of time-scheduled procedure calls.

2. Provides other modules with timing information contained in system timing figures 3, 7, and 19.

10.1.4.11.1.2 Timing Controller Design

TBD.

10.1.4.12 NCRT Startup (NCRTSU) CSC

The NCRTSU CSC implements those procedures necessary to get the real-time component
(NCRT) of the Network Controller in operation.
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10.1.4.12.1 NC_RT Main (NCRTMAIN) CSU

10.1.4.12.1.1 NCRT Main (NCRTMAIN) Design Specification/Constraints

The NC_RT_MAiN CSU performs the following functions:

1. Creates all NC_RT software objects.

2. Calls startup procedures in each object of NC_RT after all objects have been created.

10.1.4.12.1.2 NC_RT Main Design

TBD

10.1.4.13 NC_NRT Startup (NC_.NRT._SU) CSC

The NC_RTSU CSC implements those procedures necessary to get the non-real-time component
(NC NRT) of the Network Controller in operation.

10.1.4.13.1 NC_NRT Main (NCNRT_MAIN) CSU

10.1.4.13.1.1 NCNRT Main (NCNRTMAIN) Design Specification/Constraints

The NC_NR.T_MAIN CSU performs the following functions:

1. Creates all NCNRT software objects.

2. Calls startup procedures in each object of NCNRT after all objects have been created.

10.1.4.13.1.2 NCNRT Main Design

TBD

10.1.4.14 IP Connection (NCIPCONN) CSC

The NCTC CSC implements timing control for the real-time component (NCRT) of the Net-
work Controller.

10.1.4.14.1 IP Driver (IPDRIVER) CSU

10.1.4.14.1.1 IP Driver Design Specification/Constraints

The IP Driver shall provide an interface between the Internet Protocol, which is part of the host
operating system, and the NFSE System's internal network.

10.1.4.14.1.2 IP Driver Design

The IP Driver design shall conform to the network interface driver design described in [12).
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10.1.4.15 LC Connection (NCLCCONN) CSC

The NC_LC_CONN CSC implements that part of the IF_NC_LC interface that resides in the Net-
work Controller.A single CSU, the Network Data Distribution System (NDDS), is used to implement the
LC Connection.

10.1.4.15.1 Network Data Distribution System (NDDS) CSU

10.1.4.15.1.1 NDDS Design Specification/Constraints

The NDDS CSU design specification/constraints are given in [11 ]. A summary of these also
appears in section 11.3.2.

10.1.4.16 Real-time Output Server (NCRTOSV) CSC

The NCRTO_SV CSC handles the writing to file of data that has been placed in shared memory
by the NCSIM CSU file output facilities.

10.1.4.16.1 NC Output Server (NCOSV) CSU

10.1.4.16.1.1 NC Output Server Design Specification/Constraints

TBD

10.1.4.16.1.2 NC I/O Server Design

TBD

10.1.4.17 NC Sim++ Interface (IFSIM) CSC

The IF_SIM CSC implements a portion of the Sim++ software from Jade Simulations Interna-
tional (JSI) on a vxWorks target MVME135A CPU.

10.1.4.17.1 NC Sim++ (NCSIM) CSU

10.1.4.17.1.1 NC Sim++ Design Specification/Constraints

TBD

10.1.4.17.1.2 NC Sire++ Design

TBD
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10.1.4.18 DSPT Interface (IFDSPT) CSC

The IFDSPT CSC implements a portion of the DSPT software from NRL on a vxWorks target
MVME135A CPU.

10.1.4.18.1 NC DSPT (NC.DSPT) CSU

10.1.4.18.1.1 NC DSPT Design Specification/Constraints

TBD

10.1.4.18.1.2 NCDSPT Design

This subsection describes the design for implementing these functions.

10.1.4.19 Traffic Source/Sink (NCSRCSNK) CSC

TBD

10.1.4.20 NC Timing Control (NC_TC) CSC

The NCTC CSC implements timing control for the real-time component (NC_RT) of the Net-
work Controller.

10.1.4.20.1 Timing Controller (TC) CSU

10.1.4.20.1.1 Timing Controller Design Specification/Constraints

TBD

10.1.4.20.1.2 Timing Controller Design

TBD

10.1.5 NC Data

The NC relies on data files for both input and output. This subsection identifies these files, indi-
cates which CSC/CSUs use each file, and describe the file formats.

10.1.6 NC Data Files

The input files used by the NC are as follows:

complan.inp
timing.inp
ncvyx.start.inp
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message.inp
flags.trace
nfss.inp

With the exception of complan.inp, the input files are the same at all nodes. The NC uses the same
input files during simulation/emulation tests as it does in the field tests. For this reason, some of the param-
eters that are found in the input files have significance only when the NC is being tested in the simulator/
emulator.

The NC uses the output files listed below.

log.out
stat.out
cksum_blk_rcvd.out
cksum.blk.good.out

msg.trace

10.1.6.1 Data File to CSCICSU Cross Reference

10.1.6.2 Complan.inp

Figure 42 is an example of a typical complan.inp file. One item in this file that is unique to each
node is the node id, on line 2. Figure 42 shows the complan.inp file for node 2.
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1.1 Version of complan (do not change)

2 Node id
1 Send on ftdma only (true = 1, false = 0)

0 Send ntds using local msgs (true = 1, false = 0)

7 Number of nodes in network

0 0=start at 4-epoch boundary ; 1=start at time given below

0 0 0 0 (hr min sec ms) Time network is to start operating

01 01 1970 (mo day yr) date network is to start operating

01 01 1970 (mo day yr) today's date

10000 0 0 0 (hr min sec ms) Period network is to operate

1 Max. number of xmtrs that can be allocated this network

1 Number of xmtrs allocated this network

1 Set of xmtr ids allocated this network (integers)

1 Max. number of rcvrs that can be allocated this network

1 Number of rcvrs allocated this network

1 2 3 4 5 Rcvr ids
0 xmit code number (1 ...
40 xmtr power in watts

0 rcv code number (1 ....

0 AUTOMATICCONGESTIONCONTROL (I=ON, 0=OFF)

0.0 10 0.05 1.0 init traf lim(sl/fr),inc period(epochs),inc, max

13579 seed for traffic limit: //Added 918/89 by djb

0 use-icm 0=don't use l=use

Figure 42 Sample complan.inp file fomm node 2.
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10.1.6.3 Timing.inp

The timing.inp files contains values for most of the parameters that control network timing. Figure
43 shows a sample timing.inp file.

1.2 Version of timing.inp (do not change)
2400 xmtr info rate (e.g. 2400bps)
1056 xmtr packet length (data only - no cksum bits)
0 xmtr interleaver depth
2400 rcvr info rate (e.g. 2400bps)
1056 rcvr packet length (data only - no cksum bits)
0 rcvr interleaver depth

4 TDM frames between epochs (integer, range > 3)
7 Number of slots per ftdma frame
6 numcksum_blks_.per_stiot
650. t_ftdma_slot_duration (ms) 570 600
30. ttunercvr (ms) relative to start of slot
-10. tdetunercvr (ms) relative to next t_tune_rcvr time
-200.0 T_PPAINITIALIZATION //w.r.t. end of epoch
-195.0 T_-LCAINITIALIZATION //w.r.t. end of epoch
-190.0 T_TSA_INITIALIZATION //w.r.t. end of epoch
-185.0 T_RSAINITIALIZATION //w.r.t. end of epoch
-180.0 TPPALOAD XMITBUFFER //w.r.t.
-175.0 T_LCA_LOADXMIT__BUFFER
-170.0 T_TSA_LOAD_XMITBUFFER //w.r.t.
-165.0 T_CCA_LOAD_XMITBUFFER //w.r.t. start of transmission slot
-90.0 TTBMA_LOADXMITBUFFER //w.r.t. start of transmission slot
-80.0 TSENDPACKET (-80.0)
-0.4 TINSTALLCLUSTERS //w.r.t. end of frame 2
5.0 TPPAREPORTUPDATE //w.r.t. end of frame 2
5.0 T_LCA_REPORTUPDATE //w.r.t. end of frame 2
-10.0 T_CAAREPORTUPDATE //w.r.t. start of frame 4
5.0 T_NCLA_REPORT_UPDATE //w.r.t. end of frame 2
5.0 TCCA_REPORT_UPDATE //w.r.t. end of frame 2
-7.0 T_.RSAREPORTUPDATE //w.r.t. end of epoch
240.0 TNSMA_REPORTSTATUS //w.r.t. end of epoch (-6.0)
10.0 T_ICM_POSTSTATS //w.r.t start of current frame
350.0 T_READRCVBUFFER //w.r.t. start of current slot (240.0)
-234.0 T_RCVR TUNING //w.r.t.start of next slot - sched time for
635.0 T_RTS_DURATION (534.0) 547 575
0.0 TRTS /*time to raise rts line */

Figue 43 Twming.np file.
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10.1.6.4 nc_vxstartinp

The ncvx starLinp file, shown in Figure 49, contains parameters for setting the simulation dura-
tion (when the NC is being tested in simulation/emulation mode) and for setting the period between statis-
tics reporting to the stat.out file. All times are given in milliseconds in nc_vxstartup.inp.

1500000.0 //simperiod in simulation time units
182000.0 //report update period in simulation time units

Figue 44 nc-vxistuwinp file.

10.1.6.5 Message.inp

The message.inp file contains canned messages for insertion into new, dummy traffic. The first line
in this file contains text that is inserted into broadcast messages, and the second line contains text that is
inserted into some local messages. Local messages are meant for nodes that are within direct range of the
transmitting node, that is, they are messages that are not intended to be relayed by the network.
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10.1.6.6 Flagm~race

Informnation in the file flags.trace is used to control what informiation is displayed on the console
during tests and what gets archived. An examnple of flags set for a field test are shown in Figure 45.

1 0 TRACEEVP
2 1 TRACE_LCA
3 0 TRACE_CAA
4 0 TRACERSA
5 1 TRACECCA
6 0 TRACENCLA
7 1 TRACE_TEIAL
8 0 TRACEREMA
9 0 TRACEP2PRA
10 0 TRACE..,BTRA
11 0 TRACE-NSMA
12 0 TRACENDDS
13 1 TRACEPPA
14 0 TRACE_.TC
15 0 TRACETCNODE (1=trace all nodes, 0=trace node_1)
16 0 TRAC& VALUES
17 0 TRAcENTDSP

18 0 TRACEIP

19 0 TRAC&_MODEM
20 0 TRAcE..3CM

21 1 LOG_.PPA
22 1 LOGLCA
23 1 LOG_CCA

24 1 LOG_NCLA

25 0 LOGLINKRCVRATE

26 1 LOG_MSGS
29 0 TRACEXMIT-FRAMES

30 0 TRACE_RCVD.FpRAMES

31 1 TRACE_MSGS

32 0 TRACE_RCVRJJSAGE

33 0 TRACE_CKSUM_ELK_ERRORS
34 0 TRACE-TIMINGS
35 0 TRACERCVý_ELKS

36 0 TRACE_ELKSNOTý_RCVD

37 1 TRACEJINKý_RCVý_RATE

999

Fpigr 45 flags. trac file used during tats.
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10.1.6.7 Nfss.inp

The file nfss.inp is used to input the candidate frequencies to the NFSE System. Figure 46 illus-
trates the format for this file. Frequencies are entered in kilohertz, one frequency per line. The frequency
list is terminated with a -1.

A //Mode of operation: A. B, or C
0 //Use internal network: 0=No. 1=Yes
2862.0
4292.0
5312.5
5751.5
5915.0
6369.5
8566 .0
8578.0
9250.0
-1

Figure 46 Sample nfss.inp file.

10.1.6.8 Log.out

Figure 47 shows a sample of a data written to the log.out fife at node 2 every epoch, i.e., each time
the network reorganizes. These traces contain information about the network connectivities and the net-
work control structure. To fully understand the meaning of these outputs the reader should consult (3].

The first line shown in the example appears only if the NFSE System's internal network is operat-
ing and Congestion Control is turned on, and in that case it only appears every other epoch. The time of the
status report is given as the millisecond of the day Greenwich Mean Time (GMT). For example, the time
7 8915440 shown in the sample report corresponds to 2 1h:55m: 15.264s (GMT).

Next in the output file is a listing of the reliable bidirectional neighbors (RBN) of each node. Each
row following the "RBN:" heading corresponds to a report of RBN for nodes I to 7, respectively. The con-
nectivities are displayed as a hexadecimal representation of a 32-bit integer with leading zeros suppressed.
To "read" the connectivities, it is first necessary to convert this hexadecimal number to the corresponding
32-bit binary equivalent. The most significant bit in the resultant binary number represents the existence or
absence of a link to node 1; the second bit repesents the existence or absence of a link to node 2, etc. Thius,
for example, the hexadecimal value of 4000000 in row 1 (i.e., 0000 0100 00000000 0000 00000000 0000
binary) indicates that node I had a reliable bidirectional link only to node 6, since only the 6th bit is set to
"1". (Note from the example that leading zeros in the 32-bit hexadecimal value are not printed.) If the
reporting node is out of range, or if the reporting node has no RB-neighbors, a zero is printed in that row. A
similar format is used to report on the probes heard during the last network reorganization; this information
follows the RBN list. In this example, node 2 has heard probes from nodes 1, 3, 6, and 7. However, check-
ing node 2's RBN row, we see that the link between nodes I and 2 is not a reliable, bidirectional one.
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Installing traffic limit 0.086274 at node 2

Status report for node 2 at time 78915440.000000

RBN:

4000000

26000000
46000000
0
0
eOOOOOOO

68000000
Probesheard: a6000000

LCA:

nodestatus = 0

hdslhop = 0
hds2hcps = 80000000

EBBN = 26000000
ownhead = 2

NCLA:

LQI:
300000
c3c0000
303c0000
0
cO000
fcOOOOOO

3cc00000

Figure 47 Sample of the data written after each reorganization epoch to the log.out file for node 2.

Next tollows the report by the linked Custer Algorithm (LCA). The start ot this report is indi-
cated by the heading "LCA:". The LCA report gives a good indication of how the network is organizing
itself locally. The nodestanas tells whether the reporting node is a clusterhead (0), boundary node (1), or a
tenninator node (2). At the time this sample report was made, node 2 had assumed the role of a cluster-
head. Following the nodestatus are three lines of information giving: 1) clusterheads one-hop away, 2)
clusterheads two-hops away, and 3) a list of nodes that are the reporting node's neighbors in the enhanced
backbone network (EBBN). Nodes that are one-hop away can be reached directly, and nodes that are
within two-hops can be reached via a single relay node. The formats of these three reports are the same as
for the RBN. The neighbors on the EBBN are those nodes to which the reporting node will relay broadcast
traffic. Thus, from the sample output, node 2 has no clusterheads within one hop (which is to be expected
since node 2 is a clusterhead), and node 2 is aware that node I is a clusterhead that is two-hops away. Also,
node 2 will seek to relay broadcast trafftc to nodes 3, 6, and 7, as required. Finally, on the next line of out-
put, the LCA reports the identity of its "own" clusterhead, which in this example is node 2 itself.

Next is the report from the Network Connectivity Learning Algorithm (NCLA). This report begins
with the header "NCLA:?. What Ibflows is a report of the Link Quality Indexes (LQI) for each node in the
network-- one row per node. Thus, row I is a report of the quality of all incoming links at node 1; row 2
is a similar report for node 2, etc. Again the information is presented as a hexadecimal integer (32-bits)
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with leading zeros suppressed. However, unlike the RBN information, two bits are used to represent the
quality of a link. For example. the hexadecimal value c3cO 000 (i.e.. 00 00 1100 00 11 1100 00 00 00 00
00 00 00 00 binary) in the second row would indicate that node 2 has LQI=3 (binary 11. the highest quai -

ity) on links from nodes 3. 6. and 7. Note that. unlike the RBN information, which is available only from
neighboring nodes, the NCLA connectivity information is usually available for all nodes. Thus. for exam-
ple, node 2 knows of node 5's connectivities even though it cannot hear node 5 directly.

The NFSA CSU also writes to the log.out file; it does so at the end of each test cycle. The format
of this report is illustrated in figure 47. The first line identifies the reporting node and the time at which the
report was written. The second line is a decimal number identifying the test cycle for which this report
applies. For each frequency test cycle the following appears: frequency test cycle id (decimal), the bidirec-
tional connectivities known by the node (RBN format), the metric (hexadecimal) computed at this node,
and the test frequency (kilohertz). Following that the NFSA reports the "best" metric (hexadecimal) and
the "best" frequency (kilohertz).

NFSS report for node 2 at time 78915440.000000
Test Cycle 875
Frequency Test Cycle 0:

Topology:
4000000
26000000

46000000
0
0
e 000000
68000000

Own metric: 2081

Test Frequency: 4292.0
Frequency Test Cycle 1:

Topology-.
4000000
26000000
46000000

0

0
eOOOOOOO

68000000

Own metric: 2082
Test Frequency: 5312.5.0
Best Metric: 2081

Best Frequency: 4292.0

Figure 48 Sample of the data written by the NFSA CSU tD the log.out file for node 2.
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10.1.6.9 Statout

Ibis file contains all the statistics collected during the run. Each line of output in the staLout file
contains the following: 1) time statistic was written to file, 2) type of statistic being reported. 3) platform,
node, and object numbers of reporting object. 4) object type, 5) number of observations being reported, 6)
average, maximum, minimum, and standard deviation for the statistic being reported.

10.1.6.10 Cksum_bik_rcvd.out

The Network Controller records in this file whether each block is received or not by the reporting
node. A sample line from this output file, written at node 2, is shown in Figure 49. The first integer indexes
the epoch being reported. In this example, the report is for the 357 th epoch recorded in this file. The next
integer is the millisecond of the day (GMT) that this epoch started. Following that is information about
which blocks were received by node 2 during the epoch. This information is output as an array of six hexa-
decimal 32-bit integers with leading zeros suppressed. Each bit represents one transmission block. A 1
means the block was received and a 0 means the block was not received. During each transmission slot a
node transmits 6 blocks. There are 7 slots per frame and 4 frames per epoch for a total of 168 blocks per
epoch. Thus, the last 6 zeros (representing 24 bits) on each line are to be neglected since they do not repre-
sent any connectivity information. The sample printout shows that node 2 received all blocks from nodes I,
3, 5, 6, and 7 and no blocks from itself or node 4 during each of the four frames of this epoch

357 78915200.000000 FCOFCOFF FFFF03FO 3FFFFFCO FCOFFFFF F03FO3FF FF000000

Figure 49 Sample line of output from cksum blkrcvd.out at node 2.

10.1.6.11 Cksumblkgood.out

The file cksum_blkgood.out is arranged in the same format as cksum.blk_rcvd.out. However, in
cksumblkgood.out we record the results of the checksum test on each received block. A I indicates the
block was received with the correct checksum, and a 0 indicates that either the block was not received or it
was received with an incorrect checksum. Together, cksum-blkrcvd.out and cksum-.blk_.good.out charac-
terize the overall behavior of the link layer of the Network. For the example shown in figures 49 and 49. all
the blocks received from nodes I and 6 were received correctly. The following blocks were received with
checksum errors: frame 1) blocks 1, 2,4, and 5 from node 5 and block I from node 7, frames 2, 3, and 4)
all blocks from node 5.

357 78915200.000000 FCOFC027 F7FFO3FO FFFFCO FC003FFF F03FOOOF FF00000

Figure 50 Sample line of output from cksumblkgood.out at node 2.

10.1.6.12 Msg.trace

The msg.trace file contains a line of output for each message transmitted or received by the Net-
work Controller. More precisely, this file records those messages that were received by the Broadcast Traf-
fic Routing Algorithm. Figure 49 is a small excerpt from a sample msg.trace file at node 1. Each line is
formatted as follows: id of reporting node, software module id (see Figure 49), event type (see Figure 49),
time event occurred, message type (see Figure 49), original creator of the message, and message sequence
mumber. Thus, for example, the first line of output in figure 49 indicates that the Transmit Buffer Manage-
ment Algorithm (TBMA) was responsible for transmitting a broadcast message (the 74 th message gener-
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ated at node I since the last start-up) at time 80134510. The second line of output indicates that: the
Broadcast Traffic Routing Algorithm (BTRA) at node 1 received a broadcast message for processing at
time 80134700. This message was the 24 th message generated by node 5. Likewise. line 4 says that node
I relayed this message at time 80139060.

> timeofevent

• (msoftheday, GMi a

GMT~) acb

1 60 0 80134510.000000 1 1 74
1 90 2 .80134700.000000 1 5 24
1 90 2 80138600.000000 1 6 262

1 90 1 80139060.000000 1 5 24

Figure 51 Sample output from msg.trace at node 1.

#define NC_PPA 0
#define NCLCA 10
#define NC_CAA 20
#define NCRSA 30
#define NC_CCA 40
#define NCNCLA 50

#define NC_TBMA 60
#define NC_RBMA 70
#define NC_P2PTRA 80
#define NC_BTRA 90
#define NCNSMA 100
#define NC_NDDS 110
#define NC_NTDSP 120

Figure 52 C language definitions of software module ids. These appear in column 2 of the msg.trace file.

#define GENMSG 0
#define RELAY_MSG 1
#define RCVMSG 2

Figure 53 C language definitions of message events. These event ids appear in column 3 of the msSg.ae file.
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#define BROADCASTJMSG 1

#define LOCALMSG 0
#define ef2PTMSG 2

Figure 54 C language definitions of message types. These types appear in column 5 of the msg.uwe ile.

10.1.7 Requirements Traceability

TBD

10.1.8 Notes

None.

10.1.9 Revisions to Section 10.1

None.

10.2 Software Design for the Link Controller (LC) CSCI

The software design for the Link Controller is covered in references [7] to (10).

10.3 Software Design for the System Controller (SC) CSCI

10.3.1 Scope

10.3.1.1 Identification

Section 10.1 covers the software design for the System Controller (SC) CSCI. which is a compo-
nent of the Network Frequency Selection Experiment (NFSE) system.

10.3.1.2 System Overview

See section 5.1.2 on page 13.

10.3.1.3 Subsection Overview

Section 10.1 describes the design of the SC CSCI.

10.3.2 Referenced Documents

See Section 3.
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10.3.3 Preliminary Design

10.3.3.1 SC Overview

10.3.3.1.1 SC Architecture

Figure 55 shows the architecture of the System Controller. It consists of three CSCs: Archiver,
Monitor, and SC Startup. It contains an RS232 interface for connecting to the Link Controller hardware
(M333NRL) and an ethernet port for connecting to the two CPU boards used by the Network Controller,
i.e., NCRT and NC_NRT. The NFSE System operator has access to all of the features normally available
to a user of a Sun Workstation. The System Controller includes a hard disk for storing archived data, NFSE
System software, and NFSE System input files. The Monitor provides tools for monitoring and controlling
the NFSE System. The operator uses tools that these CSCs and the Sun Unix environment provide in order
to start, maintain, and stop the NFSE System.

SC Strp

Archy~er System
Moni ControllerL~~~II(SC)

0
Serial Port Etheret ;oRI

to M333NRL to LAN CNTR

Opera~tor

Figure 55 System Controler (SC) architecture showing CSCs, key interfaces, and the target hardware.

10.3.3.2 SC Design Description

The SC CSCI is decomposed into several computer software components (CSC), which are
described in this subsection.

10.3.3±.1 SC Startup (SCSU) CSC

The SC Startup CSC is software used by the operator to start the NFSE System.
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The SCSU supports all of the requirements specified in section 5.3.2.1.

10.3.3.2.2 Archiver (SCARC) CSC

The Archiver CSC writes compressed copies of the input and output data files and names these
files by concatenating the name of the host SC Sun and the time that the data was written.

The SCARC supports all of the requirements specified in section 5.3.2.1.

10,.3.2.3 Monitor (SCMON) CSC

The Monitor CSC provides a view of the state of the operating NFSE System. This is used to assist
the operator in diagnosing system failures and to aid in assessing the overall "health" of the system.

The SC_MON supports all of the requirements specified in section 5.3.2.1.

10.3.4 Detailed Desig.

10.3.4.1 SC Startup (SCSU) CSC

The SC Startup CSC is made up of the NFSE Startup Scripts (NFSEStartupScripts).

10.3.4.1.1 NFSE Startup Scripts (NFSEStartupScripts)

10.3.4.1.1.1 NFSE Startup Scripts Design Specification/Constraints

The NFSE_StartupScripts perform the following functions:

"* Provide windows for communicating to NCRT, NCNRT, and M333NRL, and SC hardware.

"* Provide initializations for the NCRT, NCNRT, and M333NRL VME boards.

There are five startup scripts. The script for creating the four windows mentioned above is called
SC-windows.script. Each of the four windows has a startup script associated with it. The names of these
scripts are obtained by concatenating the window title and ".script". Thus, the four scripts are: SC.script,
NCRTscript, NC_NRT.script, and M333NRL.script. The following sections describe the functions pro-
vided by these startup scripts.

10.3.4.1.1.1.1 SC.windows.script

Figure 17 shows the four windows that are created. Their names identify the hardware to which
these windows interface. Two of the windows are used to provide access to the MVME135A CPU boards
used by the Network Controller. These boards are the NC.RT and NCNRT, and they reside in the VME
chassis of the Black link Controller. The connections are accomplished by running the Unix rdogin pro-
gram from the windows labeled NCRT and NC_NRT. One window is connected to the console port of the
MVME333 board named M333NRL, which also resides in the VME chassis of the BLC. This connection
is obtained by running the Unix tip program from the M333NRL window. The fourth window, called SC,
is used for running the Unix shell on the System Controller. The operator may open and close other win-
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dows, as desired. This might be done to edit input files, examine output files, view source code. etc. There

may be other windows on the screen also.

10.3.4.1.1.1.2 SC-script

The functions of SC.script are as follows:

*TBD

10.3.4.1.1.2 NCRTscnpt

The functions of the NCRT.script are as follows:

*TBD

10.3.4.1.1.3 NCNRT.script

The functions of NCNRT.script are as follows:

*TBD

10.3.4.1.1.4 M333NRL.serpt

The functions of M333NRL.script are as follows:

*TBD

10.3.4.2 Arehiver (SC.ARC) CSC

10.3.4.2.1 Archiver Design Specification/Constraints

The Archiver shall provide software to facilitate the writing of any files ending in ".out", "inp". or
".trace" to magnetic tape for later analysis.

10.3.4.2.2 Archiver Design

A unix shell script controls the archiving of all test results. This script is to be executed by each
site's operator by typing the "save" command into the NC_NRT window at the end of each test run. All
files in the current working directory ending in "inp", "trace", and "out" are compressed and written in
unix tar format to file in the directory Tar.NFSEresults. The name given to the compressed file is formed
by concatenating the name of the unix host at the site with the current date and time, e.g. ath-
ena.900927.072213 is the file archived at host "athena" on 9/27/90 at time (local host time) 07:22:13.

10.3.4.3 Monitor (SCMON) CSC

10.3.4.4 Monitor Design

TBD
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10.3.5 SC Data

TBD

10.3.6 SC Data Files

TBD

10.3.7 Requirements Traceability

TBD

10.3.8 Notes.

10.3.8.1 Refinements to the Frequency Selection Metric

During the NC CSCI evaluation (see section 14.4.1.1), the importance of refining the frequency
selection metric to consider also the number of links in networks with similar backbones became apparent.
The initial metric definition (Metric A) only takes into account the size of the required backbone. An
improved metric (Metric B) introduces the number of links, as an additional measure of overall network
connectivity to be considered as part of the metric evaluation.

10.3.8.1.1 Frequency Selection Metric B

Metric B adds the additional field "Number of Unconnected Links (NUL)" as the third most
important consideration in selecting the best operating frequency. NUL is N*(N-1)/2 minus the known
number of bidirectional links in the network. The expanded metric is shown in figure

MSB LSB

I I I I I I l II I I I I I I I I I I

Description of Field bits

a. n,,C NB_NFSS_UNCONN

b. Number of relay nodes on backbone network, NbO NB_NFSS_BB

c. NUL (Number of Unconnected Links). NBNFSSUNCONNLINKS

d. Index of frequency in collection Fsc NBFREQINDEX

Figur 56 Fmqumncy selection Metric B.
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10.3.9 Revisions to Section 10.3

None.
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11. INTERFACE DESIGN DOCUMENT

11.1 Scope

11.1.1 Identification

This section serves a the Interface Design Document (IDD) for the NFSE system.

11.1.2 System Overview

See section 5.1.2 on page 13.

11.1.3 Section Overview

Section 11 specifies the detailed design for the interfaces between CSCIs of the NFSE system.

11.2 Referenced Documents

See Section 3.

11.3 Interface Design

11.3.1 Interface Diagrams

Figure 57 identifies the interfaces between the CSCIs of the NFSE System. Each of these inter-
faces is described in subsequent sections.

Nodej Node i

<Operator>

IFOP...SC

IFSCNC NC IF NChN NC

LC _ KLCLC LC

ligwe 57 CSCI inerfas
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11.32 NCILC Interface (FNCLC)

The following procedure calls are implemented by the NDDS and used by the NC to access LC
resources. Also, the interface facilitates the delivery of data (i.e.. checksum blocks) and status information
from the LC to the NC.

"PROCEDURE allocatejreceive-string(nidid,error..code)
>>> nid: Integer id number of the requesting NC.
>>> rid: Integer id number of the receive string being allocated.
<< error_code: Integer value returned where 0 means no error and >0 indicates id of NC to

which rcvr is already allocated.
- Called by NSMA at activation time.
- Allocates a receive string to an NC.

" PROCEDURE deallocatereceive..string(nidfrid,errorscode)
>>> nid: Integer id number of the requesting nc.
>>> rid: Integer id number of the receive string being deallocated.
<< : Integer value returned where 0 means no error and >0 indicates id of another NC to which

rcvr is allocated.
- No calls are made to this NDDS procedure in the present NC implementation. It will have utility

when multiple NC's share receive string resources.
- Deallocates a receive string from an NC

" PROCEDURE allocatetransmit_string(id,xid,efrorcode)
>>> nid: Integer id number of the requesting NC.
>>> xid: Integer id number of the transmit string being allocated.
<< error_code: Integer value returned where 0 means no error and >0 indicates id of NC to

which xmtr is already allocated.
- Called by NSMA at activation time.
- Allocates a transmit string to an NC

" PROCEDURE deallocate_transmit-string(nid.xid.error-code)
>>> nid: Integer id number of the requesting NC.

>>> xid: Integer id number of the transmit string being deallocated.

<< errorcode: Integer value returned where 0 means no error and >0 indicates id of another
NC to which xmtr is allocated.

- No calls are made to this NDDS procedure in the present NC implementation. It will have utility

when multiple NC's share transmit string resources.
- Deallocates a transmit string from an NC.

" PROCEDURE send.packet(nidoxidpacketerrorscode)
>>> nid: Integer id number of the requesting NC.
>>> xid: Integer id number of the ransmit string that the send-packet request is for.

>>> packet: Bitvector containing data for an entire packet.

<< errorcode: Integer error code indicator (0-> no error, >0-> error in NC/NDDS, <0 -> error

in LQ)
- Called by TBMA when a transmission packet is ready to send.
. Hands an entire packet to a transmission string.
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PROCEDURE prepare to_sendnextLslot(nid.xid.error_code)
>>> nid: Integer id number of the requesting NC.
>>> xid: Integer id number of the transmit string.

<< error_code: Integer error code indicator (0 -> no error. >0 -> error in NC/NDDS. <0 -> error
in LC)

- Called by ES (scheduled by CAA) prior (-200 ms) to the next transmission slot.
- Informs the LC Timing Controller to raise the modem's RTS line high at the next RTS time.

PROCEDURE setslotcdming(nid~xidtfirstrts,siotduration,error-code)
>>> nid: Integer id number of the requesting NC.

>>> xid: Integer id number of the transmit string.

>>> tLfirstrts: Real number giving the second of the day when the first RTS event should
occur.

>>> slotduration: Real number giving the duration of a transmission slot in seconds.
<< errorscode: Integer error code indicator (0 -> no error, >0 -> error in NC/NDDS, <0 -> error

in LC)
- Called by NSMA at initialization time.
- At initialization time, gives the LC Timing Controller information required for the computation

of RTS and rcvr channel switching event times.

" PROCEDURE set xmtr-packetlength(nidxidlengtherrorscode)
>>> nid: Integer id number of the requesting NC.
>>> xid: Integer id number of the transmit string.
>>> length: Integer specifying the transmission packet length in bits (without checksum bits

added).

<< errorcode: Integer error code indicator (0 -> no error, >0 -> error in NC/NDDS, <0 -> error
in LC)

- Called by NSMA at initialization time.
- At initialization time, gives packet length information to the Xmit Error Detection Algorithm.

" PROCEDURE set_xmtrýnbschannel(nidxidcchanjnum.errorscode)
>>> nid: Integer id number of the requesting NC.

>>> xid: Integer id number of the transmit string.
>>> chanrAum: Integer code identifying a narrowband transmission channel.
<< error_code: Integer error code indicator (0 -> no error, >0 -> error in NC/NDDS. <0 ->

error in LC)
- Called by NSMA at initialization time.
- At initialization time, tells LC which channel to switch the transmitter to.

" PROCEDURE setxmtrinforate(nid,xidbps,errorcode)
>>> nid: Integer id number of the requesting NC.

>>> xid.- Integer id number of the transmit string.
>>> bps: Integer giving the transmission rate in bits per second.

<< errr code: Integer error code Indicator (0-> no error, >0-> error in NC/NDDS, <0-> error

in LC)
- Called by NSMA at Initialization time.
. At initialization time, tells LC what transmission rate to set for the transmit side of the modem
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designated by XID.

"PROCEDURE seLxmtrinterleaver(nid.xid.num_frames.error-code)
>>> nid: Integer id number of the requesting NC.
>>> xid: Integer id number of the transmit string.
>>> num_frames: Integer specifying the number of 20ms modem frames for the interleaver

depth.
<< errorscode: Integer error code indicator (0 -> no error, >0 -> error in NC(NDDS, <0 -> error

in LC)
. Called by NSMA at initialization time.
- At initialization time, tells LC how to set the modem's transmit side interleaver depth.

" PROCEDURE set xmtr4power(nidxidcwatts,error-code)
>>> . nid: Integer id number of the requesting NC.
>>> xid: Integer id number of the transmit string.
>>> watts: Integer specifying the transmitter power level in watts.
<< errorcode: Integer error code indicator (0 -> no error, >0 -> error in NC/NDDS. <0 -> error

in LC)
At initialization time, tells LC how to set xmtr power level.

" PROCEDURE seLrcvrwpacketiength(nidridlengtherrorscode)
>>> nid: Integer id number of the requesting NC.

>>> rid: Integer id number of the receive sting.
>>> length: Integer specifying the transmission packet length in bits (without checksum bits

added).
<< errorcode: Integer error code indicator (0 -> no error, >0 -> error in NC/NDDS, <0-> error

in LC)
- Called by NSMA at initialization time.
- At initialization time, gives packet length information to the Rcv Error Detection Algorithm

and the modem's receive side.

PROCEDURE seLrcvrnbchannel(nidrid.chan_numerrorcode)
>>> nid: Integer id number of the requesting NC
>>> rid: Integer id number of the receiver being allocated.
>>> chanthum: Integer code identifying a narrowband transmission channel.
<< error_code: Integer error code indicator (0 -> no error, >0 -> error in NC/NDDS, <0 -> error

in LC)
- Called by RSA prior (- 300 ms) to the slot for which the receiver must be retuned.
- Tells LC Timing Controller which narrowband channel to set the receive to at the next receiver

tuning time.

PROCEDURE setrcvrjinforate(nid.zid,bps,errorode)
>>> nid: Integer id number of the requesting NC.
>>> rid: Integer id number of the receiver being allocated.
>>> bps: Integer giving the transmission rate in bits per second.

<< errorode: Integer error code indicator (0 -> no error, >0 -> error in NC/NDDS, <0-> error
inLC)
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Called by NSMA at initialization time.
At initialization time, tells LC what transmission rate to set for the receive side of the modem
designated by RID.

* PROCEDURE set_rcvrjinterleaver(nidjrid.numjframes.errorcode)
>>> nid: Integer id number of the requesting NC.
>>> rid: Integer id number of the receiver being allocated.
>>> numjframes: Integer specifying the number of 20ms modem frames for the interleaver

depth.
<< error._code: Integer error code indicator (0 -> no error, >0 -> error in NC/NDDS, <0 -> error

in LC)
. Called by NSMA at initialization time.
- At initialization time, tells LC how to set the modem's receive side interleaver depth.

0 PROCEDURE read-signal-quality(nidMid.quality~errorcode)
>>> nid: Integer id number of the requesting NC.
>>> rid: Integer id number of the receiver being allocated.
<< quality: Integer value that quantifies signal quality.
<< error code: Integer error code indicator (0 -> no error. >0 -> error in NC/NDDS. <0 -> error

in LC)
- Not called in the present implementation. NSMA may use this in a later implementation.
- Respond to a request for modem generated signal quality information.

* PROCEDURE readcrcvr nbchannel(nidarid.channum~error-sode)
>>> nid: Integer id number of the requesting NC.
>>> rid: Integer id number of the receiver being allocated.
<< chanp.num: Integer code identifying a narrowband transmission channel.
<< errormcode: Integer error code indicator (0 -> no error, >0 -> error in NC/NDDS, <0 -> error

in LC)
- Called by RSA.
- Return the channel setting of the receiver identified by RID.

11.3.3 LC/LC Interface (IF_.LCLC)

Information is exchanged between Link Controllers in packets that fit into one transmission slot.
The format of this packet is described below.

1133.1 Link-Level Packet (LCPKT)

A link-level transmission (LCIPKT) is organized into 192-bit blocks, as shown in figure 58. Each
block consists of 176 "data" bits followed by a 16-bit checksum (except for the last block which has only
an 8-bit checksum) 1. The number of blocks is determined by the duration of a transmission slot and by the
information rate of the transmitter.

1. The smaller checksum on the last block was necessitated by implementation details relating to synchronizing to
the modem used in the UNT demonstatiad.
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2-byte checksums 1 -byte checksm

(hot block only)

Figur 58 Structure of link-level tansmission.

11.3.4 NC/NC Interface (IF._NCNC)

11.3.4.1 Synchronous Messages

11.3.4.1.1 Frame 1 Synchronous Message (SMSGFI)

Rgure'59 shows the format of synchronous messages sent out during frame 1. Note that the first
two message fields vary in length depending on the ID number of the transmitting node and the number of
nodes in the network. The formats shown in Figure 59 and several of the following figures are for a seven-
node network and assume node i (i = 4) is transmitting. If the description of particular message field is fol-
lowed by '(UNT)", this indicates that these bits are not used by the NFSE System.

a bC d'

Description of Field bits

a. Frame I ACK/NAK for PPA i-i

b. LQI vector for node i NB_SINGLELQI*N

c. Num. slots requested (UNT) NBSLOTSREQUESTED

d. New traffic lim. (requested) NB3TRAFFICLIMITREQUESTED

Msg. size (bits) NBSINGLE._LQI*N+i-I+NBSLOTSREQUESTED
+NBTRAFMC_L.IMJT REQUESThD

Figure 59 Control message for frame I trantmission from Node i (i-4. N-7)
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11.3.4.1.2 Frame 2 Synchronous Messages (SMSGF2)

The format of the transmission buffer for the frame 2 transmission differs depending on whether
the transmitting node is a clusterhead or a non-clusterhead. The simpler format is the one used by cluster-
heads. it is shown in Figure 60. Figure 61 shows the corresponding format for a non-clusterhead node.

Description of Field bits

a. Fame 2 ACK/NAK for PPA N-i

b. RB-neighbors N

c. ID of own clusterhead NB_NODEID

d. Cluster schedule (UNT) NBSLOTS_ALLOCATED*N

Msg. size (bits) 2N+NBSLOTSALLOCATED*N-i+NBNODEID

Figure 60 Control message for frame 2 transmission from clusterbead Node i (i=4. N=7)

a b 'c eI

b* additional schedule repom

Description of Field bits

a. Frame 2 ACK/NAK for PPA N-i

b. RB-neighbors N

c. ID of own clusterhead NBNODEJD

d. Num. schedules reported (R) (UNT) NB_NUM_SCHEDS_REPORTED

e. Schedule ID (UNT) NBNODEID

f. Schedule length (UNT) NB._NODEID+NB_SLOTSALLOCATED

g. Pos. in schedule (UNT) NB_NODE_ID+NBSLOTSALLOCATED

h. Slots received (UNT) NB_SLOThSALLOCATED

Msg. size (bits) 2N-i+NBNODEJD+NBNUM_SCHEDSREPORTED
+3R(NBNODEID+NBSLOTSALLOCATED)

Figure 61 Control message for fram 2 trumnmission from non-icusteulead Node i (i04. N-7)
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11.3.4.1.3 Frame 3 Synchronous Messages (SMSG_F3_CH) and (SMSGF3_NONCH)

As was the case for frame 3. the packet formats for frame 3 differ for clusterheads and non-cluster-
heads. Figure 62 shows the format used by the former, and Figure 63 shows the format used by the latter.

Description of Field bits

a. Node status NB-STATUS
0 = Clusterhead
1 = Terminator Node
2 = Boundary Node
3 = Gateway

Msg. size (bits) NBSTATUS

Figure 62 Control Message for frame 3 transmission from a clusterbed.

ab C' d f

Description of Field bits

a. Node status NBSTATUS

b. Num. schedules rpt. (R) (UNT) NBNUM-SCHEDS-REPORTED

c. Schedule ID (UNT) NBNODEID "

d. Schedule length (UNT) NBNODEID+NBSLOT!SALLOCATED

e. Pos. in schedule (UN]) NBNODEID+NB SLOTSALLOCATED

f. Slots received (UNT) NB SLOT&SALLOCATED

- Additional schedules

Msg. size (bits) NBSTATUS+NBNUMSCHEDS_REPORTED
+3R(NBNODE_ID+NBSLOTSALLOCATED)

Figure 63 Control message for frae 3 tramsmission from a non-clusitabed
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11.3.4.2 Asynchronous Messages

In the internal network. all asynchronous data traffic is sent in one of three kinds of messages:
poinrt-to-point. broadcast, or local messages. A fourth type of message is the null message, which is used to
indicate that no more data follows in the slot. This section shows the headers for these messages. Data
immediately follows each header, except, of course,.in the case of null messages where no data is present.

11.3A4.2.1 Point-to-Point Asynchronous Message (AMSG_P2P)

Figure 64 shows the point-to-point message header.

0 l e n g tho. I.n. .h r p r s o u r c e

Description of Field bits

10 - Point-to-Point Message Type NBMSG TYPE

NC_PORT # NBNCPORT

length of msg (bits) NBLENGTH

r - reliability NB_RELIABILITY

pri - priority NBPRI

source NBNODEID

seq # - sequence # NBSEQ

dest - destination NB_NODE_ID

relay NB_NODEID

Figure 64 Point-to-point message header.
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11.3.4.2.2 Broadcast Asynchronous Message (AMSGBRCST)

Figure 65 shows the broadcast message header

01j C rt I . length r .... pn sIrce '
I I I t I I I I I I I , , i .

rv I#I I I+

Description of Field bits

01 - Broadcast Message Type NBMSGJTYPE

NCJPORT # NBNCPORT

length of.msg (bits) NB.LENGTH

r - reliability NB_RELIABILITY

pc - priority NBPRI

source NBNODEID

seq # - sequence # NB_SEQ

sp - spare fill to nearest 8-bit boundary

Fgure 65 Broadcast message header

11.3.4.2.3 Local Asynchronous Message (AMSG.LOCAL)

Figure 66 shows the Local Message header.

I0 0 o i o ri I . . len. . th . . . ." r

Description of Field bits

00 - Local Message Type NB MSGTYPE

NC_PORT# NBNC_PORT

length of msg (bits) NBLENGTH

r - reliability NB_RELIABILITY

sp - spare fill to nearest 8-bit boundary

Figure 66 Local message beader

11.3.4.2.4 Null Asynchronous Message (AMSGNULL)

Figure 67 shows the Null Message header.
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Description of Field bits

11 - Null Message Type NBMSGTYPE

Figure 67 Null message header

11.3.5 IFSCNC

See section 9.3.5.

11.3.6 IF_$SCLC

See section 9.3.4.

11.3.7 IFOPSC

See section 9.3.3.

11.4 Notes

None

11.5 Revisions for Section 11

None.
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12. NFSE IN-LAB TEST PLAN

12.1 Scope

12.1.1 Identification

This section provides the equivalent of a Software Test Plan (STP) document for the NFSE Sys-
tem.

12.1.2 System Overview

See section 5.1.2 on page 13.

12.1.3 Section Overview

This Software Test Plan describes the formal qualification test plans for all of the CSCIs that make
up the NFSE System. The SIP identifies the software test environment resources required for formal qual-
ification testing (FQT) and provides schedules for FQT activities. In addition, the ST? identifies the indi-
vidual tests that shall be performed during FQT.

12.2 Referenced Documents

See section 3.

12.3 NFSE In-Lab Test Environment

This subsection identifies and describes the plans for implementing and controlling the resources
(software, firmware, and hardware) necessary to perform formal qualification testing. Three test facilities
will be used for formal qualification testing. They are identified as the Distributed Simulation and Proto-
typing Testbed (DSPT), the Realtime Tesibed (RTn), and the Target Node Testbed.

Distributed Simulation and Prototyping Testbed (DSPT) - The DSPT is software that is used to
simulate and prototype radio communication networks and their protocols. The DSPT software is written
in C++ and provides a library of software objects that can be used to construct models of communication
systems. For example, the library contains objects to model ships, aircraft, satellites, communication sta-
tions, transmitters, receivers, and modems. Simulation channel models are available for HF groundwave
and Line-of-Sight (LOS) channels. The DSPT is based on the commercially available simulation package
Sim++. This package provides time synchronization for distributed, as well as sequential simulations. All
of the network control software for NRL's UNT project was tested using the DSP!, and a simulation model
of the Link Controller used in the UNT tests is available.
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Realtime Testbed (RTT) - The RTT consists of the hardware needed to perform back-to-
back, realtime tests of two NFSE System nodes. Table 28 shows the hardware required for the
RTF.

Table 28: Hardware Items for the Realtime Testbed

Item Description Qty.

MVME945B-1 VME Benchtop Enclosures 2

MVME135A CPU (4 Mbyte DRAM) 4

MVME224A-1 Memory (4 Mbyte DRAM) 2

ENP-IOL Ethernet Controllers 2

Sun Sparcstation Workstation 1

Target-Node Testbed (TNT) - The TNT consists of the target hardware and non-develop-
ment software for two co mplete NFSE System nodes including full transmit and receive strings.
The two nodes shall be tested back-to-back with connectivity achieved through RF linkage.

12.3.1 Software Items

The following software items a•e required to support the formal qualification testing activ-

ities.

"* Distributed Simulation and Prototyping Testbed software.

"* Sim++ simulation library and runtime system.

"* VxWorks software development environment, including target operating system software.

"* C++ compiler.

12.3.1.1 DSPT Software

The purpose of this software is to facilitate the construction of a simulation model of the
NFSE System. The DSPT will be used primarily for testing the logical correctness of the algo-
rithms used to implement the Network Frequency Selection Service (NFSS) and the Internal Net-
work Capability (INCAP).

12.3.1.2 Sim++

The DSPT is built on top of the commercial simulation package Simr++. Simulation mod-
els written in Sim++ will be executed on NRL code 5521's computer workstations.

12.3.1.3 VxWorks

This software provides the cross-development tools and target operating system needed to
develop target software on Sun workstations and then move it to the target system and test it.
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12.3.1.4 C++ Compiler

The compiler of choice is the Object Center compiler from Center Line.

12-3.2 Hardware and Firmware Items

A Sun SparcStation is required for simulation with the DSPT. The target node hardware, as speci-
fied in table 28 is required to support the testing performed using the RTE.

Firmware consists of bootroms on the various boards of the VME system. Bootroms for the
MV135 boards will be supplied by Wind Rivers Systems as part of the VxWorks package. Initially,
bootroms for the MVME333 boards will be obtained from the UNT Link Controller bootroms used by
NRL.

12.3.3 Proprietary Nature and Government Rights

NRL has purchased the right to use Sim++ and VxWorks in the development and in-lab testing of
the NFSE System software. Sim++ will not become a part of the target system. Depending on the number
of target sites, some additional costs may be required for the use of VxWorks in the target system.

12.3.4 Installation, Testing, and Control

This subsection describes plans for controlling and maintaining each item of the software test envi-
ronment.

12.3.4.1 DSPT Maintenance

Any maintenance and enhancements required of the DSFT are the primary responsibility of NRL
Code 5521.

12.3.4.2 Sim++ Maintenance

NRL will arrange for Jade Simulations Corporation to supply continued maintenance on its Sim++
product.

12.3.4.3 VxWorks Maintenance

NRL will arrange for continued maintenance of the VxWorks system by Wind Rivers Systems for
the duration of the NFSE project

12.3.4.4 Workstation Maintenance

NRL has formal agreements for the maintenance of Code 5521's workstations.

12.3.4.5 Target Hardware Maintenane

TBD
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12.3A4.6 MVME135 Bootrom Maintenance

Wind Rivers Systems shall provide and maintain this firmware as part of its VxWorks
maintenance agreement with NRL.

12.3.4.7 MVME333 Bootrom Maintenance

NRL Code 5521 shall maintain this firmware.

12.3.4.8 Support Hardware Maintenance

To be determined on a case-by-case basis.

12.4 Formal Qualification Test Identification

12.4.1 NFSE System

The NFSE System CSCIs shall be formally tested in the following combinations: NC. NC/
LC, SC/NC, and SC/NC/LC.

12.4.1.1 General Test Requirements

Each formal qualification test shall meet the following general test requirements:

a. There shall be a statement of the purpose of the test; that is, what is to be tested.

b. Test inputs, version numbers for each software item under test, and test results, shall all
be archived.

c. Test conclusions shall be reported.

12.4.1.2 Test Classes

Tests are broken up into four classes: algorithm tests, timing tests, start/stop tests, and inte-
gration tests.

12.4.1.2.1 Algorithm Tests

These tests are aimed at verification and validation of the system design requirements.
That is, these tests attempt to answer the following questions: Does the system that was imple-
mented satisfy the system requirements (verification); and does the system do what the user
intends it to do (validation)?
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12.4.1.2.2 Timing and Load Tests

These tests are designed to see if the NFSE System software can satisfy its realtime requirements
and work within its allocated resources. The main measures are procedure execution times and memory
requirements.

12.4.1.2.3 Node Start/Stop/Start Tests

One of the lessons learned from the UNT tests is that one can expect a high occurrence of starting
and stopping of nodes in a testbed environment. This class of test is intended as a stress test of the NFSE
System's ability to function with frequent occurrences of nodes stopping and restarting.

12.4.1.2.4 Integration Tests

This class of tests focuses on how well the SC, NC, LC, and RF hardware work together in the tar-
get system.

12.4.1.3 Test Levels

Formal tests shall be performed at the CSCI, node, or system level. No formal test shall be per-
formed below the CSCI level. However, it is anticipated that considerable informal testing will be done at
the CSC/CSU levels.

12.4.1.4 Test Definitions

This subsection identifies and describes each test to be performed on the NFSE System.

12.4.1.4.1 7-Node Simulation (7NFSE)

12.4.1.4.1.1 Test Objective

The purpose of this suite of tests is provide the following: 1) to check out whether the algorithms
used to implement the system result in a system that meets the requirements given in the SSRS (verifica-
tion), 2) to validate that the implemented design meets the intended system needs (validation), and 3) to
provide an archive of the performance of the baseline system. The test performance database can be used,
among other things, as a benchmark to evaluate alternative metrics that the NFSS might use in selecting
the "best" operating frequency.

12.4.1.4.1.2 Special Requirements

These tests will be performed on a Sun workstation or equivalent.

12.4.1.4.13 Test Level

The tests will be performed at the NFSE System level using simulated Link Controllers, RF trans-
mit/receive strings, and communication channels. System Mode B (without the optional internal network)
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shall be tested. Since the internal network will not be used. the frequency test cycles can be contig-
uous, i.e.. we set TAp = TA (see figure 3).

12.4.1.4.1.4 Test Type or Class

This is an algorithm test.

12.4.1.4.1.5 Qualification Method

These tests are aimed at demonstrating that the Network Controller can provide the capa-
bilities specified in section 8.1.3.

12.4.1.4.1.6 Type of Data to be Recorded

The following data shall be saved to disk for each tesL

"* Version identifiers for all of the software being tested and for key support software.

"* All input and output data files (as specified in section 10.1.6).

12.4.1.4.1.7 Assumptions and constraints

The tests shall employ realistic channel simulation models that include the effects of sto-
chastic noise and BF groundwave propagation losses.

12.4.1.4.2 Additional Tests

TBD

12.4.1.5 Test Schedule

See section 7.3.2.

12.5 Data Recording, Reduction, and Analysis

This subsection describes the data reduction and analysis procedures to be used during and
following the tests identified in this STP This subsection documents how information resulting
from data reduction and analysis will be retained.

Output from the Network Frequency Selection Service are obtained after each NFSS fre-
quency test cycle. These results are in the form of FrameMaker ".mif" files. When viewed using
FrameMaker or a PostScript reader, each page of results appears as two columns by four rows of
graphics panels. Each panel displays results for one NFSS frequency test cycle. The time-ordering
of results is from top to bottom of the first column followed by the same ordering in the second
column. Each panel shows the following information: an NFSS frequency test cycle identifier, the
bidirectional links for that frequency test cycle, the value of the metric (in hexadecimal notation),
the test frequency (in MHz), and the time at which the frequency test cycle began (in simulated
hrs.mdn:sec.ms).
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When using the optional internal network, all statistics are merged into a single slac.out file. It is
necessary to pass this file through a post-processor filter to generate separate files for each statistic of inter-
est. In this way we produce the following additional output files from stat.out:

load.out

thruput.out

delay.out

max-delay.out

globaLtrafficimiz.out

lcl-trafficjimiLout

These are in "Cricket Graph" compatible form for automated post analysis, but they can be read
manually to get a quick look at network performance. The interpretation of each of these statistics is as fol-
lows.

Load Statistic

Every statistic r -porting period, each node reports the average rate at which it transmits new traffic
since the last reporting period. This traffic consists of either broadcast or point-to-point asynchronous mes-
sages. The load includes the message headers added by the Network Controller, which is 40 bits for broad-
cast messages and 48 bits for point-to-point messages. For each reporting period, the file load.out contains
one line of output consisting of the following: the time of the report, the load at each node, and the sum of
the loads (i.e., the load on the entire network).

Throughput Statistic

Every statistic reporting period each node reports the average rate at which simulated user-data
was delivered at that node since the last reporting period. The "user" data consists of the data-only portion
of asynchronous broadcast or point-to-point messages; that is, it does not include the message headers
added by the Network Controller. For each reporting period, the file thruput.out contains one line of output
consisting of the following: the time of the report, the throughput at each node, the sum of the node
throughputs (i.e., the throughput for the entire network), and the "normalized throughput". The normalized
throughput is obtained by dividing the network throughput by (A - I), where A is the number of nodes

active during the reporting interval. If the load consists of only broadcast traffic, then the normalized
throughput should be nearly equal to the network load, since each broadcast message should reach (A -1)
nodes.

Delay Statistic

Every statistic reporting period, each node reports message delay statistics for all the broadcast
and point-to-point messages that were received since the last reporting period. This statistic includes mini-
mum, average, and maximum values of the message delays. The delays are measured from the time that
the message is first transmitted until the time it is received at a node. This is accomplished by including the
initial transmission time in the body of the dummy data. For each reporting period, the file delay.out con-
tains one line of output consisting of the following: the time of the report, the average message delay
recorded at each node, and the average message delay for the entire network.

Maximum Delay Statistic

For each reporting period, the file max-delay.out contains one line of output consisting of the fol-
lowing: the time of the report, the maximum message delay recorded at each node for the measurement
period, and the maximum message delay for the entire network over that same period.
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12.6 Notes

None.

12.7 Revisions to section 12

None.
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13. NFSE IN-LAB TEST DESCRIPTIONS

13.1 Scope

13.1.1 Identification

This Software Test Description (STD) describes the in-lab tests to be performed on the Network
Controller CSCI of the NFSE System.

13.1.2 System Overview

See section 5.1.2 on page 13.

13.1.3 Section Overview

This section contains the test cases and test procedures necessary to perform formal qualification
testing of the Network Controller CSCI, which is the major component of the NFSE System.

13.2 Referenced Documents

See references [3) and [4].

13.3 Formal Qualification Test Preparations

133.1 7-Node Simulation (7NFSE)

13.3.1.1 7-Node Simulation Schedule

See section 7.3.2.

13.3.1.2 7-Node Simulation Pre-Test Procedures

13.3.1.2.1 Hardware Preparation

The 7NFSE will be performed on a Sun Workstation or equivalent.

13.3.1.2.2 Software Preparation

In preparation for simulation testing with the DSPT, two input files must be prepared, namely, cre-
ate.dat and nfss.inp. Examples of these two files are shown in figures 68 and 69, respectively.

File create.dat is used for specifying the simulation scenario. It describes the communication chan-
nels, the platforms (ships, aircraft, etc.), and parameters that control the simulation (duration of simulation.
statistics reporting period, and period between scenario updates). Tbe file is scanned for the occurence of
object creation commands that contain the keywords create-chan, create, or create.sys. The keyword "cre-
atehan_" indicates the start of the description of a communicaion channel object; the keyword "create"
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signifies the start of the description of a platform object: and "create-sys" indicates the description of a
system object. The end of an object's description is denoted by the flag 99999. Object descriptions may be
nested.

Twelve channels are defined in figure 68. Each channel is an object of type hf chan. All objects
have a type name (hf_chan in this case) and a numerical identifier, which consists of a zero-terminated list
of numbers. Thus, in the example there are twelve channel objects of type hfchan with identifiers that
range from I to 12. The second line of the create hf-chan entry signifies the median channel noise level in
db referenced to I watt. In the example, each channel has the same median noise level of -125 db. The final
entry in the description of the hf_chan object is the hf frequency of this channel. The frequency is used by
the groundwave propagation loss model to compute the propagation attenuation.

The example file create.dat defines seven platforms. Each platform definition begins with the key-
word "create". All platforms are of type "nearearth" platform. This type is used to represent fixed-sites,
ships. and aircraft. The platforms have numerical identifiers that range from 1 to 7. Platforms have a geo-
graphic position, which is expressed in terms of longitude (-180 (W) to 180 (E)), latitude (-90 (S) to 90
(N)), and altitude (0 to 100 kin). Since some platforms are mobile, a time (given in seconds) is associated
with the position coordirates. Trime 0.0 corresponds to the start of the simulation. There are one or more
lines of the form "longitude latitude altitude time" included in each platform description. These lines are
preceded by a line containing an integer that specifies the number of positions that follow. Platform num-
ber 7 is an example of a mobile platform: the other platforms are stationary.

Each platform contains an object of type "logic.node". Logic-nodes have numerical identifiers
that consist of two integers - the first number identifies the host platform (I to 7) and the second identifies
the node at that platform (1). Logicnodes contain objects of types "transmitter", "receiver", "scen-cont",
"UNTPrLayer2", and "UNTPrLayerY'. The last three object types are used to represent the three lowest
protocol layers of the communication system that we are modeling.

The start of the description of a transmitter begins with the keyword "transmitter", which is fol-
lowed by a numerical identifier of the form "platform_number nodenumber transmitter number 0". Sub-
sequent lines in the description are: (line 2) channel_name channel_number, (line 3) radiated power
(watts), and (line 4) 999999. When the transmitter object is created, it will initially be set to the given
channel number.

The start of the description of a receiver begins with the keyword "receiver", which is followed by
a numerical identifier of the form "platform-number nodenumber receiverT_number 0". Subsequent lines
in the description are: (line 2) channel_name channel_number. (line 3) required signal-to-noise ratio (db).
(line 4) receiver noise (db relative to I watt. and (line 5) 999999. When the receiver object is created, it
will initially be set to the given channel_number. In the example, each receiver is assigned a receiver noise
level of -125 db. The model sets the noise at the receiver as the maximum of the channel noise and the
receiver noise. In the example, the required signal-to-noise level of 34 db is meant to approximate a link
that is 90% reliable and is operating at 2400 bps.

The start of the description of a protocol object that models protocol_layer._number I (physical
layer) begins with the keyword "scen-cont", which is followed by a numerical identifier of the form "plat-
formnumber nodenumber protocoilayer_number 0". Subsequent lines in the description are: (line 2) 0
and (line 3) 999999.

The start of the description of a protocol object that models protocolJayertunber 2 (data link
layer) begins with the keyword "UNTPrLayer2", which is followed by a numerical identifier of the form
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"'platform_number nodenumber protocol_layernumber 0". Subsequent lines in the description are: (line
2) 0, (line 3) number of transmit strings (1), (fine 4) number of receive strings (1), and (line 5) 999999.

The start of the description of a protocol object that models protocol-layer-number 3 (network
layer) begins with the keyword "UNT_PrLayer3", which is followed by a numerical identifier of the form
"platform.number nodenumber protocol_layer._number 0". Subsequent lines in the description are: (line
2) 0, (line 3) 1, and (line 4) 999999.

The start of the description of a system object that models the simulator begins with the keyword
"system", which is followed by a 0. Subsequent lines in the description are: (line 2) simulation duration
(milliseconds), (line 3) statistics reporting period (milliseconds), (line 4) scenario update period (seconds),
(ine 5) 0, (line 6) 0, and (line 7) 999999.

create_chan hf_chan 1 0
-100.000000 db (watts)
10.680 MHz

999999
create_chan hf_chan 2 0
-115.000000 db (watts)
11.062 MHz

999999
createchan hfchan 3 0
-135.000000 db (watts)
12.030 MHz

999999
createchan hfchan 4 0
-125.000000 db (watts)
12.673 MHz

999999
createchan hfchan 5 0

-110.000000 db (watts)
13.238 MHz

999999
createchan hf-chan 6 0
-125.000000 db (watts)

13.980 MHz

999999
create_chan hf_chan 7 0
-105.000000 db (watts)
14.695 MHz
999999
create_chan hf_chan 8 0

-135.000000 db (watts)
16.923 MHz
999999
createchan hfchan 9 0
-120.000000 db (watts)
16.954 MHz
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999999
create-chan hf-chan 10 0
-125.000000 db (watts)
17,514 MHz
999999
create-chan hfchan 11 0
-130.000000 db (watts)
18.556 MHz

999999
create-chan hf-chan 12 0
-110.000000 db (watts)
20.025 MHz

999999
create near'earth 1 0 NOSC
1
-117.27 32.70 0.0 0.000000
logic-node 1 1 0
transmitter 1 1 1 0
HF 1
40.0 watts

999999
receiver 1 1 1 0
HF 1
34.0 db req S/N
-125.0 db watt noise
999999
scencont 1 1 1 0
0

999999
UNTPrLayer2 1 1 2 0
0
1
1

999999
UNTPrLayer3 1 1 3 0
0
1

999999
999999
999999
create near-earth 2 0 Point Mugu
1
-119.12 34.12 0.0 0.000000
logic_node 2 1 0
transmitter 2 1 1 0
HF 1
40.0 watts
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999999
receiver 2 1 1 0
HF 1
34.0 db req S/N
-125.0 db watt noise
999999
scen.cont 2 1 1 0
0
999999
UNTPrLayer2 2 1 2 0
0
1
1

999999
UNTPrLayer3 2 1 3 0
0
1

999999
999999
999999
create nearearth 3 0 San Clemente Island
1
-118.57 33.03 0.0 0.000000
logicnode 3 1 0
transmitter 3 1 1 0
HF 1
40.0 watts

999999
receiver 3 1 1 0
HF 1
34.0 db req S/N
-125.0 db watt noise
999999
scen-cont 3 1 1 0

0
999999
UNTPrLayer2 3 1 2 0

0

1
1

999999
UNT_PrLayer3 3 1 3 0
0

1

999999
999999
999999
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create nearearth 4 0 San Nicolas Island
1
-119.52 33.23 0.0 0.000000
logic-node 4 1 0
transmitter 4 1 1 0
HF 1
40.0 watts

999999
receiver 4 1 1 0
HF 1
34.0 db req S/N
-125.0 db watt noise

999999
scen-cont 4 1 1 0
0

999999
UNTPrLayer2 4 1 2 0
0

1
1

999999
UNTPrLayer3 4 1 3 0
0
1

999999
999999
999999
create nearearth 5 0 Seal Beach
1
-118.08 33.75 0.0 0.000000
logicnode 5 1 0
transmitter 5 1 1 0
HF 1
40.0 watts

999999
receiver 5 1 1 0
HF 1
34.0 db req S/N
-125.0 db watt noise
999999
scen-cont 5 1 1 0
0

999999
UNTPrLayer2 5 1 2 0
0

1
1
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999999

UNTPrLayer3 5 1 3 0

0
1
999999
999999
999999
create nearearth 6 0 Ship
1
-117.84 32.88 0.0 0.000000
logicnode 6 1 0
transmitter 6 1 1 0
HF 1
40.0 watts'
999999
receiver 6 1 1 0
HF 1
34.0 db req S/N
-125.0 db watt noise

999999
scen-cont 6 1 1 0
0

999999
UNTPrLayer2 6 1 2 0
0
1
1

999999
UNTPrLayer3 6 1 3 0
0

1

999999
999999
999999
create near-earth 7 0 P3

5
-120.00 33.90 1.0 0.0000
-118.00 33.00 1.0 2100.0
-118.00 32.54 1.0 2640.0
-120.00 32.54 1.0 4500.0
-120.00 33.90 1.0 6000.0

logic_node 7 1 0
transmitter 7 1 1 0
HF 1
40.0 watts

999999

receiver 7 1 1 0
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HF 1
34.0 db req SIN
-125.0 db watt noise

999999
scen-cont 7 1 1 0
0

999999
UNTPrLayer2 7 1 2 0
0
1
1

999999
UNT_PrLayer3 7 1 3 0
0
1

999999
999999
999999
create-sys system 0
1500000.0 //simperiod in simulation time units
259200.0 //report update period in simulation time units
99.75000 //scenario update period in seconds
0
0

999999

Figure 68 Example of file Crmaw.aL

Figure 69 contains an example nfss.inp file, which is compatible with the create.dat file shown in
figure 68. IP nrder to be compatible, file nfss.inp must have the same number of frequency entries as there
are channels in create.dat, and the numbering of the channels in create.dat must correspond to the position
of the corresponding frequency in nfss.inp.
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1.1

10680.0
11062.5
12030.0
12673.5
13238.0
13980.0
14695.0
16923.0
16954.0
17514.0
18556.0

20025.0
-1.0

Figure 69 Example of file nfss.inp

13.3.1.2.3 Other Pre-Test Preparations

None.

13.3.2 Additional Tests

TBD

13.4 Formal Qualifications Test Descriptions

13.4.1 7-Node Simulation (7NFSE)

A 7-node simulation model will be used to test the NC CSCI. This model is based on the actual 7-
node HF network used for the UNT/NRL HF Intratask Force Communication Network Experiment. This
section describes the different test cases for the same simulation model.

13.4.1.1 7-Node Simulation Test 1 (7NFSE-T1)

13.4.1.1.1 7-Node Simulation Test 1 Requirements Traceability

The purpose of this experiment is to verify that the algorithms of the NC are performing roperly
in an environment of extremely rapidly changing channel noise levels. We show that the algorithms behave
as expected. However, we note that the model really precludes the possibility of finding a "best" frequency
because performance at every frequency is rapidly and continually changing by significant amounts.
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13.4.1.1.2 7-Node Simulation Test 1 Initialization

The NC data files described in Section 10.1.6 are used for this test. The DSPT input file create.dat
is used for the specification of the simulation model along with the HF communication channel setup. The
NFSS related input file nfss.inp is used for specification of the test frequencies. The initialization data and
the formats are discussed in Section 13.4.1.1.3

The DSPT based simulated environment is created using the input file create.dat. This file uses a
pre-specified format for the description of the 7-node model and the HIF channels for the communication
network. The file format is described in the above referenced documents. The HF channel specifications,
for the NFSE test channels, are discussed in Section 13.4.1.1.3.

13.4.1.1.3 7-Node Simulation Test 1 Inputs

For this test case, we use the set of 12 frequencies 12161, 12162..... 12172 kHz, which corre-
spond to channels I through 12, respectively. The slightly different frequencies are used for identification
purposes only. Each channel has the same median noise level of -130 db. Each receiver is assumed to have
a receiver noise level of -150 db. All platforms are assumed to be stationary. Other input parameters are as
shown in figure 68.

The noise model was modified for this test to produce a sinusoidally time-varying about the con-
stant median level. The amplitude of thd sinusoid is set at 10% of the median noise level. All channels
share the same time-varying model. The channel noise levels and the receiver noise levels are chosen in
such a way that the channel noise dominates. Thus, performance on a given frequency depends on when
the channel is tested.

The sinusoidal time-period for the channel noise is set at 10 minutes. The duration of each fre-
quency test cycle is 99,750 ms = (3epochs* 5 frames/epoch +Ilepoch*10frameslepoch)* 7slots/frame *
570ms/slot. Based on a 10 minute time period for the sinusoidal noise variation, there will be approxi-
mately 6 such test cycles in one sinusoidal time-period. During each test cycle, three new frequencies plus
the current "best" frequency are tested.

13.4.1.1.4 7-Node Simulation Test 1 Expected Results

Figure 70 depicts an example test sequence to illustrate the expected results. For illustration pur-
poses we assume a linear noise increase. For Test Cycle i the four test frequencies are evaluated at the time
instants marked I through 4. The best metric, for identical receiver noise levels, will correspond to the first
frequency (say fl). In Test Cycle i+l, the best frequency carried over from previous cycle will be fl. The
metric evaluated for fI in Test cycle i+l will be, in general, greater than the one from Test Cycle i. In test
Cycle i+1 the best frequency metric will correspond to time instant5 (with corresponding frequency
denoted as f5). Thus the best frequency, for monotonically increasing noise levels and same receiver noise,
will be the first test frequency during each test cycle. In an analogous manner, for decreasing noise case,
the best frequency will always be the last test frequency, i.e. the best frequency from the previous cycle.
Thus decreasing noise levels will always result in a the selection of the same "best" frequency for a series
of test cycles.

Figure 71 summarizes the expected results for the sinusoidal noise model. Note that there is a
phase shift in the sinusoid since, in the actual tests, the first NFSS test cycle does not occur until 79.8 sec-
onds into the simulation. Figure 71 shows the expected sequence of frequencies tested (and therefore the
expected sequence of best frequencies, as well). This is indicated by the channel number that is written in
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Test Cycle i Test Cycle i+ I

noise

6

Figure 70 Test cycle sequences during a period of increasing noise levels..

each frequency test cycle for the given sinusoidal noise model. The anticipated channel sequence was gen-
erated on the basis of the discussion in the previous paragraph. For example, for increasing noise levels,
the first test frequency in each test cycle is expected to be the best frequency. In an analogous manner, for
decreasing noise levels the best frequency corresponds to the last frequency. Hence, over periods of
decreasing noise, the same frequency is always selected as the best frequency.

-117

-.o

.1 -130 13 1 4 -6 1 7/ 8 9 4 101112 7 1 2 3 10 4 5 6 100

01 t ,

-143 "-
1.3 time (minutes) 10.3

Figure 71 Anticipated results for Test I based on relative noise levels of the tested
C4han3ls.
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13.4.1.1.5 7-Node Simulation Test 1 Criteria for Evaluating Results

The simulation results should approximate the expected results discussed in section 13.4.1.1.4.

13.4.1.1.6 7-Node Simulation Test I Procedure

The test is to be conducted as a Sim++ simulation running on a Sun workstation.

13.4.1.1.7 7-Node Simulation Test 1 Assumptions and Constraints

See section 13.4.1.1.3.

13.4.1.2 7-Node Simulation Test 2 (7NFSE-T2)

This test case uses frequencies that were allocated for the UNT test. The 7-node model for Test 2
has stationary nodes. The noise levels for the HF channels are constant.

13.4.1.2.1 7-Node Simulation Test 2 Requirements Traceability

This test is used to verify the operation of the network frequency selection algorithm under static
conditions. This test provides a general test case and serves as a benchmark for comparing different met-
rics.

13.4.1.2.2 7-Node Simulation Test 2 Initialization

See Section 13.4.1.1.2.

13.4.1.2.3 7-Node Simulation Test 2 Inputs

As described in Section 13.4.1.1.3, the NFSE specific test inputs are the test frequency channels
along with their associated noise levels. Table 30 shows the different frequencies, their associated channel
noise levels, and the corresponding communication ranges used for this test case. The receiver noise is
taken to be -125 db. All platforms are assumed to be stationary. All other values are as given in figure 68.

Table 29: Frequencies, channel noise levels, and communication ranges for tests 7NFSE-T2.
Freq. Arry Freq.(Khz) Channel Rangea

Index Noise(db) (Km)

0 10680.0 -100.0 37.97

1 11062.5 -115.0 81.72

2 12030.0 -135.0 115.38

3 12673.5 -125.0 109.59

4 13238.5 -110.0 50.0

5 13980.0 -125.0 98.6
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Table 29: Frequencies, channel noise levels, and communication ranges for tests 7NFSE-T2.

Freq. Array Freq.(Khz) Channel Rangea

Index Noise(db) (Kin)

6 14695.0 -105.0 36.6

7 16923.0 -135.0 77.35

8 16954.0 -120.0 60.35

9 17514.0 -125.0 73.57

10 10315.0 -130.0 132.48

11 8578.0 -110.0 110.96

a. Range is based on the noise at the receiver, which is approx-
imated as the larger of the channel noise (see column 3) and the
receiver noise (-125 db).

13.4.1.2.4 7-Node Simulation Test 2 Expected Results

We expect that the channel with the greatest communication range will be selected as the "best"
frequency. For this test case, with 12 test frequencies, which are tested at the rate of 3 new frequencies per
test cycle, it takes 4 Test Cycles (or 399 seconds) to complete the testing of all frequencies. Thereafter, the
results of tests at a given frequency should simply repeat the earlier results.

13.4.1.2.5 7 Node Simulation Test 2 Criteria for Evaluating Results

Each test cycle result can be evaluated individually on the basis of the frequencies tested and their
corresponding HF communication ranges.

13.4.1.2.6 7 Node Simulation Test 2 Procedure

See section 13.4.1.1.6.

13.4.1.2.7 7 Node Simulation Test 2 Assumptions and Constraints

See section 13.4.1.2.3.

13.4.1.3 7-Node Simulation Test 3 (7NFSE-T3)

ibis test case uses the same setup at 7NFSE-T2 (See section 13.4.1.2)- the only difference being
that it uses a dynamic, 7- node model, i.e., during the simulation run one of the nodes traverses a pre-
defined path through the remaining nodes.
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13.4.1.3.1 7-Node Simulation Test 3 Requirements Traceability

This test verifies the network frequency selection algorithm under changing connectivities
induced by the physical model dynamics. The noise levels for the HF channels are still kept constant, with
the values shown in table 30.

13.4.1.3.2 7-Node Simulation Test 3 Initialization

See section 13 4.1.1.2.

13.4.1.33 7-Node Simulation Test 3 Inputs

Table 30 shows the different frequencies and their associated channel noise levels used for this test
case.

Table 30: Frequencies, channel noise levels, and communication ranges for tests 7NFSE-T3.

Freq. Array Freq.(Khz) Channel Rangea
Index Noise(db) (Kin)

0 10680.0 -100.0 37.97

1 11062.5 -115.0 81.72

2 12030.0 -135.0 115.38

3 12673.5 -125.0 109.59

4 13238.5 -110.0 50.0

5 13980.0 -125.0 98.6

6 14695.0 -105.0 36.6

7 16923.0 -135.0 77.35

8 16954.0 -120.0 60.35

9 17514.0 -125.0 73.57

10 18556.0 -130.0 67.22

11 20025.0 -110.0 29.75

a. Range is based on the noise at the receiver, which is approx-
imated as the larger of the channel noise (see column 3) and the
receiver noise (-125 db).

13.4.1.3.4 7-Node Simulation Test 3 Expected Results

See section 13.4.1.2.4.
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13.4.1.3.5 7 Node Simulation Test 3 Criteria for Evaluating Results

See section 13.4.1.2.5.

13.4.1.3.6 7 Node Simulation Test 3 Procedure

See section 13.4.1.1.6.

13.4.1.3.7 7 Node Simulation Test 3 Assumptions and Constraints

See section 13.4.1.2.3.

13.4.1.4 Other Tests

TBD

13.5 Notes

None.

13.6 Revisions to Section 13

None.
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14. NFSE IN-LAB TEST REPORTS

14.1 Section Overview

This section contains the test results of formal qualification testing of the NC CSCI of the NFSE
System. During these tests we were particularly interested in testing the network frequency selection algo-
rithm.

14.2 Referenced Documents

See references (31 and [4].

14.3 Test Overview

14.3.1 7-Node Simulation (7NFSE) Test Overview

14.3.1.1 7-Node Simulation Summary

The 7-node simulation model is derived from the actual 7-node HF Network used for the UNT/
NRL HF Intratask force communication network experiment. The system initialization and control param-
eters were set on the basis of that network. Three different tests were performed for verifying and validat-
ing the network frequency selection scheme. On the basis of the input parameter settings and the expected
heuristic system behavior, the results were carefully analyzed and the correctness of the results were
checked. Based on the results obtained, minor improvements in the metric definition/selection were made
(see section 10.3.8.1.

14.3.1.2 7-Node Simulation Record

The in-lab tests were performed at the Naval Research Laboratory, Washington DC, in July 1993.

14.4 Test Results

14.4.1 7-Node Simulation (7NFSE) Results

14.4.1.1 7-Node Simulation Test 1 Results

Figures 72 through 74 present the results of the first 12 NFSS test cycles of a simulation run. The
7NFSE-TI test was performed using a sinusoidal noise model, with a time-period of 10 minutes. As each
NFSS test cycle duration is 99.75 seconds, a single noise cycle corresponds to approximately 6 NFSS test
cycles. The individual frequency tests (total 4) in each NFSS test cycle are presented vertically with two
NFSS test cycles per figure. Hence figures 72 through 74 represent results for two noise cycles. Each panel
has an identifier that is coded as XX.Y, where XX is the NFSS test cycle number and Y is the frequency
test cycle within a given NFSS test cycle. Simulation time appears as hours:min:sec.ms in each panel. The
remaining items in each panel are self-explanatory. The results presented are for the case with channel
noise set to -130 db with a 10% sinusoidal variation. Since the receiver noise was kept constant at -150 db,
this provided a receiver-noise independent NFSE testing setup.
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Test I results shown in figures 72 through 74 differ sfightly from the expected connectivity-range-
based results shown in figure 71. The actual results show the sequence (1. 2. 3. 1). (4, 5, 6. 1). (7. 8. 9. 1).
(10. 11, 12, 7), (1, 2. 3. 10). (4, 5. 6, 3) .... The numbers in bold face indicate where the anticipated results
differ from the simulation results. On closer inspection of the results. the deviation can be attributed to the
way Metric A resolves ties between topologies that have the same number of disconnected nodes and the
same number of relay nodes. The initial metric (referred to as Metric A) resolves ties in favor of the fre-
quency with the lower frequency (channel) index. Hence, in the second NFSS test cycle (Nfss tests 2.1
through 2.4, which appear in figure 72). each frequency that was tested required one relay node. However.
frequency channel 1 (12.161 MHz) was selected because it had the lowest index (0) in the frequency table,

although other frequencies clearly provided more links. Similar results occur in NFSS tests 5.1 through
5.4.

In order to take the overall network connectivity into account. the NFSS was tested using a new
metric (referred to as Metric B, and defined in section 10.3.8.1), which refines the frequency selection pro-
cess to also consider the number of links in the network. Figures 75 through 77 show the results for Metric
B. Here the resulting frequency selection sequence does match the expected sequence shown in figure 71.
Subsequent tests were all performed using Metric B.
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72 72

7 7

Nfss Test 1.1; Metric=0x40 Nfss Test 2.1; Metric=0x43
12.1610Mhz; (0:01:19.800) 12. 1640Mhz; (0:02:59.550)

4 44 4
3 3

Nfss Test 1.2; Metric=0x41 Nfss Test 2.2; Metic--0x44
12.1620Mhz; (0:01:39.750) 12.1650Mhz; (0:03:19.500)

3 3

~6• 6- 1

Nfss Test 1.3; Metric=0x42 Nfss Test 2.3; Metric=0x45
12.1630Mhz; (0:01:59.700) 12.1660Mhz; (0:03:39.450)

Nfss Test 1.4; Metric=0x40 Nfss Test 2.4; Metric=0x40
12.1610Mhz; (0:02:19.650) 12.1610Mhz; (0:03:59.400)

7igure 72 Tet ! (mac A) Results: Set 1
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55

Nfss Test 3.1; Metric=0x86 Nfss Test 4.1; Metric=Ox 109
12.1670Mhz: (0:04:39.300) 12.1700Mhz: (0:06:19.050)

7 2 [7 02050

50 0ý

41 

35• 

..

40

33

Nfss Test 3.2; Metric=0x87 Nfss Test 4.2; Metric=0x204a
12.1680Mhz; (0:04:59.250) 12.1710Mhz; (0:06:39.000)

7 

7 0 2

0 O5

400

4 3 6 1 40 6 --. 1

Nfss Test 3.3; Metric=Oxc8 Nfss Test 4.3; Metric=0x204b
12.1690Mhz: (0:05:19.200) 12.1720Mhz; (0:06:58.950)

72 

7 0 2

0 05

40

3 3

Nfss Test 3.4; Metric=0xc0 Nfss Test 4.4; Metric=Ox2046
12.161bOMah (0:05:39.150) 12.1670Mhz (0:07:18.900)

Figur 73 Tet I (mwx, A) Reaul": Set 2
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Nfss Test 5.1; Metric=0x2040 Nfss Test 6.1; Metric=Oxc3
12.1610Mhz; (0:07:58.800) 12.1640Mhz; (0:09:38.550)
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6 11

Nfss Test 5.2; Metric=0x2041 Nfss Test 6.2; Metric=0x84
12.1620Mhz; (0:08:18.750) 12.1650Mhz; (0:09:58.500)

2 2

3 6 36

Nfss Test 5.3; Metric=Ox 102 Nfss Test 6.3; Metric--0x85
12.1630Mhz: (0:08:38.700) 12.1660Mhz; (0:10:18.450)

2!

4: ~54

4
3 3

6 1

Nfss Test 5.4; Metric=Ox109 Nfss Test 6.4; Metric=Ox82
12.1700Mhz; (0:08:58.650) 12.1630Mhz; (0:10:38.400)

hFlure 74 TeatI (rIc A) Reaults: Set3
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Nfss Test 1.31; Metric=-Ox 10 102 Nfss Test 2.3;: Metric=Ox 10 105
12.1630Mhz. (0:01:19.800) 12.1660Mhz: (0:03:39.450)

k15



Nfss Test 3.1; Metric=0x20206 Nfss Test 4.1; Metric=0x403c9
12.1670Mhz; (0:04:39.300) 12.1700Mhz; (0:06:19.050)

5 0 05

40
31631ý6 1

Nfss Test 3.2; Metric=0x20287 Nfss Test 4.2; Metric--Ox8lO4ca
12.1680Mhz; (0:04:59.250) 12.1710Mhz; (0:06:39.000)

40
V 3"-,5 ,.1 4 0 5 1

Nfss Test 3.3; Metric--0x30308 Nfss Test 4.3; Metric=Ox8lO4cb
12.1690Mhz: (0:05:19.200) 12.1720Mhz; (0:06:58.950)

27 02

0 05

40

3 3
3 6 ý6

Nfss Test 3.4; Metric=000303 Nfss Test 4.4; Metric=x-8104c6
12.1640Mh&z (0:05:39.150) 12.1670Mhz (0:07:18.900)

ljRMe 76 Tes 1 (wefac B) Results Set 2
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7 0272

0 5 5

40 4

33
6 1 6

Nfss Test 5.1; Metric=0x8104c0 Nfss Test 6.h1 Metric=030303
12.1610Mhz; (0:07:58.800) 12.164OMhz: (0:09:38.550)

7 02 7

40 4

?- 6 13 61

Nfss Test 5.2; Metric--0x8104c1 Nfss Test 6.2; Metric=0x20284
12.1620Mhz; (0:08:18.750) 12.1650Mhz; (0:09:58.500)

4 V4

Nfss Test 5.3; Metric=0x403c2 Nfss Test 6.3; Metric=0x20205
12.1630Mhz: (0:08:38.700) 12.1660Mhz: (0:10:18.450)

Nfss Test 5.4; Metric=0x40389 Nfss Test 6.4; Metric=0x20209
12.1700Mbz; (0.108:58.650) 12.1700Mhz; (0:10:38.400)

Fitgw Te at I -mti D) Remaltv. Set 3
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14.4.1.2 7 Node Simulation Test 2 results

As mentioned in section 13.4.1.2.4, we expect that. for this example. the best frequency will be the
one with the greatest communication range. For Test 2, the frequencies and communication ranges are
shown in table 30. Figures 78 and 80 show Test 2 results for 24 frequency test cycles (more than enough to
cycle through the entire set of frequencies). As expected the best metric corresponds to test frequency
10.31 Mhz with an associated communication range of 132 km. The best frequency for NFSS test cycles 1.
2 and 3 is 12.03 Mhz (with range 115 kms), but for NFSS test cycle 4 the best frequency is updated to its
final value of 10.315 Mhz.
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7 02

0 05 55

40 0 4

3 0 3
6 0 6

Nfss Test 1.1; Metric=0xc00540 Nfss Test 2.1; Metric=0x30303
10.6800Mhz; (0:01:19.800) 12.6735Mhz; (0:02:59.550)

7 02 7 02
0 05 0 05

40 40

0
ý6 16 0 1

Nfss Test 1.2; Metric=0x8104cl Nfss Test 2.2; Metric=0xc00544
11.0625Mhz; (0:01:39.750) 13.2380Mhz; (0:03:19.500)

4~44
3 3

Nfss Test 1.3; Metric=0302 Nfss Test 2.3; Metric=0x403c5
12.0300Mhz; (0:01:59.700) 13.9800Mhz: (0:03:39.450)

7 02 7 2

0 05 5

40 0 4

3 0 3
6 01 6

Nfss Test 1.4; Metic=xc00540 Nfss Test 2.4; Metric=0x30302
10.6800Mhz; (0:.02:19.650) 12.0300Mhz (0:03:59.400)

F-inM Te Tat 2(mutr•c B) ResulW: Set 1
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7 02 7 02

0 05 0 05

40 01 403 0 o

6 0 1

Nfss Test 3.1; Metric=0xc00546 Nfss Test 4.1; Metric=Ox8104c9
14.6950Mhz; (0:04:39.300) 17.5140Mhz; (0:06:19.050)

7 02 7 2

0 05 5

40 4

33
6 1

Nfss Test 3.2; Metric=0x8104c7 Nfss Test 4.2; Metric=0x2028a
16.9230Mhz; (0:04:59.250) 10.3150Mhzm (0:06:39.000)

7 02 72

0 05

40 04
0 3

3 60 1 66

Nfss Test 3.3; Metric=0xa00508 Nfss Test 4.3; Metric=0x3030b
16.9540Mhz; (0:05:19.200) 8.57800Mhz; (0:06:58.950)

2 2

5555

3 3
6 6• O 1

Nfss Test 3.4;, MetriC=O3032 Nfss Test 4.4; Metric=0x30302
12.0300M=z (0:.05:39.150) 12.0300Mhz;, (0.'07:18.900)

lFjiMm "79Te 2(nnt i B) ReSt-at: Set 2



7 0272

0 05 5

40

3 0 3
6 0 6

Nfss Test 5.1; Metric=Oxc00540 Nfss Test 6.1; Metric=0x30303
10.6800Mhz: (0:07:58.800) 12.6735Mhz; (0:09:38.550)

7 02 7 02

0 05 0 05

40 40

3 3 0
6 1 6 01

Nfss Test 5.2; Metric=0x8104cI Nfss Test 6.2- Metric--0xc00544
11.0625Mhz; (0:08:18.750) 13.2380Mhz; (0:09:58.500)

72 2

3 3
6 1 6

Nfss Test 5.3; Metric=0x30302 Nfss Test 6.3; Metric=0x403c5
12.0300Mhz; (0:08:38.700) 13.9800Mhz: (0:10:18.450)

7 2 75 55

4 4

Nfss Test 5.4; Metric=0x2028a Nfss Test 6.4; Metric=Ox2028a
10.3150Mhz; (0:08:58.650) 10.3150Mhz; (0:10:38.400)

Figure 80 Tet 2(meuic B) Result: Set 3
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14.4.1.3 7 Node Simulation Test 3 results

The 7NFSE-T3 test incorporates a model with one mobile node. Platform 7 was a simulated as a
dynamic node, which traversed a pre-specified. deterministic path through the remaining nodes. This
allowed for a realistic representation of an actual HI:F network and demonstrates the effects of platform
motion on the frequency selection process. The results are shown in figures 81 through 86. As predicted in
section 13.4.1.3.4, after all frequencies have been tested, the best frequency corresponds to the channel
with the greatest communication range. For Test 3, channel 3. with frequency 12.03 MHz. has the greatest
communication range (115 kin). The results show that this frequency is eventually chosen as the best fre-
quency. The results also illustrate how the values of the metric change as platform 7 moves. For example,
at the frequency 12.03 MHz the metric changes from 0x30302 to 0x302c2 to 0x30282 to 0x20242 as plat-
form 7 moves into positions where more links are formed.
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7 022

0 05

40 0

3 0 3
6 01 6 1

Nfss Test 1.1; Metric=Oxc00540 Nfss Test 2.1: Metric=0x30303
10.6800Mhz, (0:01:19.800) 12.6735Mhz: (0:02:59.550)

7 02 027 7

0 05 0 05

40 40 0

33 0
ý6 1 6 01

Nfss Test 1.2: Metric=0x8104cl Nfss Test 2.2: Metric=0xc00544
11.0625Mhz; (0:01:39.750) 13.2380Mhz: (0:03:19.500)

2 72
7 7

5

4 Q4

16 13 6

Nfss Test 1.3: Metric=0x30302 Nfss Test 2.3: Metric=0x403c5
12.0300Mhz: (0:01:59.700) 13.9800Mhz: (0:03:39.450)

7 02 2

0 05

40 4
3 0 3

6 O1 61

Nfss Test 1.4; Metric=0xc00540 Nfss Test 2.4: Metric=0x30302
10.6800Mhz; (0:02:19.650) 12.0300Mhz; (0:03:59.400)

Fipm g Teat 3 (metdc B) Resits: Set 1
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02 02
7 7 05

0 o5 00

40 40

3 0
6 01 61

Nfss Test 3.1; Metric=0xc00546 Nfss Test 4.1; Metric=0xWl0409
14.6950Mhz; (0:04:39.300) 17.5140Mhz; (0:06:19.050)

02 02 l

7" 7
0 05 0 05

40 40 0

Nfss Test 3.2; Metric=0x8l04c7 Nfss Test 4.2; Metric=OxaOO50a
16.9230Mhz; (0:04:59.250) 18.5560Mhz; (0:06:39.000)

02 02
7 057 05
0 0 0~

4 0 0 40 0
3 3 0166 01

Nfss Test 3.3; Metric=0xa00508 Nfss Test 4.3; Metric=0xc0054b
16.9540Mhz; (0:05:19.200) 20.0250Mhz: (0:06:58.950)

2 2
7 5 7

4 4
3 3

6 1 6

Nfss Test 3.4; Metric=0x30302 Nfss Test 4.4; Metric=0x302c2
12.0300Mhz; (0:05:39.150) 12.0300Mhz; (0:07:18.900)

FiRPe 82 Test 3 (mtric B) Result:. Set 2
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02 (2
7 75

404

3 0 3
6 01 6

Nfss Test 5. 1; Metric=0xc00540 Nfss Test 6.1. Metric=0x302c3
10.6800Mhz; (0:07:58.800) 12.6735Mhz: (0:09:38.550)

02 02

7 005 7 005

40 40
0

3 3 0
6 1 6 01

Nfss Test 5.2; Metric=0x8l04cI Nfss Test 6.2; Metric=0xc00544
11.0625Mhz; (0:08:18.750) 13.2380Mhz: (0:09:58.500)

2 2

7 7 5

4 4

3 6 1 3 66-

Nfss Test 5.3; Metric=0x302c2 Nfss Test 6.3; Metric=0x30385
12.0300Mhz: (0:08:38.700) 13.9800Mhz: (0:10:18.450)

2 2

7 7

4 iZ4
3 3

6 1 6

Nfss Test 5.4; Metric=0x302c2 Nfss Test 6.4; Metric=0x302c2
12.0300Mbz; (0:08:.58.650) 12.0300Mhz; (0:10:38.400)

Figum 83 Test 3 (metric B) Remsts: Set 3
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02 02

7 05 7 05
0 o

3 03400Nfss01 40

Nfss Test 7.1; Metric=0xc00546 Nfss Test 8.1; Metric=0x8104c9
14.6950Mhz; (0:11:18.300) 17.5140Mhz; (0:12:58.050)

02 02

7 05 7 05
0 0

40 40

Nfss Test 7.2; Metric--0x8I04c7 Nfss Test 8.2; Metric=OxaOO50a

16.9230Mhz; (0:11:38.250) 18.5560Mhz; (0:13:18.000)
02 02

7 20 7 05
0 0

40 40
0 

0
3 3 0

6 01

Nfss Test 7.3; Metric--0xa00508 Nfss Test 8.3; Metric=OxcOO54b
16.9540Mhz: (0:11:58.200) 20.0250Mhz: (0:13:37.950)

2 2

7 7
4 4 9,

6 1 
6

Nfss Test 7.4; Metric=0x30282 Nfss Test 8.4; Metric=0x30282
12.0300Mhz; (0:12:18.150) 12.0300Mhz; (0:13:57.900)

FiFge 84 Test 3 (mmtmc B) Results: Set 4
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022

7 057 5

0

40 4

3 0 3
6 01 6

Nfss Test 9.1; Metric=Oxc00540 Nfss Test 10.1; Metric--0x30283
10.6800Mhz; (0:14:37.800) 12.6735Mhz; (0:16:17.550)

2 0

05 05
7 7

0

4 40 0
3 3 0

6 1 6 01

Nfss Test 9.2; Metric--0x230401 Nfss Test 10.2; Metric=Oxc005
11.0625Mhz; (0:14:57.750) 13.2380Mhz; (0:16:37.500)

2 2

7 7

4 k34k

Nfss Test 9.3; Metric=0x30282 Nfss Test 10.3; Metric--0x30345
12.0300Mhz: (0:15:17.700) 13.9800Mhz: (0:16:57.450)

2 2

7 7

4 34 13 36•

61 1 6

Nfss Test 9.4; Metric=030282 Nfss Test 10.4; Metric=0x30282
12.0300Mhz; (0:15:37.650) 12.0300Mhz; (0:17:17.400)

ftg, u 85 Test 3 (metic B) Results: Set5
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02 02

7 7
40

4 0 0 4

3 03
6 016

Nfss Test 11. 1; Metric--Oxc0054( Nfss Test 12. 1; Metric=0x43044S
14.6950Mhz: (0:17:57.300) 17.5140Mhz; (0:19:37.050)

02 02

7 7
0

4 40 03 6 1 3

Nfss Test 11.2; Metric--0x43044• Nfss Test 12.2; Metric=OxaOO50a
16.9230Mhz; (0:18:17.250) 18.5560Mhz. (0:19:57.000)

02 02

7 70 0

4 0 0 4 0 0

66 01

Nfss Test 11.3; Metric=0xa0050E Nfss Test 12.3; Metric=0xc0054
16.9540Mhz; (0:18:37.200) 20.0250Mhz; (0:20:16.950)

2 2

7 7

4 14
6 

6 1

Nfss Test 11.4; Metric=0x20242 Nfss Test 12.4; Metric=Ox2•242
12.030fMfz; (0:18:57.150) 12.0300UM&z (0:20:36.900)

Test 3 (mc B) Results: St 6
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